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Foreword

Technology as Culture

Many aspects of the brain are common to all humans and are shaped by genes we share. Genes, however, come in various forms and our individuality is influenced by the form of gene we inherit and their expression. Moreover, the brains of individual humans are also shaped by the culture that the individual experiences. In infancy culture is mainly conveyed through caregivers. This volume proposes that a major element of the cultural experience of modern children and adults is the technology to which they are exposed. This could, over time, make for a common worldwide cultural influence. If this view is correct, the smartphone and its technological successors might rival the genome as an influence of what it is to be human.

The first three chapters of this volume lay out the case for understanding how the brain is shaped by technology in early life. Chapter 1 provides the reciprocal links between cognition and the brain by reviewing work in modern cognitive neuroscience. While Chap. 3 provides the relation to education in the field of educational neuroscience. Chapter 2 lays out the importance of the elements of critical thinking including collaboration, communication, creativity, and contemplation. Although these skills are discussed in cognitive and educational studies, we have a very limited understanding of how the brain carries out or learns these high level skills.

A critical issue raised by the second set of chapters is whether we are capable of designing an educational system that can take advantage of this universal cultural to improve the learning of our children. Our record to date is not a cause for optimism, but the chapters provide hope. For example, careful monitoring of the direction of gaze (Chap. 6) can provide critical information on whether the person is orienting
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to the task, while monitoring other physiological response may help maintain alert-
ness and applying critical thinking (Chaps. 5 and 7). Chapters 4 and 8 raise the issue
of whether virtual reality can be used to enhance social relations and create an envi-
ronment for learning at home and in school.

Whether technology produces a common worldwide culture may depend on how
policies and practices are shaped in various societies. As Facebook extends to nearly
a universal social experience for the world’s youth, we are seeing various efforts to
shape and control its influence. The third part of this volume considers whether
neuroscience can influence these choices (Chap. 9), in a manner that provides an
ethical framework for policy (Chap. 11) and allows policy to screen out irrelevant
background sounds (Chap. 10).

So far the influence of neuroscience has been felt most strongly in the very early
stages of learning. In learning to read the study of brain areas through neuroimaging
has revealed an important lesson for phasing phonics with the visual experience of
reading to develop a fluid skill. Understanding of the brain’s development of a num-
ber line has supported the use of games to improve early arithmetic, and cognitive
tutors for more advanced algebra learning are being linked to brain systems. As we
understand more about the expert brain, the opportunity for understanding how to
teach critical thinking may expand.

In some quarters technology is viewed as a menace to the formation of our ability
to maintain focus and sustain effort. However, this volume tries to point the way
where technology can enhance learning experiences when it is incorporated and
used with the support of discoveries in neuroscience and learning science.

Eugene, OR, USA

Michael Posner Z
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Part I

Introduction: Mind, Brain, and Learning Technologies
Chapter 1
Rethinking Learning in the Rapid Developments of Neuroscience, Learning Technologies, and Learning Sciences

Lin Lin, Thomas D. Parsons, and Deborah Cockerham

“If we teach today’s students as we taught yesterday’s, we rob them of tomorrow.”
—John Dewey

Abstract In this chapter, we discuss the purpose of this book and provide an overview of evolving discussions on the definitions of human learning, the processes of learning, and the methods to assess learning based on new advances and discoveries in learning sciences, learning technologies, and neurosciences.

Introduction

As technology becomes increasingly integrated into our society, cultural expectations and needs are changing. Social understanding, family roles, organizational skills, and daily activities are all adapting to the advances of ever-present technology, resulting in changes in human brains, emotions, and behaviors. An understanding of the impact
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of technology upon our learning and lives is essential if we are to educate children adequately for the future and plan for meaningful learning environments for them.

The purpose of this book is to provide an overview of some changes from a wide variety of perspectives. Designed for students in the fields and interdisciplinary areas of psychology, neuroscience, technology, computer science, and education, this book provides insights for researchers, professionals, educators, and anyone interested in the integration of mind, brain and technology in learning. The book guides readers to explore alternatives, generate new ideas, and develop constructive plans both for teaching, learning, and for future educational needs.

For over 2000 years, philosophers and scientists have used various technologies to understand and enhance human learning in terms of what, where, when, how, and why a person learns. Historically, research using learning technologies has been limited to behavioral observations, but many questions have extended beyond observable phenomenon: When is memory the same as or different from learning? What helps people learn, will or interest? What associations and technologies help people learn? What is the role of prior knowledge? What do people learn better on their own, and what with learning technologies? The rise of technology has increased the complexity of these issues, as technological innovations bring access to new methods of learning and interactions. At the same time, specialized new technologies are also providing new insights directly into the processes of learning, as scientists investigate learning within the brain.

This chapter will begin with an overview of early learning theorists and their contributions to the understanding of learning. Following this foundational work, we discuss opportunities to extend learning through new technologies. The chapter concludes with a look at neural correlates of learning, social and technological connections of learning, and student learning skills in a digital age.

**Evolutions of Learning Theories from a Historical Perspective**

Ancient Greek reflections on technology (i.e., *techne*) can be found in the thesis that technology learns from or imitates nature (Plato, Laws). Discussions of how people learn date back to Plato (428–347 BC) and earlier. Plato proposed the question: How does an individual learn something new when the topic is brand new to that person? (Phillips & Soltis, 2009). As is known of the *Theory of Recollection* or *Platonic epistemology* (Silverman, 2014), Plato answered his own question by stating that knowledge (i.e., *episteme*) is present at birth and that all information learned by a person is merely a recollection of something the soul has already learned previously. Plato described learning as a passive process, and his theory has elicited more questions in terms of how an individual gained the knowledge in the first place. It is important to note that while Plato differentiated between techne and episteme, he also viewed them as having connections.

In the days of Aristotle (384–322 BC), the ability to read and write was primarily limited to the wealthy and elite. Memory was an important skill for transfer of
knowledge, and one upon which Aristotle focused his studies. Aristotle’s view of learning, known today as associationism, embraced the idea that humans learn through cognitively linking concepts (e.g., “sun” brings up images of “bright”; “soft” might inspire thoughts of the opposite concept, “hard”). According to Aristotle, associations between concepts were based upon three principles: contiguity (nearness in time and space), frequency (events often experienced together), and similarity (Gluck, Mercado, & Myers, 2008). Plato and Aristotle’s philosophies are learning played important roles in some of the dominant learning theories discussed below. Like Plato, Aristotle distinguished (and identified associations) between techne and episteme. For Aristotle, technology imitates nature and, in some cases, completes what nature cannot (physics).

**Behaviorism.** John Watson (1878–1958) and Edward Thorndike (1874–1949) extended Aristotle’s association model, asserting that the primary goal of learning is for a student to respond correctly to a stimulus (e.g., teacher’s question). B. F. Skinner (1904–1990), influenced by these theorists and the physical stimulus-response ideas of I. E. Pavlov (1839–1936), connected learning with rewards and external behavior. To behaviorists such as these, learning involved response to a stimulus (Posner & Rothbart, 2007). Skinner’s investigations of positive reinforcement were primarily focused on providing positive reinforcement for “correct” responses of on rats and pigeons. Based on his findings, he defined learning as the production of desired behaviors, and denied any influence of mental processes. Learning would be visible when appropriate reinforcement was provided to the student, with an emphasis on reward over punishment as small steps of progress are made (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Gluck, Mercado, & Myers, 2008). BrainPop and ClassDojo are examples of learning technologies that employ both gamification and behaviorism.

**Cognitivism.** Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778) suggested that a child’s learning should occur naturally, without constant instruction from his elders, and advocated that the child should take the lead. Jean Piaget (1896–1980) built upon this foundation, focusing upon the child’s understanding of the world around him as the basis of his learning. According to Piaget, discrepancies between knowledge and discoveries lead students to adjust their understanding and increase their learning. Learning might not be observable, since mental processes such as memory, language, problem-solving, and concept formation are the goal (Ertmer & Newby, 1993). Piaget focused on cognitive development, stating that language follows the knowledge and understanding acquired through cognitive development. Computer games (online and offline) like Quizlet are examples of cognitivism. Such games typically proffer previous knowledge schema in a different way, which produces disequilibrium and a desire to adapt and learn the new information to continue.

**Constructivism.** Lev Vygotsky (1896–1934) also emphasized the importance of scaffolding new knowledge and understanding upon previous knowledge and beliefs. However, in contrast to Piaget, he hypothesized that learning occurs as
meaning is created from experience, and each learner builds his own interpretation of the world. Vygotsky’s concept of the zone of proximal development (ZPD) suggested that the amount of external instructional support should be adapted to the needs of the student. Since learning resides within the student, the importance of personal meaning and understanding lead to increased student agency and learning. Many other theories arise in this camp including Gardner’s theory of multiple intelligences, in which Gardner suggests that different kinds of intelligence exist in human beings (1983). An example of constructivism in technology can be found in Google Apps for Education, which allows for student-led collaborative opportunities online. Moreover, students can work together collaboratively on group blogs (Blogspot), group presentations (Sliderocket), and webpages (Google Sites).

**Connectivism.** As technology has become increasingly ubiquitous in modern society, learning needs have changed. George Siemens (2005), in his theory of connectivism, proposed that the digital age is creating new approaches to learning. No longer is learning limited to what is happening within an individual, but it has become a social and cultural phenomenon requiring the ability to manipulate fast changes in information. Critical thinking skills such as synthesis and concept integration, along with the ability to identify connections and patterns, are basic to this learning theory. In addition, the theory suggests that learning may occur in non-human devices; that maintaining accurate, up-to-date information should be central to learning activities; and that decision-making is in itself a learning process (Siemens, 2005). Massive open online courses (MOOCs) comes from connectivist theory (cMOOC). MOOCs utilize open software and systems across the Internet to facilitate learning and sharing.

Schwartz, Tsang, and Blair (2016) presented 26 approaches to help people learn, and they discussed how these approaches would work and when to use them. For instance, elaboration, generation, and excitement help one better remember what ones to remember and what one wants to learn, while hands-on, contrasting cases, and visualization help discoveries. Schwartz et al. (2016) highlighted important components of learning, which include understanding, memory, motivation, expertise, study skills, sense of inclusion, problem-solving, collaboration, and discovery.

**Extensions of Learning Through Technologies**

Learning is commonly discussed as a cognitive process through which humans acquire knowledge or skills. Yet it is a multidimensional activity comprised of numerous sub-processes, including attention, memory, prediction, pattern recognition, reasoning, decision-making, spatial cognition, and social cognition (Bruner, Goodnow, & Austin, 1986). Because the hierarchy of these sub-processes is mediated by context, learning may be defined differently in different situations. For example, a culture that is highly dependent upon oral history and instruction may see learning as memory (Wineburg, 2001). A piano teacher might define learning as repetition (Maynard, 2006), and an elementary math teacher may consider learning
to be pattern recognition (Papic, Mulligan, & Mitchelmore, 2011). Each of these elements plays a role in learning, but none independently defines the learning process.

The definition of learning becomes more elusive with the use of networked computing and communications technologies. In addition to traditional classrooms and methods, learning can take place through simulations, remote laboratories, visualization technologies, games, virtual communities, digital libraries, and mixed realities. New technologies have changed the traditional educational boundaries of time, space, and informational access (Borgman et al., 2008). Virtual and augmented reality support new educational possibilities that allow a student to move beyond his immediate environment (Bainbridge, 2007; Parsons, Carlew, Magtoto, & Stonecipher, 2017; Parsons, Gaglioli, & Riva, 2017; Parsons, Riva, et al., 2017). Social media extends the social experience of learning, as online networks parallel those of offline social networks (Dunbar, 2016; Parsons, 2017; Parsons, Gaglioli, et al., 2017). Students have new opportunities to learn in ways otherwise not possible, developing creative pursuits, decision-making, and social learning, and critical thinking skills (Roschelle, Martin, Ahn, & Schank, 2017). Learning has become a complex, continually evolving group of skills that can be applied in a variety of settings.

Technology can provide flexible learning environments and increase learning equity for individuals with special needs. Adjustable screen and font size, along with text-to-speech capabilities, can help individuals with vision difficulties read the text, and can boost the reading skills and understanding of students with specific reading disabilities. The National Education Technology Plan (U.S. Department of Education, 2017b) promotes equity of access to learning, and provides principles and examples that underscore learning specifications set by Congress in the 2015 Every Student Succeeds Act (U.S. Department of Education, 2017a).

As innovative technologies create new learning opportunities, the skills needed to be an efficient learner are changing (Trilling & Fadel, 2009). Nowhere is this more obvious than in the previous century’s focus on memorizing facts. The abundance of information that is available at the touch of a button has replaced our need to remember information with a need to sift through and prioritize information quickly. However, the availability of knowledge from multiple technologies may in effect complicate the learning process.

### Understanding Learning Through Neuroimaging Technologies

To understand why learning has become more complex than ever, we start with the concept that human learning involves change (Green & Bavelier, 2008). The change takes place through a sequence of patterns and predictions, as the human brain constantly watches for patterns, makes predictions, and then checks to see if the predictions are being met (Bar, 2007; Parsons, 2017). When predictions are violated, dopamine appears to be activated in the substantia nigra and the ventral tegmental areas of the brain, leading to a sense of reward (Hollerman & Schultz, 1998). The association of learning with reward fuels the human desire to learn; and, as learning
opportunities are extended and available through multiple technologies, the desire to learn may lead to media multitasking. The prevalent mobile technologies have been labeled multitasking facilitators that support even more multitasking (Pea et al., 2012). Yet, as we seek the rewards of multitasking, we may work against ourselves. Multitasking may interfere with learning (Uncapher et al., 2017), and continued learning while multitasking may change our brain and learning (Poldrack & Foerde, 2007). Although some report on the negative impacts of media multitasking (Ophir, Nass, & Wagner, 2009), others find that media multitaskers perform better on multisensory integration tasks (Lui & Wong, 2012). Lin (2009) has argued the attentional style of media multitaskers may not emphasize attending to the information that is presented as static stimuli (as in the Ophir et al., 2009 study). Instead, media multitaskers may have a greater breadth of attention that inclines them to pay attention to a larger scope of information instead of a specific piece of information. Novel approaches to assessing the impacts of multitasking are needed to clear up inconsistencies in the literature (Lin & Parsons, 2018).

Neuroimaging technology provides insight into the neural underpinnings of specific activities. Studies by Small, Moody, Siddharth, and Bookheimer (2009) suggested that individuals who use technology regularly might use different neural circuits when searching the Internet than when reading text. The authors concluded that decision-making and critical thinking may be impacted by these changes. Other research (Kanai, Bahrami, Roylance, & Rees, 2011) found correlations between the size of online friendship networks and neural areas that are associated with social perception and associative memory: the right superior temporal sulcus, the left middle temporal gyrus, and the entorhinal cortex.

Over the past 50 years, neuroimaging techniques have allowed scientists to move beyond observations of behavior or the mind to observations of cognitive activation in the brain, providing new insights into behaviors and neural correlates that appear to underlie learning. Studies related to both mind and brain have indicated basic principles that are involved in the process of learning.

A human’s perceptions and understanding of the world are built on patterns. Sensory input is registered as patterns of perceptions, and may be preserved either as unisensory or as multisensory perceptions. In multisensory patterns, each sense will be preserved independently: the visual patterns that are observed in a friend’s facial features and the auditory patterns heard in her voice may be recorded simultaneously, but they may be stored for individual access (Hawkins & Blakeslee, 2004). The brain continuously searches for patterns, and is well adept at discovering them even in the midst of chaos and disorder (Hawkins & Blakeslee, 2004; Kelso, 1997, p. 3). Patterns, or relations between items or events, are stored for access when humans encounter new situations.

As the cortex searches its store of patterns, the neocortex predicts what it expects to see, hear, and feel. When the expectations are violated, learning takes place. Prediction is a primary task of the neocortex (Hawkins & Blakeslee, 2004), and the human drive to predict has been described as a “powerful tool for learning” (Elman, 2009, cited in Misyak, Christiansen, & Bruce Tomblin, 2010).

Advances in technology have fuelled the development of more accurate neuroimaging capabilities, leading to improved scientific understanding of neural
functioning. Over the past decade, neuroimaging technology capacities have expanded from the controlled lab environments of the twentieth century to portable neuroimaging devices (Engin, Dalbastı, Gülüduren, Davaslı, & Engin, 2007; McMahan, Parberry, & Parsons, 2015; Parsons, McMahan, & Parberry, in press), social neuroscience experiences (Parsons, 2015; Parsons, Gagglioli, et al., 2017; Schilbach, Eickhoff, Rotarska-Jagiela, Fink, & Vogeley, 2008), and virtual reality (Parsons, 2015, 2017; Parsons & Phillips, 2016). The capacity to merge neuropsychological assessments with real-life experiences has supported a more detailed and accurate understanding of neural functioning during learning (Parsons, 2016; Parsons, Carlew, et al., 2017; Parsons & Kane, 2017).

Connecting Learning with Social and Technological Networks

To foster the inclusion of research advances from the neurosciences, Parsons (2017) presented a brain-based cyberpsychology framework that can be applied to cyber-learning via (1) the neurocognitive, affective, and social aspects of students interacting with technology; and (2) affective computing aspects of students interacting with devices/systems that incorporate computation. As such, a brain-based cyber-learning approach investigates both the ways in which educators and students make use of devices and the neurocognitive processes, motivations, intentions, behavioral outcomes, and effects of online and offline use of technology.

Parsons (2015, 2017) argues that past conceptualizations that separate emotion from cognition are wrongheaded and not well supported by scientific findings. He draws upon Antonio Damasio’s (1991) Somatic Marker Hypothesis to note the interconnectedness of the two realms. Damasio’s et al. (1991) Somatic Marker Hypothesis proposes that emotions may be evidenced in somatic (body) markers, such as rapid heart rate with anxiety or nausea with disgust.

Mills, Wu, and D’Mello (2017) suggested that optimal emotional states may vary according to task. When task performance of adults experiencing either positive or negative affect states was assessed, researchers found that the sad group of participants outperformed the happy group on tests of deep reasoning. These findings emphasize the role of emotions in attention and motivation, which are intricately involved in the learning process (Immordino-Yang, 2016, p. 87).

Humans live in a social world, and social processing is intertwined with emotion. As a result, social context highly impacts learning capacity. While Giacomo Rizzolatti and Vittorio Gallese (as well as some of their colleagues) in Italy (di Pellegrino, Fadiga, Fogassi, Gallese, & Rizzolatti, 1992; Gallese, Fadiga, Fogassi, & Rizzolatti, 1996) observed the brains of monkeys and noted that particular cells activated both when a monkey performed an action and when the monkey viewed another monkey performing the same action. This resulted in the discovery of “mirror neurons.” Research has emerged linking these neurons appeared to abilities such as empathy and the perception of another’s intentions (Iacoboni et al., 2005; Ramachandran, 2000; Ramachandran & Oberman, 2006). New fMRI studies involving multiple participants (Konvalinka & Roepstorff, 2012) are producing
insights into the neuroscience of socialization. Research findings suggest a large-scale brain network (anterior insula, anterior cingulate cortex, and inferior frontal cortex) activates both when one experiences emotions and when observing another person experiencing an emotion.

Although social media and messaging can be distractions when an individual seeks knowledge through technology, social connections remain an important component of learning. Social interaction is an important factor in cognitive development (Vygotsky, 1978), and the social processes of observation, imitation, and modeling are fundamental to learning (Bandura, 1978). Emotion plays an important role in motivation to learn, decision-making, and problem-solving (Damasio et al., 1991; Immordino-Yang & Damasio, 2007; Parsons, 2017). Because emotions are deeply bonded with social processing (Immordino-Yang, 2017), social and emotional connections have a strong influence on human learning (Immordino-Yang, 2008; Oberman, Pineda, & Ramachandran, 2007, cited in Immordino-Yang & Gotlieb, 2017).

**Student Learning Skills in a Digital Age**

The skills required for effective learning assume different priorities in learning in a technology immersive environment. When learning with technologies, easy access to continuously updated information minimizes the need for memory work, but requires skill in sifting through information and determining which material is relevant and factual. In addition, the student must know how to access quality informational sources and must self-monitor in order to limit interruptions from social messages, advertisements, online entertainment, and other distractions.

**Scaffolding and prior knowledge.** Both Piaget and Kamii (1978) and Vygotsky (1978) espoused the view that new knowledge must be constructed from existing knowledge, and that connections with past experience and knowledge can strengthen learning. A variety of technological programs and websites support scaffolding and links to prior knowledge through easily accessible examples and illustrations, tools that support the development of graphic organizers, and opportunities to learn, review, and expand concepts. These tools provide models for the learners, help students visualize the goal to be accomplished, and build a more solid learning foundation (Alber, 2011).

**Digital students and agency.** Technology provides new opportunities for learners to assume control of their own learning. Whereas traditional students often depended upon an instructor to share knowledge with them, digital students can access a plethora of information from their smartphones, computers, or other technological devices. Throughout the twentieth century, learning theorists have promoted the need for learners to manipulate objects, engage in discussion, and experience schema in order to build mental models of the world (Dewey, 1938; Piaget, 1964; Vygotsky, 1986). Digital learners build knowledge as they observe and interact with
virtual and real-time phenomena, build social networks, and make connections between new ideas and prior understandings.

**Critical thinking skills.** A student in today’s digital world does not require the support of a physical classroom in order to learn. Through technology, she has anytime, anywhere access to an abundance of information, including homework, tutoring, and classroom materials. She can explore unlimited environments virtually, and can manipulate objects within the environments. Through interacting with her virtual world, she can explore destinations around the globe, determine how the contents of a cell fit together, and create new ways to travel. Her learning goal will not primarily be to acquire knowledge, but rather to problem-solve and respond creatively to the challenges and needs of a dynamic world.

When students think critically, they are actively engaged in analysis, synthesis, problem-solving, evaluation, and reflection (Mansbach, 2015). The ability to self-regulate reinforces a student’s ability to use these processes independently (Tilus, 2012). Instructors in today’s schools must use strategies and technological tools that can support growth in each of these skill areas.

**Learning Technologies and the Extended Mind**

In Parsons (2017) book on cyberpsychology and the brain, he argued that an additional component for our understanding of cognitive, affective, and social processes for cyberlearning is the notion that technology extends the minds cognitive processes. Daniel Dennett (1996, pp. 134–135) has argued that our remarkable cognitive abilities are less a factor of our large frontal lobes than they are an evolutionary offspring of our capacity for extending our cognitive processes into the environment with which we interact. Hence, our enhanced intelligence is due to

our habit of offloading as much as possible of our cognitive tasks into the environment itself—extruding our minds (that is, our mental projects and activities) into the surrounding world, where a host of peripheral devices we construct can store, process and re-represent our meanings, streamlining, enhancing, and protecting the processes of transformation that are our thinking. This widespread practice of off-loading releases us from the limitations of our animal brains.

This idea is reflected in Clark and Chalmers (1998) development of an “extended mind” theory, in which human cognitive processing consists of complex feedback (including feedforward and feed-around) loops among brain, body, and the external world. Clark and Chalmers argue that a parity-stance should be applied to our considerations of the internal and external mind:

If, as we confront some task, a part of the world functions as a process which, were it to go on in the head, we would have no hesitation in recognizing as part of the cognitive process, then that part of the world is (so we claim) part of the cognitive process (Clark & Chalmers, 1998, p. 8).

Following the “extended mind” approach, cognitive processes are understood as going beyond the brain to software and hardware. Moreover, cognition can be viewed
as something being processed by a system that is coupled with the environment (Clark & Chalmers, 1998). In a forward to Clark’s (2008) book *Supersizing the Mind*, Chalmers explains how his iPhone has become an extension of his mind:

A month ago, I bought an iPhone. The iPhone has already taken over some of the central functions of my brain. It has replaced part of my memory, storing phone numbers and addresses that I once would have taxed my brain with. It harbors my desires: I call up a memo with the names of my favorite dishes when I need to order at a local restaurant. I use it to calculate, when I need to figure out bills and tips. It is a tremendous resource in an argument, with Google ever present to help settle disputes. I make plans with it, using its calendar to help determine what I can and can’t do in the coming months. I even daydream on the iPhone, idly calling up words and images when my concentration slips. (p. 1)

The point that Chalmers is making is that smart technologies may, under some circumstances, act as a person’s cognitive states and beliefs even though they are external to the physical boundaries of the person’s brain.

Parsons (2017; in press; see also Chap. 8 in this book) describes the learning technologies of the extended mind in terms of extended cognitive systems that include both brain-based cognitive processes and technologies like tablets, iPads, and smartphones that serve to accomplish functions that would otherwise be attained via the action of brain-based cognitive processes acting internally to the student. In this learning technology of the extended mind, the student’s cognitive processes are understood as going beyond wetware (i.e., student’s brain) to educational software and hardware. This perspective allows for an understanding of the child’s cognition as processed in a system coupled with the child’s environment.

How should learning technology extended cognitive systems (i.e., a student performing cognitive processes with learning technologies) be educated and assessed? Heersmink and Knight (2018) argue that educators should teach children to participate in responsible practices of technology use by reverse engineering the cognitive integration, illustrating the steps over which that integration was established, and develop the approaches toward those technologies. This also reflects Wheeler’s (2011) reflection on the education of coupled assemblages between the student and technologies of the extended mind. For Wheeler, this focus is entirely in line with the objective of providing the student’s brain with the competences necessary for efficient involvements in such assemblages. Wheeler contends that we should aim to educate extended cognitive systems and permit students to utilize technology when they carry out exams.

This approach is reflected in many of the chapters in this book. While most do not explicitly argue for learning technologies of the extended mind, there is an implicit association between students and the cognitive processes that occur while using educational technologies, being immersed in virtual environments, and being evaluated via technologies. As you read through these chapters, we invite you to consider the possibilities of learning technologies that extend students’ minds.
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Chapter 2
Complexity, Inquiry Critical Thinking, and Technology: A Holistic and Developmental Approach

Jonathan Michael Spector

Abstract Among the skill and competency areas being addressed in national education plans and by prominent educators are collaboration, communication, creativity, and critical thinking. In this chapter, a fifth C is added to that list—namely, contemplation. The argument to be presented in this chapter involves two assumptions: (a) technologies can play an important role in developing these competencies, and (b) to be effective in developing the five C’s, a holistic and developmental approach seems appropriate. Given those assumptions, the solution approach here is that a learner should be considered as a whole person and not simply a cognitive processor. Moreover, promoting effective learning involves developing stable and persistent changes in what a person knows and can do. Consequently, developing habits of inquiry and reasoning takes time and is not likely to happen in one unit of instruction, nor in one course. The earlier those habits are developed, the more likely they are to persist and to be applied to multiple domains of inquiry.

Introduction

Imagine the following scenario, which is based on a composite of interviews with electronics maintenance technicians in the Air Force. A recent graduate of an electronics technical training school is working with an experienced technician troubleshooting the electronics on an F-16 fighter jet aircraft based on a troubled report that has been received after a flight training mission. The senior master sergeant (the experienced technician) immediately examines the cable housing for radar system. The assisting inexperience airman asks, “Why did you immediately start examining that cable housing unit? The protocol I was taught in electronics school was to first perform a diagnostic that would rule out about half of the likely causes of the
problem that was reported.” The senior master sergeant replies, “I know F-16s and
I also know this particular plane. Loose cable housing is a recurrent problem on this
plane, which is why I started here.”

Such exchanges are not uncommon and lead some to the conclusion that school-
ing is wrongheaded or ill-conceived as it is not often connected with real-world
problems. The conclusion reflects an assumption that expertise and knowledge are
domain specific, and, as a consequence, that learning and instruction need to be
focused on authentic problems and meaningful tasks (Brown, Collins, & Duguid,
1988; Charness & Tuffiash, 2008; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989). While there
is evidence to support the notion of meaningful tasks and domain-specific expertise,
the studies in support of those conclusions are most often conducted with adult
learners and do not take into account early learning and knowledge development.

The issue addressed in this chapter involves the impact of early learning and
knowledge development on subsequent learning and development. While acknowl-
edging that authentic learning is significant, one is not thereby committed to embrac-
ing a domain-specific approach to early learning. Merrill’s (2002, 2013) First
Principles of Learning emphasize the notion of using meaningful problems and four
treatment stages, which are popularly presented as follows: (1) tell learners relevant
information, (2) ask learners if they understand and ask them to demonstrate some
understanding, (3) show learners how to apply new knowledge, and (4) have learners
demonstrate the application of new knowledge on a variety of problem-solving tasks.
This is a robust framework that has been shown to work using more elaborated frame-
works such as cognitive apprenticeship (Collins et al., 1989). It is somewhat robust
and can be applied to a wide variety of learners and learning tasks if one adds a fifth
stage—namely, “rinse and repeat,” using a popular term suggested by a student.

In elaborating what tasks are meaningful prior to college, an impressive coalition
involving the National Research Council, the National Science Teachers Association,
and the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and Achieve (a nonprofit
education organization) developed the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS; see
https://www.nextgenscience.org/) that are meant to integrate engineering and science
throughout K-12 curricula. These new standards recognize the complexity of scientific
reasoning and the value of Merrill’s fourth DO component mentioned above. They also
represent a step or two away from a strict domain-specific orientation.

The National Technology Leadership Coalition (NTLC; see http://www.ntlcoali-
tion.org/) and the Smithsonian Institution’s educational outreach program have
examined and responded to the NGSS standards. NTLC came to the conclusion that
many of the NGSS standards are not easily supported in schools without substantial
training and professional development of teachers. The Smithsonian was involved
in the NTLC studies and responded with a number of education kits aimed at help-
ing developing teaching support and expertise.

The impact of NGSS and associated efforts in developing stable and persistent
changes in what a person knows and can do remains to be seen. The remainder of
this chapter is aimed at challenging strong domain specificity arguments and in
developing a theory- and research-based framework for the development of inquiry
and critical thinking skills using technology that is likely to persist and be applica-
ble in multiple domains.
Theory and Empirical Foundations

The point of departure for the underlying theoretical and empirical foundations for the framework to be presented is based on the notion of a holistic view of a learner (Spector, 2016; Spector & Park, 2018). The basic view of a person presented in those and other works is that a person is an integrated set of cognitive, physical, and affective attributes which are interrelated and which interact over time to create an individual’s personality, habits, and thoughts. A holistic account of learning involves that embodied notion of being a person as well as a perspective that recognizes changes and development. This is not a new concept of personhood in the education and educational technology literature. One can easily find parts of this view in early Chinese and Greek writings (see Spector & Ren, 2015). Moreover, the notion of a person being more than a cognitive processor is widely accepted by psychologists (e.g., Rogers, 1965) just as many medical professionals see a person as more than a collection of physical attributes (McNamara & Boudreau, 2011).

It is commonly accepted that moods change and can affect learning and performance (Brand, 2012; Brand, Reimer, & Opwis, 2007; Spector & Park, 2018). It is also acknowledged that cognition is a dynamic construct and difficult to measure without considering non-cognitive factors (Ifenthaler, Kinshuk, Isaias, Sampson, & Spector, 2011; Ifenthaler, Masduki, & Seel, 2011). In addition, physical and other learner differences are acknowledged to have an impact on learning (Felder & Brent, 2005). Research on individual differences that impact learning should be considered when designing instruction (Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000; Jonassen & Grabowski, 1993). Moreover, the cognitive science construct of mental models is influenced by a number of factors, including learning challenges such as autism and the influence of parents, teachers, peers, and others (Heijltjes, van Gog, Leppink, & Paas, 2014).

The above referenced research and many other studies suggest that communication skills, collaboration, and the ability to be creative all have an impact on learning. Moreover, those influencing factors involve skills, attitudes and habits that exist or are formed (or not) early in an individual’s life. As a consequence, when developing instructional strategies and learning activities aimed at promoting inquiry and critical thinking skills, it seems appropriate to initiate that process early in an individual’s life.

The situation is further complicated when the focus is on learning to confront and resolve complex problems. Complex problems arise in many domains of inquiry as well as in everyday life. Much of the effort to develop complex problem-solving skills has focused on college students and adults within a particular domain. However, focusing on adults overlooks habits and attitudes formed early in an individual’s life, and, in addition, ignores the reality that many of the complex problems that an individual is likely to confront cross over common domain boundaries, which is already acknowledged in the NGSS standards to some extent.

One remaining foundational factor related to an individual learning to deal with complex problems involves habits that influence behavior and decision-making. Dietrich Dörner (1996), a German psychologist, has investigated human failure in solving complex factors. Dörner argues that what makes a problem are (a) many
interrelated factors, (b) non-linear relationships among factors, (c) delayed effects of a decision or action, and (d) uncertainty with regard to aspects of the problem situation. Given those factors, there is a tendency for a person to only focus on a familiar part of a complex problem. In addition, people tend to misunderstand exponential relationships and to expect immediate results of an action or decision. In short, many adults have already developed a habit of simplifying and focusing without consideration of alternative perspectives or a careful examination of assumptions and biases that influence decision-making.

Developing Inquiry and Critical Thinking Skills

Critical thinking is typically associated with concepts and language, which involve purposeful and reflective judgement and logical reasoning (Butler, Pentoney, & Bong, 2017; Halpern, 2014; Ku, Ho, Hau, & Lai, 2014). However, it is not realistic to only consider cognition within a conceptual and language-based approach or in an analysis of critical thinking skills. A more holistic approach that includes biases, dispositions, moods, preferences, and other factors is likely to be more insightful and provide both teachers and learners with useful feedback to improve critical thinking skills. In other words, it is perhaps best to consider critical thinking as an embodied and situated skill that involves both cognitive and non-cognitive factors (Bransford et al., 2000).

Critical thinking is often discussed and analyzed along with problem-solving and decision-making. This seems natural in that critical thinking skills are often required and found useful in solving challenging problems and in making difficult decisions. However, problem-solving and decision-making skills are more domain specific than are the broader critical thinking skills which can be developed in many domains and are probably best developed in a maturing mind (i.e., early adolescence) that is not so engaged in highly domain-specific learning enterprises. This is probably the most contentious ascertainment in this chapter and the one least well supported with empirical evidence.

Critical thinking is also often discussed and analyzed along with creativity, which is perhaps even broader and more difficult to define and operationalize than critical thinking. This is also somewhat natural because challenging problems and difficult decisions often require an innovative approach that goes beyond one’s previous experience, training, and learning. In one sense, nearly everyone is creative in that as a person acquires a native language that person begins to use words and phrases in ways that have not entered that person’s prior experience. Moreover, people naturally create internal representations (sometimes called mental models) to make sense of the things they experience. Since everyone is creating mental representations to make sense of and react to their experiences (according to mainstream cognitive psychology), everyone could be considered creative. On the other hand, a different account of creativity involves an ability not merely to create something not previously experienced or in one’s cognitive repertoire but the ability to
change the problem-solving space in a way that the originator of the problem did not envision. In any case, creativity, like critical thinking, arguably spans multiple domains although it might be especially in only a few of the enterprises in which a person engages. One implication of this notion is that formulaic responses to problems may not encourage the development of critical thinking skills. To support this implication, an emphasis on formative feedback is critical in early learning. This involves both positive and challenging feedback, as well as eliciting how and what a learner was thinking (Dwyer, Hogan, & Stewart, 2014; Ku et al., 2014; Milrad, Spector, & Davidsen, 2003; Tiruneh, de Cock, Spector, Gu, & Elen, 2017).

**A Nine-Phase Developmental Framework**

The above research literature suggests a developmental framework for the development of inquiry and critical thinking skills aimed at primary and secondary school students. The framework begins with the formation of habits of mind with the initial habit of asking questions, followed by having questions. The developmental process proceeds in stages that emphasize exploring answers and explanations. The teacher or teaching system should first model the process—reminiscent of Merrill’s Show the application of knowledge and principles phase of instruction. The teacher or teaching systems should not focus on right or wrong in response to students, but, rather, should focus on understanding why a student responded in a particular way and encouraging the student to explore that response or explanation. The goal is not to get an answer right or wrong. It is to understand why something makes sense and what alternatives might exist. Throughout the process, the five C’s are developed: communication, collaboration, critical thinking, creativity, and contemplation. Contemplation is generally referred to as self-regulation and meta-cognition in many of the works already cited (see Spector & Park, 2018). Table 2.1 presents the nine phases associated with this framework.

Similar frameworks can be found in some of the works already cited (e.g., Ku et al., 2014; Merrill, 2002, 2013; Milrad et al., 2003; Paul & Elder, 2010; Tiruneh et al., 2017). The point of having nine phases and calling this a developmental and holistic approach is to emphasize these key ideas: (a) inquiry and critical thinking skills are not likely to be mastered in one course. Years of practice are involved; (b) both cognitive and non-cognitive factors need to be taken into consideration; and (c) formative feedback and stimulating encouragement should be provided throughout the process.

**Roles for Technology**

Since technology was addressed in the title of this chapter, it is legitimate to ask how technologies might be used to support such a framework. There are many possible ways to use various technologies to help develop inquiry and critical thinking skills
A meta-analysis by Wouters, van Nimwegen, van Oostendorp, and van der Spek (2013) shows that games can have a positive impact on learning. Other studies suggest that games with goals that are well aligned with specific learning goals are more likely to have a positive impact on measured learning (Tobias, Fletcher, & Wind, 2014). The logic behind this impact seems to be that given appropriate background knowledge and information and relevant prior experience exists, that time spent on learning with formative feedback (in this case from a game), learning outcomes are likely to be positive. Games often are able to stimulate interest and engagement, resulting in more time being spent in and outside a classroom setting on a learning task. As a consequence, game-based applications to support each of the nine phases indicated above is likely to be productive, especially for young learners.

As a reminder, this framework does not encourage just getting a correct answer. The fundamental of this approach is to encourage exploration, explanation, reasoning, communication with others, collaborating on innovative solution approaches and reflecting on the quality and efficacy of each step along the way. Given those areas of emphasis in the nine phases, and the engagement factor of game-based applications, the second technology likely to be effective is a conversational interface. Having an application talk to learn in a positive and encouraging manner is required in order to encourage exploration, explanation, and the other areas being emphasized. Natural language processing has advanced and can be used in game-based applications. Children are already interacting with devices such as Alexa, Echo, Google Home, and Siri. These technologies are gaining use among children, modelled by parents who want to encourage their children to ask questions and explore explanations (McTear, Callejas, & Griol, 2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development phase</th>
<th>Skills being developed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Inquiry and puzzlement</td>
<td>Observing oddities, answering questions, asking questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Exploration and forming explanations</td>
<td>Finding relevant factors, creating explanations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Evidence and hypothesis testing</td>
<td>Confirming and disconfirming evidence and predicting outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Influence and causality</td>
<td>Differentiating coincidence, correlation and causality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Explanation and communication</td>
<td>Explaining reasons for beliefs and the quality of evidence to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Coherence and consistency</td>
<td>Identifying inconsistencies and contradictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Assumptions and biases</td>
<td>Recognizing unstated assumptions and identifying biases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Perspectives and alternatives</td>
<td>Considering multiple points of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Reflection and refinement</td>
<td>Monitoring progress, adjusting to new evidence, and contemplating processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(see, for example, http://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/worksheets/critical_thinking/3-5/). Two specific technologies are the focus of this section: games and conversational interfaces.

Table 2.1 Nine phases for developing inquiry and critical thinking skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development phase</th>
<th>Skills being developed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Inquiry and puzzlement</td>
<td>Observing oddities, answering questions, asking questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Exploration and forming explanations</td>
<td>Finding relevant factors, creating explanations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Evidence and hypothesis testing</td>
<td>Confirming and disconfirming evidence and predicting outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Influence and causality</td>
<td>Differentiating coincidence, correlation and causality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Explanation and communication</td>
<td>Explaining reasons for beliefs and the quality of evidence to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Coherence and consistency</td>
<td>Identifying inconsistencies and contradictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Assumptions and biases</td>
<td>Recognizing unstated assumptions and identifying biases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Perspectives and alternatives</td>
<td>Considering multiple points of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Reflection and refinement</td>
<td>Monitoring progress, adjusting to new evidence, and contemplating processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Concluding Remarks

An effort to implement and evaluate this framework is underway as a collaboration with three universities and NetDragon. One of the universities involved (East China Normal University) has settled on the notion that a game is needed to assess the progressive development of inquiry and critical thinking skills and has a prototype under development and testing. A second university (Beijing Normal University) has a postdoctoral researcher working with the other university (University of North Texas) on the project.

This effort represents a serious effort to take serious games seriously. In other words, measuring outcomes and efficacy is built around the framework and instruments already validated pertinent to that framework. In addition, the effort addresses both cognitive and non-cognitive aspects of inquiry and critical thinking. Finally, the effort embraces a multiyear developmental approach, unlike most efforts to date, to develop inquiry and critical thinking skills.

Given the need for informed, thoughtful and responsible citizens and the increasing complexity of problems that people encounter, it is imperative to take seriously the development of inquiry and critical thinking skills in young children. In a sense, this effort and the associated framework is a return to the ideas and lessons of John Dewey (1910, 1938). It is not too late to take those ideas and lessons into the twenty-first century.
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Chapter 3
Educational Neuroscience: Exploring Cognitive Processes that Underlie Learning

Pavlo D. Antonenko

Abstract This chapter reviews the most important neurotechnologies, neuroscience approaches, and empirical research using neuroscience methods and tools in education. Four specific technologies and representative studies using them are discussed in detail: eye tracking, electroencephalography, functional magnetic resonance imaging, and functional near-infrared spectroscopy. These neurotechnologies are examined as tools that offer high temporal resolution and those that provide high spatial resolution. A separate section addresses the use of neuroscience frameworks and tools that explore social cognition, focusing specifically on collaborative learning in teams. The chapter concludes with a discussion of important challenges and implications that educational researchers must keep in mind as they design empirical studies employing approaches and technologies from cognitive, social, and affective neuroscience. These implications include ensuring adequate signal-to-noise ratios, reducing the possibility of perceptual-motor confounds that may distort data of interest, and training psychophysiological signal classifiers using tasks that represent the cognitive processes involved in the experimental task. Careful task and study design and proper interpretation of physiological data in the context of cognitive and learning performance will improve the validity of educational studies conducted with EEG, fMRI, fNIRS, and eye tracking and will improve the reliability of data and generalizability of the findings.

Introduction

Learning is a complex perceptual, attentional, cognitive, affective, and social process. From the cognitive perspective, the learner must set up and maintain the learning goals, attend to the relevant information from multiple media and modalities, select the information most relevant to the learning goal, organize the information...
units into a meaningful representation, integrate the newly developed representations with the previously learned schemas, and develop an integrated representation of the relevant information from the multimedia presentation (Mayer, 2014; Wiley, Sanchez, & Jaeger, 2014). Affectively, it is important for the learner to respond to the ongoing demands of experience with the range of emotions to permit spontaneous reactions as well as the ability to delay impulsive reactions as needed, monitoring, evaluating, and modifying emotional responses (Koole, 2009). This has to be done in a way that is socially acceptable and that encourages collaboration with others, building upon the strengths of each individual learner and mitigating each individual’s weaknesses. Because there are many perceptual, attentional, cognitive, affective, and social processes involved in the process of learning, it is reasonable to assume that individual differences in perception, attention, cognition, emotional regulation, and social competence would influence learning in the same environment differently for each individual learner.

An important problem with much of the prior research on learning is that the measures employed in studies tend to focus on the final product of the learner’s interaction with the learning material and with each other, leaving the attentional, cognitive, affective, and social processes during learning almost completely unexamined. Current measures in many learning studies employ traditional tests of knowledge retention and transfer taken at the end of the learning intervention. As a result, what we learn from the empirical evidence generated by these studies are the effects on the final outcomes of the learning process but we have little sense regarding how or why the learners achieve a particular score on that test of learning. This issue is especially important in the context of the individual differences approach to understanding learning, where the core assumption is that each learner is a unique individual with a unique set of cognitive, affective, and social abilities (Plass, Kalyuga, & Leutner, 2010). Knowing more about the process of cognition and learning for the individual would help inform customized instruction and design of adaptive learning technologies. As a means to this end, educational neuroscience frameworks, methods, and tools can help shed light on the cognitive processing that reveals specific mechanisms that hinder or facilitate effective learning.

Cognition and Learning

Cognition has been the focus of the science of learning since the cognitive revolution in psychology (Baars, 1986; Chomsky, 1959; Hebb, 1949). Cognition is defined as the processes of knowing, including attending, remembering, and reasoning; also the content of the processes, such as concepts and memories (American Psychological Association, 2002). The American Psychological Association’s definition of learning conceptualizes it as a process based on experience that results in a relatively permanent change in behavior or behavioral potential (2002). In order to be able to learn a set of skills or develop knowledge, one has to make use of a blend of cognitive functions. For example, chemistry students are expected to learn how to differentiate between
different molecules using two-dimensional and three-dimensional models of those molecules. To develop this important skill, students must first rely on their visuospatial abilities such as mental rotation, mental animation, and pattern comparison. Each of these visuospatial abilities, in its turn, relies on the learner’s visual attention span, visuospatial working memory capacity, inhibitory control, visuospatial processing speed, and a host of other cognitive variables. As chemistry students practice comparing molecule models and develop expertise in this task, they develop diagrammatic reasoning, that is, learned heuristics to understand and compare complex spatial representations and transformations without invoking mental images (Stieff, 2011). Diagrammatic reasoning is a different cognitive strategy than imagistic reasoning, which relies on visuospatial abilities, in that it requires that students develop analytical strategies to deal with complex representations and so some of the basic visuospatial cognitive variables such as visual attention span may be less important in cognition and learning when comparing molecule models. This example illustrates how the study of cognition may provide important insights regarding how, when, and why learning may occur for a particular individual and within a particular learning task and context.

A number of frameworks have been developed to conceptualize cognition, a complex set of processes and abilities that are not directly observable. A popular model of human cognition proposes three core cognitive structures: sensory memory, working memory, and long-term memory (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Sensory register stores information acquired through sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch as sensory images for a very brief period. Sensory images decay very quickly, after about 200–500 ms, and so sensory memory processing is mostly not registered in human consciousness. Those sensory images are then transferred into the working memory where most of the active cognitive processing is known to take place. Information is converted in working memory from sensory images into verbal and pictorial representations that are compared with the schemas in long-term memory. In other words, working memory is used as a mental “workspace” (Baars & Franklin, 2003) for temporally holding and manipulating information acquired through the senses and information retrieved from the long-term memory, which is the more permanent storage system. Working memory plays such a critical role in human cognition that it has been described as the “bottleneck” of our cognitive system (Chase & Ericsson, 1982) and equated with human consciousness (Baddeley, 2000). Information that has already been learned, that is, stored in long-term memory in the form of schemata, reduces cognitive demands on working memory because a schema can be handled in working memory as a single information element. Moreover, when a task or aspects of a task are repeatedly practiced, schemata become automated, and no longer require controlled processing (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977), which further frees up working memory resources.

Assessment of cognitive processing has traditionally been achieved using the self-report paradigm. Self-reports of cognition often consist of one question (e.g., “Please rate the amount of mental effort invested in the task”), and the responses range from “very, very low mental effort” to “very, very high mental effort” as in the widely used mental effort scale by Paas (1992). These ratings are collected immediately after each task (e.g., Paas & Van Merriënboer, 1994; Van Gog, Paas, & Van Merriënboer,
in which case they presumably reflect the cognitive dynamics for a series of individual tasks. Thus, self-reports offer limited insight into fluctuations in cognitive processing over time, unless they are applied repeatedly within a task, which disrupts the primary cognitive activity (e.g., Ayres, 2006). Even when applied multiple times during a learning experience, it is unclear whether self-reports provide a continuous measure of cognitive dynamics because they are necessarily retrospective.

Prior work indicates that self-report is often inaccurate. Working memory processes involve interaction with long-term memory schemas, which become automated with practice and may be unavailable for introspection (Feldon, 2004; Guan, Lee, Cuddihy, & Ramey, 2006). Students also tend to overestimate how well they understand, fail to recognize their own states of impasse during learning, and persist with unproductive strategies (Anderson & Beal, 1995; Gobert, Sao Pedro, Baker, Toto, & Montalvo, 2012). Karpicke and Blunt (2011) showed that while undergraduate students’ metacognitive predictions identified repeated study (re-reading the chapter) as the most effective strategy to study for a test, objective measures of learning showed that retrieval practice (recall of information from the chapter) proved to be significantly more effective, even compared with the concept-mapping strategy to review for exam. In our own work, students’ self-reports of their cognitive load were significantly less reliable than the electroencephalogram (EEG) data in terms of predicting successful or unsuccessful learning outcomes (Antonenko & Niederhauser, 2010; Wang et al., 2018).

Given the limitations of self-report, educational researchers have been employing measures that track changes in the psychophysiological responses of individual learners to explore cognitive function. Eye tracking, electroencephalography (EEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) have all been used to study various attentional and cognitive dynamics during learning. Converging data from these sources with the more traditional measures of cognition and learning can provide a more comprehensive account of attentional and cognitive processing during a learning experience.

Eye Tracking and Distribution of Visual Attention

Eye tracking is a psychophysiological method that has recently gained much popularity among scholars of learning. The main assumption behind the use of eye tracking in educational research is the eye-mind hypothesis (Just & Carpenter, 1980), which suggests that visual attention is the proxy for mental attention and so visual attention patterns reflect cognitive strategies used by individuals. Eye tracking has been employed to study visual attention distribution in a wide variety of visual tasks from visual search (Pomplun, Reingold, & Shen, 2001), to reading (Schneps et al., 2013) to watching instructional video (Wang & Antonenko, 2017). Eye tracking has been applied in multiple usability studies to provide insights regarding the design of websites, multimedia instruction, and games (Conati, Jaques, & Muir, 2013; De Koning, Tabbers, Rikers, & Paas, 2010; Russell, 2005).
With the recent advancements of sensor technology, eye tracking has also become more affordable and less intrusive to use (Pernice & Nielsen, 2009). However, to benefit from the information provided by eye tracking, one must understand specific eye movement metrics and what they represent. Most modern eye trackers can accurately record two types of eye movements: gaze fixations and saccades (Rayner, 1998). A gaze fixation occurs when the eye focuses on a visual target for a short period of time (i.e., around 300 ms). A saccade is a rapid eye movement between two fixations and saccades range in amplitude from small movements to large ones. Researchers have examined these types of eye movement phenomena as quantified indices, such as the duration of each fixation, number of fixations, and saccade amplitude.

Eye tracking has been a useful technique in educational research, particularly in situations that require evaluation of the learner’s attention distribution relative to various (often competing) information elements they see. For example, eye tracking has been employed in multimedia learning research to understand the cognitive processes learners use when using multimedia. Some of this research is summarized in a 2010 special issue of Learning and Instruction (Mayer, 2010). The studies reported in this special issue all employed a gaze fixation measure (time looking at relevant information) and produced important empirical and theoretical contributions. These studies helped determine that (a) a strong link exists between eye fixations and learning outcomes; (b) visual cues guide learners’ visual attention (Boucheix & Lowe, 2010; De Koning et al., 2010); (c) prior knowledge guides visual attention (Canham & Hegarty, 2010; Jarodzka, Scheiter, Gerjets, & van Gog, 2010); and (d) learners who view animation and on-screen text must split their attention between graphics and printed words (Schmidt-Weigand, Kohert, & Glowalla, 2010).

Eye tracking has also been used to study the cognitive mechanisms underlying reading. Schneps and colleagues (2013) used eye movement data to determine that shorter lines facilitate reading in high school students with dyslexia. Reading using a smaller device (iPod™) compared to a bigger device (iPad™) resulted in substantial benefits, improving reading speed by 27%, reducing the number of eye fixations by 11%, and, importantly, reducing the number of regressive saccades by more than a factor of 2, with no cost to comprehension. The effects of attention modulation by the hand, and of increased letter spacing to reduce crowding, were also found to modulate oculomotor dynamics in reading. Importantly, these factors depended on individual learner characteristics, such as visual attention span, that varied within the sample.

As a research methodology to investigate allocation of attention during learning tasks, eye tracking can be both versatile and incisive (Duchowski, 2007). For example, observations of changes in pupil size can be used as an indicator of cognitive load (Guillory et al., 2014) and gaze contingent displays can be used to rapidly adapt task displays in response to attention. Chukoskie, Westerfield, and Townsend (2017) developed gaze-contingent video games that provide users visual and auditory feedback in real time from a remote eye tracker designed for in-home use. The games—Whack the Moles, Shroom Digger, and Space Race—require players to control the distribution of their visual attention and fixate their gaze on select objects based on the rules of the game. In Whack the Moles, for instance, players are to look at the moles as they appear out of the ground and use their gaze to “hit” ninja moles but
avoid hitting the professor mole. Playing these games has helped individuals with autism spectrum disorder improve both the speed of attentional orienting and duration of fixation on task-relevant stimuli (Chukoskie et al., 2017). Research using eye tracking offers a unique approach to testing important learning hypotheses, particularly concerning attentional processing during learning within complex multimedia environments and relative to the individual differences among learners.

**Using EEG to Explore When Cognitive Changes Happen**

Educational researchers have long recognized that cognitive processing can be measured directly and objectively with brain activity measures (Brünken, Plass, & Leutner, 2003). Brain activity measures are widely categorized as either (a) high spatial resolution methods that track relatively slow changes in brain metabolism and blood flow, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) or (b) tools that provide high temporal resolution and detect fluctuations in the electrical activity of the brain such as electroencephalography (EEG). While fMRI and fNIRS provide the advantage of high spatial resolution that allows localizing brain activity (while being temporally less sensitive), temporal methods such as EEG have the advantage of being sensitive to millisecond differences in the electrical activity of the brain and can thus provide evidence on the time course of neural processing. Most EEG systems, however, offer lower spatial resolution, making analyses of specific brain regions more challenging than when using fMRI or other metabolic imaging techniques. Thus, a major advantage of using EEG in the context of assessing cognition is that it may allow identification of temporal dynamics and cognitive events such as instantaneous load, peak load, average load, and accumulated load (e.g., Xie & Salvendy, 2000).

EEG is a popular neuroimaging technique that measures electrical activity produced by the brain via electrodes that are placed on the scalp. These measurements vary predictably in response to changing levels of cognitive stimuli (Antonenko & Niederhauser, 2010; Anderson & Bratman, 2008; Gevins & Smith, 2003; Klimesch, 2012). Unlike other neurotechnologies, which require participants to lie in a restricted position (fMRI), or to ingest hazardous materials (PET), EEG can noninvasively measure brain activity in authentic or near-authentic settings. Wireless EEG solutions (Stevens, Galloway, Wang, & Berka, 2012) appear especially promising because they offer better ecological validity by reducing the overall size of the equipment and allowing collection of data from multiple participants at the same time in an authentic context such as a classroom.

EEG hardware consists of a cap or a headset that houses anywhere from one to hundreds of electrodes that are fitted over an individual’s scalp to record low-amplitude electrical activity at the surface of the skull. The EEG signal is typically measured as the voltage gradient between two electrodes. Multiple electrodes are to be placed in standard arrangements (such as the 10–20 International system, Jasper, 1958) that cover large portions of the scalp and allow investigators to observe the activity of the entire brain simultaneously.
The first human EEG recording was obtained by Hans Berger in 1924. Berger’s early work resulted in identifying what he referred to as “first-order waves” oscillating at a rate of 10 cycles per second or 10 Hz (now known as alpha waves) and “second-order waves” or beta waves oscillating at about 20–30 Hz. At present, it is believed that electrical activity in the brain generates at least five distinct rhythms (Basar, 2004). Figure 3.1 shows that brain waves cover a spectrum ranging from the large, slow delta and theta waves to faster (i.e., higher frequency) alpha, and beta waves (Antonenko, Paas, Grabner, & van Gog, 2010).

Alpha oscillations are widely regarded to be the predominant brain wave rhythm (Basar, 2004). Alpha waves are frequently used in experiments as a baseline when wakeful subjects are asked to close their eyes. When the eyes are opened, a suppression (sometimes referred to as “desynchronization”) of alpha activity occurs, which is used as an index of an alert state of external information intake (Antonenko et al., 2010). Alpha waves can be recorded from at least 85% of humans in the 8–13 Hz frequency range and an amplitude ranging from 20 to 200 \( \mu \text{V} \) (Fisch, 1999). Different areas of the brain are more likely to generate particular brain waves, and alpha waves are known to be prominent in the occipital and parietal lobes (Klimesch, 1999).

Researchers have repeatedly observed that the alpha rhythm is related to many types of cognitive activity (Andreassi, 2007). For many decades, it was assumed that alpha oscillations reflect “idling” cortical tissue and thus, as cognitive activity increases, the amplitude of alpha oscillation should decrease, indicating “activation” of cortical tissue (Fisch, 1999). Although this inverse relationship is well documented for various types of mental activity, tasks, and stimuli (Andreassi, 2007), research in the cognitive neurosciences has demonstrated robust alpha enhancement in tasks that require covert (non-sensory, internal) types of cognitive activity, such as the retention interval in visual working memory tasks (Jensen, Gelfand, Kounios, & Lisman, 2002), or narrative imagery tasks (Bartsch, Hamuni, Miskovic, Lang, & Keil, 2015). Using advanced time series analyses, recent research has shown that alpha oscillations reflect the extent and time course of working memory retention, in the absence of stimulation (Anderson, Serences, Vogel, & Awh, 2014). Importantly, because of their large amplitude and robust nature, alpha oscillations are considered more promising for applied research and for real-time assessment than smaller-amplitude beta and gamma-band signals.

Researchers have repeatedly observed that alpha, theta, and gamma activity is related to the intensity of cognitive processing in a variety of task demands (Antonenko et al., 2010; Neubauer, Fink, Grabner, Christa, & Wolfgang, 2006). Klimesch and colleagues have repeatedly emphasized (Klimesch, Schack, & Sauseng, 2005; Klimesch, Doppelmayr, Hanslmayr, Christa, & Wolfgang, 2006; Klimesch, 2012).
that alpha activity, especially in the higher frequency range (10–13 Hz, referred to as upper alpha), is associated with semantic information processing, in particular with searching, accessing, and retrieving information from long-term memory. Since most cognitive tasks draw on these processes, alpha event related-desynchronization (ERD/ERS; Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 2005) can be observed in a wide range of task demands (Klimesch et al., 2006). Theta activity, in contrast, has been frequently related to episodic and working memory as theta synchronization increases parametrically with working memory load and is sustained during the retention period (e.g., Jensen & Tesche, 2002).

Educational research that employed EEG as a measure of cognitive dynamics is still scarce and the studies have been very tentative (Gerjets, Walter, Rosenstiel, Bogdan, & Zander, 2014). The fine temporal resolution of EEG allowed Antonenko and Niederhauser (2010) to detect differences in the participants’ cognitive processing while they were accessing hyperlinks with and without page previews. Page previews reduced brain wave activity associated with split attention and extraneous cognitive processing and improved conceptual and structural knowledge acquisition. Another study demonstrated that gifted students displayed higher alpha power (i.e., reduced cognitive processing) when learning from text, pictures, and video presentation compared to non-gifted counterparts (Gerlic & Jausovec, 1999). These differences were especially pronounced for the video format, which prompted the authors to conclude that multimedia presentations of learning content might be less effective for gifted students (although no learning performance data were reported to support this conclusion). A recent study conducted by educational researchers employed the ERD/ERS paradigm to assess working memory load during online text reading with and without hyperlinks (Scharinger, Kammerer, & Gerjets, 2015). The researchers took the effort to design a hypertext system that had the appearance of a functioning hypertext with links but the hyperlinks were not functional. This simulated link selection provision was included in the design to minimize the potential perceptual and motor differences that might confound the measurement of the actual working memory load (e.g., Gerjets et al., 2014). Consistent with prior research, reading text with hyperlinks was hypothesized to induce higher levels of working memory load. A significant main effect of task condition (with or without hyperlinks) on alpha frequency band power was found. Similar to the findings of Antonenko and Niederhauser (2010), alpha power was significantly lower in the test condition compared to the baseline condition. These results provide further evidence that the ERD/ERS paradigm is a viable EEG-based method of assessing working memory load.

Using fMRI and fNIRS to Study Where Cognitive Changes Happen

Unlike EEG, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) are optical neuroimaging methods that offer a high spatial, rather than temporal, resolution to assess cognitive dynamics during various
learning tasks (Anderson, Betts, Ferris, & Fincham, 2011; Ferrari & Quaresima, 2012; Hoshi, 2003; Strait & Scheutz, 2014).

The advent of fMRI in the 1990s enabled neuroscientists to “see” changes in brain activity associated with performing an experimental task. This neurotechnology requires inserting the participant into a scanner with a large, tube-shaped magnet, which creates images of the magnetic resonance signal generated by the protons of water molecules in brain cells. Task performance activates certain brain areas which leads to enhanced oxygen consumption by cells in those areas and therefore enhanced blood flow to those cells. Using fMRI, changes in the oxygenation state of hemoglobin can be registered. This is called the BOLD (blood oxygenation level dependent) response, which is the outcome measure used in most fMRI studies. The fine spatial resolution of fMRI (1–3 mm) has allowed neuroscientists to analyze brain activation patterns and link them to cognitive functions ranging from discourse comprehension (Martín-Loeches, Casado, Hernández-Tamames, & Álvarez-Linera, 2008) to mathematical problem solving (Anderson et al., 2011). Yet, despite the obvious advantages over more direct but also more invasive imaging techniques like positron emission tomography (PET), which relies on tracking radioactive tracers that have been injected into the blood stream, fMRI has certain limitations. While most fMRI scanners allow participants to be presented with different visual, auditory, and kinesthetic stimuli, and to make different actions such as pressing a button or moving a joystick, participants must remain relatively motionless, which limits the range of behaviors that can be studied. Participants also have to wear headphones to shield their ears from noise, and this noise also makes the analysis of overt verbal responses difficult, although methods have been developed to filter out the scanner noise (e.g., Jung, Prasad, Qin, & Anderson, 2005). Furthermore, the cost (starting around $300,000) and expertise required both to maintain the equipment and to collect and analyze data act as barriers to educational researchers looking to incorporate fMRI into their work.

A lower-cost non-invasive alternative to fMRI that is gaining popularity among neuroscientists is fNIRS. fNIRS uses specific wavelengths of light to provide measures of cerebral oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin (Cui, Bray, Bryant, Glover, & Reiss, 2011). A positive correlation between the increase of oxygenated blood and the increase in cognitive effort has been found by several research groups (Hirshfield et al., 2009; Izzetoglu, Bunce, Onaral, Pourrezaei, & Chance, 2004; Parasuraman & Caggiano, 2005). Hirshfield et al. (2009) showed that the accuracy of fNIRS-based classification of mental workload reached 82% distinguishing two workload classes and 50% distinguishing three classes. In a similarly designed study, Girouard and associates (2010) were able to predict whether the subject was experiencing no workload, low workload, or high workload. Additionally, they were able to distinguish between mental workload on low spatial working memory tasks and high spatial working memory tasks with 70% average accuracy. In another study, Ayaz and colleagues (2012) showed that frontal cerebral oxygenation measured by fNIRS increases with working memory load. Specifically, average oxygenation changes due to task engagement at optode 2 (that is close to AF7 in the International 10–20 System, Jasper, 1958) were associated with task difficulty and increased monotonically with
increasing task difficulty. This region has been implicated in several previous visuo-
spatial processing studies using PET (Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000), fMRI (Owen et al.,
2005), and fNIRS (Schreppel et al., 2008). Given these findings, fNIRS appears to
hold high potential for the monitoring and assessment of cognitive dynamics.

So, why is it important to understand where in the brain changes associated with
cognitive function may be happening? One of the classic debates in literacy research
and education focuses on the role of “whole language” text immersion versus the
development of phonetic skills (National Reading Panel, 2000). Neuroscience
research aimed at delineating the brain areas that support reading provides useful
insights regarding this issue. For example, the so-called dual-route theory provides
a framework for describing reading in the brain at the level of the word (Jobard,
Crivello, & Tzourio-Mazoyer, 2003). Supported by dozens of fMRI studies, this
time proposes that words are first processed by the primary visual cortex and then
pre-lexical processing occurs at the left occipito-temporal junction. After that, pro-
cessing follows one of two complementary pathways (Jobard et al., 2003). The
“assembled pathway” involves an intermediate step of converting letters and words
into sounds (grapho-phonological conversion), which occurs in certain left temporal
and frontal areas, including Broca’s area. The discovery of this pathway suggests
the importance of the phonic approach to reading instruction. In case of the second
route, known as the “addressed pathway,” information is transferred directly from
pre-lexical processing to semantic processing (extraction of meaning), which
implies the significance of using the whole language approach to reading instruc-
tion. Both pathways terminate in the left basal temporal area, the left interior frontal
gyrus, and the left posterior middle gyrus, or Wernicke’s area, which is known to be
involved in understanding written and spoken language. These fMRI results confirm
the assumptions of the dual-route framework, which helps explain different patterns
of activation observed in participants during a reading task. This neuroimaging evi-
dence is also consistent with (and partly informed) the conclusions of the US
National Reading Panel (2000) and National Research Council (Snow, Burns, &
Griffin, 1998) that highlight the educational benefits of a balanced approach to read-
ing instruction, which combines whole language and phonics approaches.

Another example that highlights the importance of examining where in the brain
cognitive functions are represented involves the study of the “mathematical brain.”
Many mathematical problems are rehearsed to such an extent in elementary school
that they are stored as declarative knowledge (Goswami, 2004). This explains the
language-dependent activation patterns found during drill-and-practice counting
exercises and rote learning like the multiplication tables. In contrast, approximate
arithmetic, or approximation of number manipulation rather than a precise arithmetic
operation, was found to be language independent, rely on a sense of numerical mag-
nitudes, and recruit bilateral areas of the parietal lobes (including a distinct parietal-
premotor area) involved in visuospatial processing. Using a positron emission
tomography (PET) paradigm, Zago and colleagues (2001) found that a region associ-
ated with the representation of fingers (left parieto-premotor circuit) was activated
during adults’ arithmetic performance. Observers note that this result may explain the
importance of using finger-counting as a strategy for the acquisition of calculation
skills and have important consequences for the developing brain because they partially underpin numerical manipulation skills in adults (Goswami, 2004). This conclusion was supported by an fMRI study revealing that the human cortical motor system plays an important role in the representation of numbers, and that organization of numerical knowledge is influenced by individual finger-counting habits (Tschantser, Hauk, Fischer, & Pulvermüller, 2012). The complex interplay of the brain systems responsible for processing and storing the different types of numerical knowledge is believed to result in the development of advanced quantitative skills and mathematical intuition characteristic of experts in mathematics, statistics, and other related disciplines (Dehaene, Spelke, Stanescu, Pinel, & Tsivkin, 1999).

Using Neuroscience to Explore Social Cognition

Social neuroscience is a burgeoning area within the larger neuroscience community and the approaches and tools used by social neuroscientists may be of much interest to educational researchers. Team neurodynamics has been the focus of several recent social neuroscience studies. One such investigation analyzed neurosynchrony between team members during submarine piloting simulations (Stevens et al., 2012). In this study, EEG-derived measures of cognitive engagement were normalized and pattern classified by self-organizing artificial neural networks. Results demonstrated that neurosynchrony expression for engagement shifted across task segments and task changes. Shannon entropy measures of the neurosynchrony data stream revealed predictable decreases associated with periods when the team was stressed. In a follow-up study, Stevens and colleagues (2012) explored whether and how their neurodynamics modeling approach could contribute to the more traditional approaches to studying team function such as shared mental models (Entin & Serfaty, 1999), team cognition (Cooke, Gorman, & Kiekel, 2008), and macrocognition (Warner,Letsky, & Cowen, 2005). EEG-derived measures of engagement in a submarine piloting team task were normalized and pattern classified by self-organizing artificial neural networks and hidden Markov models. The temporal expression of these patterns was mapped onto team events and related to the frequency of team members’ speech. Standardized models were created with pooled data from multiple teams to facilitate comparisons across teams and levels of expertise and to provide a framework for rapid monitoring of team performance. The neurosynchrony expression for engagement shifted across task segments and internal and external task changes. These changes occurred within seconds and were affected more by changes in the task than by the person speaking. Shannon entropy measures of the neurosynchrony data stream showed decreases associated with periods when the team was stressed and speaker entropy was high. These studies indicate that expression of neurophysiologic indicators measured by EEG may complement rather than duplicate communication metrics as measures of team cognition.

In a more traditional, tightly controlled neuroscience task paradigm, Konvalinka and colleagues (2014) studied the neurophysiologic signatures of leaders versus
followers. This study employed a synchronized finger-tapping task while measuring dual-EEG from pairs of individuals who either mutually adjusted to each other (interactive condition) or followed a computer metronome (non-interactive condition). The interactive condition was characterized by a stronger suppression of alpha over frontal areas in contrast to the non-interactive condition. A multivariate analysis of two-brain activity to classify interactive versus non-interactive trials revealed asymmetric patterns of the frontal alpha suppression in each pair. Analysis of behavioral data allowed the authors to conclude that team leaders exhibited stronger frontal alpha suppression in eight out of nine pairs, possibly suggesting that leaders invested more cognitive resources in prospective planning and control.

A recent study explored the role of brain-to-brain synchrony in a highly authentic setting—that is, a high school biology classroom over an entire semester (Dikker et al., 2017). The researchers recorded brain activity from a group of 12 students as they engaged in natural classroom activities (discussion, lecture, and video viewing) and social interactions. They found that brain-to-brain synchrony between students consistently predicted class engagement and social dynamics reported by students for each class. These findings suggest that EEG-based brain-to-brain synchrony is a sensitive measure that can predict dynamic classroom interactions, and this relationship may be driven by shared attention within the group.

Antonenko (2016) employed EEG to explore team neurodynamics during cyber-enabled collaborative problem solving. Dyads worked within a cyberlearning environment to define and solve an authentic problem using either a collaboration script. One group of dyads used a social script that scaffolded role distribution for examining information resources (as either a Summarizer or Questioner), while the other group dyads employed an epistemic script that structured the problem-solving process by advising students on the sequence of steps to take while solving the problem together. For individual learners, parietal alpha desynchronization was higher in the epistemic script condition, suggesting more intense periods of cognitive activity in epistemic dyads. At the team level, epistemic dyads demonstrated higher levels of across-brain neurosynchrony evidenced by more and stronger inter-subject correlations in event-related alpha power changes. Epistemic dyads also demonstrated significantly better collaborative problem-solving performance and spent less time on the problem. Coupled with results of problem-solving efficiency and performance, this study confirms that changes in alpha power can help understand team function during an authentic learning task.

**Challenges and Implications**

The value of neuroscience frameworks, methods, and technologies to study attention, cognition, and learning is well established (Gazzaniga, 2009). However, the vast majority of this research is performed in tightly controlled laboratory experiments using relatively simple tasks and stimuli. There are several important reasons for this.
**Reliable Neuroimaging Data Require Sufficient Signal-to-Noise Ratios**

EEG, fNIRS, and fMRI measures show vast differences in their variability and reliability. The robustness and diagnostic usefulness of these neuroimaging measures is affected not only by what is measured and what computational approach is taken (regression, classification, discrimination), but more importantly by how well the paradigm is geared towards eliciting the particular event of interest. For example, it is important to remember that ERD/ERS computation common in EEG research requires averaging over time or trials to yield satisfactory reliability (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 2005). This means that to acquire reliable EEG indices of working memory load, it is important to ensure that participants engage in the learning task multiple times (e.g., solving multiple similar math problems in the control condition and multiple similar math problems in the treatment condition).

In our own work, we have achieved this by designing tasks that make use of multiple trials. For example, a recent study examined differences regarding how effectively and efficiently a diverse group of 120 community college students compared models of molecules when these models were provided as 2D and 3D representations (Antonenko, 2016). The authentic learning task was a chirality task common when studying stereochemistry in organic chemistry courses. Specifically, the chirality task was a custom-built Matlab™ application that consisted of two blocks of 80 trials. One of the blocks contained only 3D models of molecules and the other block included only 2D models of molecules to compare. The task was designed to ensure that model dimensionality was the only difference between the molecular representations used in each block. Each trial presented participants with a pair of molecular models and participants were asked to determine whether the two models represented the same molecule or different molecules. This task paradigm allowed us to examine multiple trials and isolate the separate noise from the brain activity of interest. Specifically, parietal alpha synchronization was larger for the 2D task compared to the 3D task. Alpha desynchronizes with visual processing and then synchronizes reflecting top-down, inhibitory control processes (Klimesch, Sauseng, & Hanslmayr, 2007; Klimesch, 2012).

**Perceptual-Motor Confounds May Distort Data of Interest**

When designing studies and analyzing neuroimaging data, particularly EEG, it is important to exclude brain activity data that may be confounded by perceptual and motor processes associated with eye blinks, response to a change in the background color on a presentation slide, mouse and keyboard clicks, hand and finger movements associated with using a touch interface, and so on. Time windows of analysis must be selected very carefully to ensure that the presence of possible perceptual-motor confounds is minimized and that the data under analysis reflect changes in the
dynamics of cognitive processing, rather than perceptual responses to changing sensory stimuli or motor responses associated with movement.

A good example of addressing this problem is the design of the study by Gerjets and colleagues (2014). The authors employed a cross-task classification paradigm with a support vector machine algorithm that was trained using two working memory tasks (reading span and numerical n-back) that were relevant to the learning tasks that participants were asked to engage in during the actual experiment (i.e., mathematical word problems presented in a simple to complex sequence for each participant). The study was carefully designed to account for potential perceptual-motor confounds such as ending windows of analysis 125 ms before each keypress during participant responses to exclude EEG data reflecting motor planning (e.g., Grabner & De Smedt, 2011).

**Signal Classifiers Must Be Trained Using Tasks that Match the Experimental Task**

Many studies that make use of neuroimaging data, such as the Gerjets et al. (2014) study described above, rely on signal classification algorithms that use machine learning techniques (e.g., support vector machines, artificial neural networks). These classifiers are trained using data that involve, for example, low-load data (e.g., simple mental arithmetic) and high-load data (e.g., complex mental arithmetic). The algorithm then preprocesses each data source in order to extract an array of signal features that are computed for the low-load condition and for the high-load condition. The features are then combined for the low-load condition and high-load condition as inputs to train a machine learning model (e.g., an artificial neural network) that will be able to produce an index of working memory load during the actual experimental task by comparing experimental data for each epoch of interest to the low-load array of features and high-load array of features.

The key issue with this approach is that the tasks used to train signal classifiers should be designed to match the cognitive task requirements of the study. Using the example of simple versus complex mental arithmetic for training a working memory load classifier, this means that if the experimental task does not have to do with mental arithmetic, and instead focuses, say, on visuospatial processing such as comparing molecular models, this classifier may be useless because the signal features used to train the classifier do not really apply to visuospatial processing.

This is a significant problem for educational researchers because many “turn-key” EEG and fNIRS systems designed for non-clinical applications and used by educational researchers do just that—use signal classification tasks that may not be a good match to the actual learning tasks used by researchers during their experiments. The software tools provided by turn-key neuroscience systems often include cognitive load, engagement, distraction, and boredom classifiers that are marketed as robust indicators of these respective cognitive or affective phenomena. Caution is warranted when using these classifiers, however, because the tasks used to train the classifier may not necessarily
match the attentional and cognitive task characteristics of the actual experimental task. Thus, a better option would be systems that come with cognitive state classification algorithms that are trainable by the researcher to ensure proper alignment between the task used in the experiment and the task used to train the classifier.

Conclusion

Psychophysiological tools such as EEG, fMRI, fNIRS, and eye tracking can provide important insights into the cognitive processes that underlie learning alone or in groups. EEG offers a high temporal resolution to allow tracking of millisecond changes in cognitive activity and reveal the dynamics of cognitive processing. Other tools such as fMRI and fNIRS boast excellent spatial resolution and afford analysis of where in the brain changes related to the task demands may be happening. Eye tracking offers both temporal and spatial resolution and is appropriate in studies of learning that rely on effective distribution of visual attention and competing visual stimuli such as those found in most tasks within multimedia learning environments.

Despite being highly complex and involved, neuroscience measurement paradigms provide educational researchers with frameworks, methods, and tools to detect even the most subtle fluctuations in physiological activity associated with cognitive dynamics. Recent advances in hardware systems and analytical software appear very promising because they remove many of the barriers to conducting research on learning using neuroscience tools and allow collecting data from multiple participants at the same time and in authentic settings. Meticulous task and study design and proper interpretation of physiological data in the context of cognitive and learning performance will improve the validity of educational studies conducted with EEG, fMRI, fNIRS, and eye tracking and will improve the reliability of data and generalizability of the findings.
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Chapter 4
Close Relationships and Virtual Reality
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Abstract The intersection between close relationships research and virtual reality holds great promise for the advancement of both fields. In social science research laboratories and mainstream society, virtual reality is becoming an increasingly popular and viable tool and method for not only studying close relationships such as romantic relationships and friendships, but also for engaging in relational processes (e.g., social interactions, relationship formation, and relationship maintenance). Initial research at the forefront of this intersection has focused on attachment theory in adult romantic relationships, exploring (a) how attachment processes occur and (b) how they may be studied using digital, immersive spaces created via virtual reality. The current chapter first provides a general overview of both attachment theory and virtual reality before delving deeper into the intersection of adult attachment theory, neuroscience, and virtual reality. The chapter then concludes with potential future directions for research at the intersection of close relationships and virtual reality.

Introduction

From infancy to adulthood, relationships color individuals’ lives. As Berscheid (1999) eloquently writes, “We are born into relationships, we live our lives in relationships with others, and when we die, the effects of our relationships survive in the lives of the living, reverberating throughout the tissue of their relationships” (p. 261). Relationships are sources of intimacy, social support, sadness when conflicts occur, and happiness when the relationship goes well. During adulthood, romantic relationships are of particular salience. The initiation, maintenance, and (for some)
dissolutions of romantic relationships constitute notable events in the tapestry of life, and play a considerable role in shaping one’s self-concept, well-being, and behavior. For these reasons, understanding the processes that underlie romantic relationships is essential for furthering our understanding of the human life experience.

This chapter will begin by giving a brief overview of attachment theory, a central framework in studying close relationships, as applied to adult romantic relationships. Next, we will discuss the increasing utilization of virtual reality for close relationships in both research laboratories and mainstream culture. Finally, we will consider the potential impacts and implications that virtual reality will have on research in relationship science, and for close relationships in society at large.

Close Relationships and Attachment Theory

How are romantic relationships initiated? Once formed, how are relationships maintained, and why do certain relationships deteriorate and dissolve, while others thrive? Why are romantic relationships important, and what are the consequences of belonging in a relationship? These questions lie at the core of the study of close relationships. For the purposes of this chapter, we will limit our overview of the literature to a brief discussion of adult attachment theory, one of the major guiding frameworks in the study of close relationships, in this section.

Attachment theory describes the process of developing affection towards close others, and the ways in which a person’s system of attachment behaviors influences how they behave in and perceive their social world. The origins of attachment theory lie within the realm of developmental psychology. Bowlby (1969) was interested in understanding how infants become attached, or affectionately bonded, to their primary caregiver (usually the mother figure), and distressed when separated from the caregiver or deprived of the caregiver’s attention. He believed that from birth, infants are predisposed to become attached to their primary caregiver, and actively engage in attachment behaviors such as smiling, rooting, crying, and sucking that promote physical proximity and social interaction with the caregiver (Ainsworth & Bell, 1970; Bretherton, 1992). In turn, the primary caregiver’s behaviors towards the infant (e.g., reciprocating proximity-seeking behaviors, being present, responsive, and sensitive to the infant’s needs) can shape the infant’s expectations of and attachment towards the primary caregiver (Bell & Ainsworth, 1972). For example, an infant feels more confident in exploring her surroundings when she knows that her caregiver will be available to comfort her if she needs it (Bowlby, 1988; Sroufe & Waters, 1977).

Through the combination of the infant’s own activity in proximity-seeking attachment behaviors, the primary caregiver’s behaviors towards the infant, and previous attachment-related experiences, the infant develops an internal working model of the self and environment that “provides a casual-temporal prototype of the ways in which attachment-related events typically unfold” (Cassidy, Jones, & Shaver, 2013, p. 3). This internal working model of attachment can then be used by the
infant as a guide for navigating future attachment-related interactions. Continuing with the previous example, if an infant’s past experiences of falling down involved seeking and successfully receiving comfort from her caregiver, she knows that the next time she falls down in the future, she can look towards her caregiver for reassurance and expect to receive it.

Further research in this area by Ainsworth and Bell (1970) identified three main patterns of attachment behavior: secure, avoidant, and ambivalent/resistant. They noted that children with a secure attachment style feel safe and confident in exploring their world, knowing that their caregiver will be available, responsive, and helpful if they experience any frightening or threatening situations. Avoidant children, on the contrary, expect little to no help (or even rebuttal) from their caregivers, and avoid proximity and interaction with their caregivers after frightening situations. Ambivalent/resistant children are unsure of their caregiver’s availability or responsiveness, and as a result tend to cling to their caregivers. These three styles of attachment are internalized, and become part of the child’s internal working model of attachment (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991).

Although the origins of the theory focused on infants and children, attachment theory is thought to be relevant across the life span (Ainsworth, 1982; Bowlby, 1980). In particular, Hazan and Shaver (1987) postulated that romantic love could be an attachment process between adults, similar to the attachment processes between an infant and her parent. They believed attachment theory could be used to explain how romantic affectional bonds between adults are formed. The authors conducted two studies, and found that not only was the prevalence of the different attachment styles similar in adults as in infants, but also that adults with different attachment styles experienced romantic love in different ways. Adults with a secure attachment style had happy, friendly, and trusting love experiences, avoidant adults experienced fear of closeness with their relationship partners, and ambivalent/resistant adults indicated a desire for reciprocation from their partner and many highs and lows in their relationships (Hazan & Shaver, 1987; Simpson, 1990). Moreover, adults with different attachment styles had different internal working models about “the course of romantic love, the availability and trustworthiness of love partners, and their own love-worthiness” (Hazan & Shaver, 1987, p. 521). In addition, the authors found that an adult’s attachment style is related to his relationship as a child with his parents, due partially to a continuity of the adult’s internal working model of relationships in general from childhood (see also Collins & Read, 1990; Feeney & Noller, 1990). In other words, a person who had a secure relationship with his parents as a child is more likely to experience secure romantic relationships as an adult.

Since the publication of Hazan and Shaver (1987), the adult romantic attachment theory literature has expanded and grown rapidly, becoming a major framework for the study of close romantic relationships (Fraley & Shaver, 2000). Researchers have examined various aspects of how attachment in adult romantic relationships affects both the self and the relationship, including beliefs about relationships (Feeeny & Noller, 1990; Stackert & Bursik, 2003; Wang & Mallinckrodt, 2006), relationship satisfaction (Banse, 2004; Brennan & Shaver, 1995; Butzer & Campbell, 2008; Collins & Read, 1990; Pistole, 1989), relationship stability (Duemmler & Kobak,
and partner characteristics (Brennan & Shaver, 1995; Collins & Read, 1990). Other studies have also examined areas such as stability and change in attachment style across time (Lopez & Gormley, 2002; Scharfe & Bartholomew, 1994), conflict resolution (Pistole, 1989; Shi, 2003), and effects of romantic partner presence (Feeney & Kirkpatrick, 1996; Kane, McCall, Collins, & Blascovich, 2012).

**Adult Attachment Theory and Neuroscience**

More recently, researchers have begun to investigate the neurobiological underpinnings of adult attachment theory—how the attachment system affects and is affected by the brain. Coan (2010) notes that the neural systems which are involved in attachment processes such as pair bonding are also linked to “responses to rewards and punishments, emotion regulation, motivation, and personality” (p. 211; see also Vrtička & Vuilleumier, 2012). He proposes that encounters with potential mates (assuming they go well) activate the production of neurotransmitters such as dopamine and oxytocin, which induce pleasurable feelings. The release of these neurotransmitters then conditions and encourages the neural systems to seek further exposure to the potential mate or partner (Coan, 2008). Some research suggests that this combination of associating pleasurable feelings with the potential partner and seeking out the partner (to experience pleasurable feelings) can lead to a form of addiction, where separation from the partner can create feelings of distress (withdrawal) and attempts to reestablish connection with the partner (and therefore re-experience pleasurable feelings; Coan, 2010; Insel, 2003). Through the above process, the attachment behavioral system is developed.

Further research has attempted to understand how attachment styles are instantiated or encoded in the brain, though the number of studies conducted in this area remains scarce (Coan, 2010; Vrtička & Vuilleumier, 2012). Much more is known about the effects of attachment style on neural processing, especially when taken in conjunction with the existing vast literature of empirical behavioral studies on attachment styles. To give an example, from this substantive literature it is well known that adults with different attachment styles react to negative, threatening situations in different ways associated with their attachment style (e.g., individuals who have an anxious attachment style tend to continuously monitor for signs of their romantic partner’s availability and attention when separated from their partner), and that, depending on their attachment style, adults may rely on their attachment figure (i.e., the romantic partner) to assist with affect regulation (Coan, 2010; Hazan & Shaver, 1987). Notably, these findings have been observed at the neurological level as well. In individuals with an anxious attachment style, the brain systems that activate neural networks associated with aversion, withdrawal, and defensive responses appear to be especially sensitive to negative social cues, thereby increasing the frequency of its activation (Vrticka et al., 2008). On the other hand, avoidant individuals experience a deactivation of the brain areas (anterior insula and dorsal ACC) related to social aversion. Individuals with a secure attachment style experience less activation of the threat-
related neural networks when in the presence of their romantic partner, suggesting a greater vigilance against negative or threatening stimuli (Coan, Schaefer, & Davidson, 2006; Vrtička & Vuilleumier, 2012). Other studies examining areas such as mental state representation, memory, selective attention, and emotion regulation have drawn similar parallels between behavioral outcomes and the activation of relevant brain areas in their findings with regard to attachment styles and the attachment behavioral system (Vrtička & Vuilleumier, 2012).

**Virtual Reality**

Throughout history, the concept of virtual reality has evolved in conjunction with improvements and innovations in technology. Broadly defined, present-day virtual reality can be thought of as “synthetic sensory information that leads to perceptions of environments and their contents as if they were not synthetic” (Blascovich et al., 2002, p. 105). In other words, users of virtual reality employ technology such as visual displays and headphones (or speakers) to replace the sensory inputs (e.g., sight, sound) that they receive from the actual, grounded reality with digital, computer-generated sensory input from a virtual environment. For example, a person could be sitting in their living room at home, yet be seeing a rainforest instead of the open backyard sliding door (through a visual display such as a computer or television screen), and hearing sounds (through headphones or speakers) of animals living in and moving throughout the forest, instead of the radio program playing music softly in the background. Although their actual reality is their living room, for the moment, the person is engrossed in the virtual reality of the rainforest.

Through the use of head-mounted visual displays, or headsets, immersive virtual environments (IVEs) become possible. In IVEs, users feel as though they are psychological present in the virtual world—that the virtual world surrounds them and becomes the world in which they, as of that moment, inhabit. With the addition of equipment that tracks information such as current head orientation (and therefore line of sight), position in physical space, and body movements (e.g., hands, arms, legs), users are able to interact with the virtual environment, which then increases their perception of psychological presence and immersion (Cummings & Bailenson, 2016). The person in the living room could stand up and look down, observing the rich, moist soil of the rainforest ground, then look up, and see the dense green canopy with trickles of light filtering through. While walking forward in the physical world, her visual display would update based on her new physical location and head orientation, and move her forward in the virtual rainforest environment as well. Bending down, she could reach forward to virtually “touch” and flip over a leaf to examine its underside, as her hand-held controller registers her hand’s positions and tells the virtual reality program to move her digital hand simultaneously in order to reflect her intended actions.

The potential of virtual reality—from traveling to faraway places, creating imaginative 3D art pieces, and interacting with other people in digital worlds, to name a few—has always fascinated society and captured its imagination. Only recently,
however, has VR become viable and available for mainstream access. As of the time of this writing, many of the major technology companies such as HTC, Oculus, Google, Samsung, Sony, and Microsoft now offer commercially available virtual reality headsets that the average consumer can purchase to use in their own home. Both the HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift, two of the leading options of VR headsets currently available in the market, have recently considerably decreased in price, becoming even more affordable and accessible for the general public (Kuchera, 2017a, 2017b). This increased affordability has been reflected in the sales, with over a million headsets being sold in a single business quarter in 2017, and more sales predicted for 2018 (Taylor, 2017).

Using Virtual Reality to Study Close Relationships

Recently, researchers have begun to devise new and creative ways of studying close relationships and adult romantic attachment theory. Of particular interest is the increasing utilization of virtual reality (VR) technology as a method for studying interpersonal relationship behaviors and processes. Virtual reality allows researchers to place participants into a simulated virtual environment, created by the researchers for the purpose of the experiment. When paired with a head-mounted visual display, the VR experience becomes especially immersive, and the participant feels as though they are surrounded by and almost physically present in the virtual environment. With the addition of other sensory features such as spatialized audio (via headphones or speakers) and haptic stimulation (via feedback devices such as controllers), the experience of immersion can be further augmented (Steuer, 1992). Thus, the virtual environment replaces and becomes the user’s new “real” world in which they are present (Loomis, Blascovich, & Beall, 1999).

One major advantage of using VR for close relationships research is an increase in ecological validity without the tradeoff of experimental control (Loomis et al., 1999). Similar to studies conducted in laboratories, experimenters can program studies in virtual reality to precisely deliver stimuli or create specific situations of interest while minimizing the effects of external variables. However, unlike the contrived, artificial scenarios employed by laboratory studies (e.g., asking participants to read a written passage in order to induce a certain affective state, asking participants to imagine a situation before reporting how they would act in the situation), studies conducted in virtual reality can be programmed to emulate the actual real-world scenario of interest, thus increasing both ecological validity and experimental realism (Loomis et al., 1999; Rizzo, Schultheis, Kerns, & Mateer, 2004). For example, instead of asking participants to report how they believe they would act based on a written or verbal description of a specific situation, researchers can place the participants into a virtual simulation of the situation, and measure the participant’s actual, real-life actions directly.

Another advantage of using virtual reality for close relationships research is the ability to create and use virtual interaction partners instead of human confederates.
As with the virtual environment, experimenters have “full experimental control over the actions and reactions” of a virtual interaction partner (Schönbrodt & Asendorpf, 2012, p. 431). Compared to human confederates, virtual confederates provide a number of benefits. Since they are programmed, virtual confederates require no training, thus reducing costs such as time and money. They are also subject to less random error compared to human confederates: Virtual confederates will always be blind to condition (unless programmed otherwise), and act exactly the same for each repetition of the experiment (unlike human confederates, virtual confederates can’t forget their scripts!) (Blascovich et al., 2002). The use of virtual confederates (and VR experiments in general) also allows for near-perfect replications, both inside and across labs. Researchers need to only share the program containing the experiment through a hard drive, the cloud, or email for another researcher to gain access to the entire experiment. This direct “handing-over” of the study helps eliminates some common problems and/or difficulties of trying to replicate another laboratory’s work, such as differences between the original laboratory environment and the replication laboratory’s environment, accurately recreating the experimental situation and materials, training new confederates, and so on (Blascovich et al., 2002).

Due to its technological nature, virtual reality also lends itself well to certain types of data collection. Because the participant’s location and movements are continuously tracked in order to render the virtual environment, data regarding distance from other virtual people or objects, direction of eye gaze, and body movement (e.g., head, hands, arms, legs; assuming trackers are being held or attached) can be automatically collected by the computer during the experiment. Such data becomes especially useful when conducting research in areas that include interpersonal distance (Bailenson, Blascovich, Beall, & Loomis, 2003; Gillath, McCall, Shaver, & Blascovich, 2008; Yee, Bailenson, Urbanek, Chang, & Merget, 2007), eye contact (Bailenson & Yee, 2006; Garau et al., 2003; Gillath et al., 2008; Yee et al., 2007), and mimicry (Bailenson & Yee, 2005; Hasler, Hirschberger, Shani-Sherman, & Friedman, 2014). For scientists interested in collecting physiological or neurological data, additional methods of data collection (e.g., skin conductance, heart rate, EEG) can be easily paired with VR. Indeed, such research may even benefit from the use of immersive virtual environments, due to VR’s ability to incorporate dynamic, interactive stimuli into psychophysiological and neuropsychological assessments. Thus, adopting VR could help researchers in areas such as the social, affective, and clinical neurosciences better understand real-world functioning, compared to the traditional method of paper-and-pencil assessments (Parsons, 2015).

So far, a small handful of studies have been conducted on areas in close relationships research (such as adult romantic attachment theory) using virtual reality and virtual environments. Kane et al. (2012) examined the effects of a romantic partner’s presence and the partner’s nonverbal support behavior on participants during a threatening, cliff-walking task in VR. The authors believed that, similar to infants with regard to their mother, adult participants would be sensitive to their romantic partner’s availability and responsiveness when experiencing a threatening or frightening situation. Participants whose partners were present, available, and responsive would feel more confident in completing the threatening task, and would experience “lower stress, a greater sense of
emotional security, and reduced behavioral vigilance” (Kane et al., 2012, p. 38). On the other hand, participants whose partners were not present during the threatening task, not available, and/or not responsive would experience greater attachment needs, higher vigilance for the partner’s attention, and be less able to cope with the task. For the study, the authors had participants come into the lab with their romantic partner. Participants were led to a separate room from their partner and assigned to one of three conditions: partner-absent, partner-present and unresponsive, and partner-present and responsive. After putting on a head-mounted display, participants were placed inside a virtual world, at the end of a path on the edge of a canyon, and asked to complete a cliff-walking task. Depending on the condition they were assigned to, they would either be alone in the virtual world, or their partner would be present on a visible but separate part of the canyon. In the two partner-present conditions, participants were told that their partner would be controlling the “partner” avatar from a different room in the laboratory. In reality, however, the partner avatar was actually being controlled by preprogrammed computer algorithms. In the responsive-present condition, the “partner” avatar was programmed to “wave, clap, nod their heads, and actively orient their bodies toward the participant during the task” (Kane et al., 2012, p. 39). In the unresponsive-present condition, the “partner” avatar was programmed to face away from the participant’s avatar, looking over the canyon instead. Before and after the cliff-walking task, participants completed a series of questionnaires that included the study’s dependent measures.

Overall, the authors found that partner responsiveness played a greater role in how participants experienced the threatening task, compared to the mere presence (and lack of presence) of the partner. As in parent–child interactions, participants reported feeling less stressed, safer, and more secure in exploring the virtual canyon world when they felt that their romantic partner was present, attentive, and responsive—a secure base which they could look to for comfort and encouragement. On the other hand, participants whose partners were present but inattentive reported experiencing levels of stress similar to those who completed the task alone, and became more preoccupied and vigilant in monitoring their partner for cues of responsiveness during the task. Additionally, partner inattentiveness during the threatening VR task affected participant’s behaviors towards their partner in a subsequent task as well, where they kept a greater distance from their partner compared to participants in the other conditions. These findings suggest that attachment related-goals and behaviors are activated in adulthood similarly to childhood, and that the attachment system operates in adult intimate relationships.

In two related studies, Schönbrodt and Asendorpf (2011, 2012) examined interaction and attachment dynamics though the use of virtual environments and preprogrammed virtual agents. For both studies, the authors created and used a virtual environment, which they named “Simoland,” that contained inhabitants called “Simos.” Of the many Simos living in Simoland, one was a character representing the participant, and another was a character representing the participant’s character’s partner, or “virtual spouse.” Besides the participant’s own character, all other Simos (including the virtual spouse) were controlled by preprogrammed algorithms. Participants were able to move their character around Simoland, and could interact with other Simos by opening up a menu bar and choosing an action from a list of possible options.
Depending on factors such as mood, previous interactions, and familiarity with the participant’s character, the Simo that the participant interacted with would then react to the participant’s interactions accordingly. For example, if the participant complimented their virtual spouse, the virtual spouse would react delightedly. If the participant annoyed their spouse and then asked for a kiss, however, the spouse character would react angrily and refuse to kiss (Schönbrodt & Asendorpf, 2011).

In their first study, Schönbrodt and Asendorpf (2011) investigated whether intimacy motivations, autonomy motivations, and relationship satisfaction with a real-life partner influenced participants’ behaviors towards a digital partner (the virtual spouse) in Simoland. They hypothesized that participants would behave differently towards their virtual spouse (but not other Simos), depending on their level of intimacy motive (i.e., the need for closeness to a romantic partner), their level of autonomy motive (i.e., the preference of individuality and independence from a romantic partner), and their relationship satisfaction with their real-life partner. Participants with a higher intimacy motive were expected to display more positive and less negative behaviors towards their spouse, and to be more persistent in engaging in intimate, positive behaviors, compared to participants with a lower intimacy motive. Higher relationship satisfaction with a real-life partner was also expected to lead to more positive and less negative behaviors towards the virtual spouse; moreover, the authors hypothesized that participants’ real-life relationship satisfaction would set the initial level (i.e., intercept) of positivity in the interactions with the virtual spouse. Due to the unrestricted nature of the study’s implementation of Simoland, and the lack of control or instructions from other Simos and the virtual spouse, the authors predicted that autonomy motives would not affect participants’ actions towards the spouse or other Simos. The results of the study supported all of the authors’ hypotheses, suggesting that “real-life” expectations, schemes (e.g., intimacy and autonomy motives), previous experiences, and behaviors from a current relationship can transfer over into the digital sphere, towards a virtual spouse. These findings highlight the efficacy of utilizing virtual reality paradigms for studying or observing actual, dynamic behavior in close relationships research, compared to “hypothetical choices or self-reported intentions” (Schönbrodt & Asendorpf, 2011, p. 15).

Bolstered by the findings from their first study, Schönbrodt and Asendorpf (2012) conducted a second study that extended the Simoland paradigm to address whether real-life internal working models of attachment would also transfer over into the digital world and affect behaviors towards a virtual spouse. The authors modified Simoland to include scenarios that emulated Ainsworth et al. (1978) famous “strange situation” procedure (edited from the original procedure used for infant attachment research to reflect situations relevant to adults). They hypothesized that a participant’s attachment style (e.g., secure, anxious, avoidant) would predict how the participant controlled their character to act towards the virtual spouse in three different “strange” scenarios that contained an attachment-related threat: a separation scene, a conflict scene, and an illness scene. For example, participants who scored high on the anxiety dimension of attachment were predicted to “engage in hyperactivating strategies” and increase their vigilance for cues of availability from their partner during times of stress (e.g., being separated from the partner), whereas participants who
scored high on the avoidance dimension were anticipated to engage in “deactivating strategies” and limit the activation of their attachment system and related attachment-seeking behaviors in response to the attachment-threatening situation (Schönbrodt & Asendorpf, 2012, p. 436). The results of the study provide evidence for their hypotheses, indicating that internal working models of attachment do indeed transfer over into the digital realm, towards virtual partners. Importantly, the authors were able to not only replicate classic, existing findings in the attachment literature originally conducted in real-life settings by using a virtual environment, but also contributed to adult attachment theory by providing supporting evidence for the emotional versus behavioral regulation model proposed by Fraley and Shaver (2000).

Close Relationships in Virtual Reality

Beyond adopting virtual reality as a means or tool to study theoretical interests (e.g., adult attachment theory) in the close relationships literature, virtual reality can also be seen as a platform for the formation and maintenance of relationships. With the influx of new VR home users, the increasing popularity of VR, and the availability of multiplayer social virtual worlds such as Facebook Spaces (by Facebook), Sansar (by the creators of Second Life), and AltspaceVR, it becomes easy to imagine a world in which people meet, interact, and form relationships with others in a virtual world—all from the comfort of their living rooms. The consequences of these relationships in VR contain further abundant research possibilities and potentially wide-reaching implications. Imagine this: Sam comes home from work and turns on his computer. Donning his VR headset, he enters a virtual town square, where he sees the avatars of other users like him. He hears the faint conversation of two friends at the small café by the corner, and notices another person browsing the quaint bookstore off to the side. Walking forward, Sam enters an open collaborative art area, where anyone can draw in the 3D space, and meets Rachael, who invites him to draw with her. While drawing together, they discover that they share similar interests and continue to meet in the virtual world, eventually forming a romantic relationship. Although this is an imaginary scenario conjured up for the purposes of providing an example, social (e.g., networked) virtual reality is slowly becoming a mainstream reality. Through the aforementioned publicly available social VR worlds, users can already interact with other users in a digital, 3D space, with the potential for forming and maintaining relationships. Understanding the consequences of these relationships, then, becomes ever more important.

Unfortunately, not much research has been conducted in this area so far. Research in social VR has mainly focused on the learning sciences (usually in a classroom context, see McCall, Bunyan, Bailenson, Blascovich, & Beall, 2009; Bailenson, Yee, Blascovich, Beall, Lundblad, & Jin, 2008; Bailenson, Yee, Blascovich, & Guadagno, 2008; Monahan, McArdle, & Bertolotto, 2008) and on specific aspects of social interaction via virtual reality, such as the ability to “transform” the physical appearance and behaviors of one’s avatars (e.g., changing one’s avatar’s height to be taller than the interaction
partner’s avatar; Bailenson, Yee, Blascovich, & Guadagno, 2008; Bailenson, Beall, Loomis, Blascovich, & Turk, 2005). While the latter area of research may be useful in understanding particular aspects of relational processes in VR, such as impression formation and interaction dynamics, many of the study paradigms involved only one interaction session. Only a few researchers have conducted longitudinal studies examining the effects of social interactions in VR across time (see Bailenson & Yee, 2006). Thus, the long-term consequences of such interactions (which, assuming things go well, would lead to the formation and maintenance of a relationship) remain mostly unknown.

Despite the lack of research in a virtual reality setting, research conducted in online, web-based settings can help shed light on what the consequences of forming and/or maintaining relationships in VR may be. Many studies have examined purely online romantic relationships, where communication in the relationship occurs predominantly through computer-mediated means (e.g., instant messaging, massive multiplayer online games, online forums, chat rooms), in comparison to face-to-face relationships, where partners mainly interact in person. Three major perspectives have been offered to explain how intimacy, a major factor in relationship development and satisfaction (Anderson & Emmers-Sommer, 2006), develops in online interactions. Parks and Floyd (1996) argue that, due to the lack of cues such as facial expressions, body language, and verbal nuances, computer-mediated interactions are fundamentally impersonal, and as a result, impair the development of intimacy. Lea and Spears (1995) suggest that online interactions are interpersonal, but take longer to develop similar levels of intimacy compared to face-to-face interactions. In comparison, Walther (1996) proposes that the lack of cues, in combination with the asynchronous nature of computer-mediated communication, actually allow people to experience greater (hyperpersonal) levels of intimacy online than they would face-to-face, due to having more cognitive resources (from not having to monitor cues such as facial expressions) and time to compose messages. Walther’s hyperpersonal model has been supported by research in online text-based contexts, where users believe they are better able to express their “true self” and meet others that share similar interests, leading to increased self-disclosure, trust, and intimacy, and the development of close, intimate relationships (McKenna, Green, & Gleason, 2002). Given that avatars in virtual reality can be programmed to display cues such as facial expressions and body language, and that users in virtual reality can communicate through voice-chat systems with the addition of a microphone and headphones or a speaker, it is interesting to consider which perspective may best describe intimacy development in virtual reality.

Although not fully immersive, Second Life, a freely available online 3D virtual world where users have the ability to interact with other users, provides a potentially enlightening look into the perceptions and inner workings of online relationships. In Second Life, users can control their digital avatar to engage in social activities—such as attending parties, chatting, sexual activity, and even marriage—creating opportunities to meet new people and develop intimate bonds. Gilbert, Murphy, and Clementina Avalos (2011a) surveyed participants who were currently involved in an intimate, romantic relationship on Second Life, and found that participants perceived their relationship to be just as real as romantic relationships that take place in the
physical world (i.e., face-to-face), suggesting that to those who are involved in one, online relationships go beyond gameplay and are not simply just an aspect of the online world or role-playing online. Other research in an online newsgroup setting has also described feelings of online relationships as real, deep, and meaningful (McKenna et al., 2002). Furthermore, Quackenbush, Allen, and Fowler (2015) investigated attachment bonds in romantic relationships on Second Life, and discovered that participants formed equally strong attachments in online, virtual relationships as they did in real-life relationships.

Perhaps more interestingly, participants idealized their romantic relationships on Second Life more compared to romantic relationships that occur face-to-face in real life (Gilbert et al., 2011a). Anderson and Emmers-Sommer (2006) discovered a similar finding in text-based, computer-mediated contexts, positing that the hyper-personal nature of communication with online partners creates “idealized/heightened perceptions of similarity, commitment, intimacy, trust, attributional confidence, and communication satisfaction” (p. 167), especially when participants communicated frequently and for long periods of time with their online romantic partner. Consequently, this increase in idealization and therefore positive perceptions of online romantic relationships may be one factor explaining participants’ reports of higher relationship satisfaction levels in their online relationships compared to face-to-face relationships (Gilbert, Murphy, & Clementina Ávalos, 2011b).

Online relationships are not without risks however. The provision of anonymity that allows people to express their “true” self (McKenna et al., 2002) can also be used to express a “fake” or deceptive self, where a person may lie about their gender, appearance, interests, and other factors that are taken into consideration when forming relationships online (Drouin, Miller, Wehle, & Hernandez, 2016). The term “catfishing” was created specifically to describe such deceptive behavior in online romance settings, and the need for caution with regard to being “catfished” is a major concern for participants of online romances (Wildermuth & Vogl-Bauer, 2007). In a virtual reality environment, a person could create a fake avatar which they deceive others into believing is a realistic representation of them in real life. The ability to form romances online has also increased people’s abilities to engage in extramarital affairs, which can then negatively impact one’s relationship with their real-life partner (Gilbert et al., 2011a; Wildermuth & Vogl-Bauer, 2007).

**Implications and Future Directions**

Being in a romantic relationship is associated with multiple psychological benefits. One especially noteworthy benefit is that of increased health and well-being. For example, researchers have consistently established a link between relationships and mortality, finding that people who are more socially connected tend to live longer, even after controlling for factors such as socioeconomic status, health behaviors (e.g., smoking, alcohol consumption, and physical activity), and mental health (e.g., depression), among others (Sarason, Sarason, & Gurung, 2001). People who are in
relationships are able to seek and receive social support from their partners to cope with negative stressors (e.g., upcoming exam or job interview) and life events (e.g., death of a loved one), helping them deal effectively with such events when they occur (Cohen & McKay, 1984). Furthermore, close relationships can function as a self-bolstering resource, not only buffering people in relationships from potentially negative or threatening information (e.g., subpar results on an intelligence test) but also increasing their openness to challenges and feedback (Kumashiro & Sedikides, 2005). The ability to capitalize on positive events such as graduations, births, and job offers together with relationship partners can also lead to important benefits for health and well-being. Sharing positive news and commemorating positive events with a partner is linked to improved relationship quality and increased positive affect, and can even increase the significance and memorability of the event (Gable, Reis, Impett, & Asher, 2004; Gosnell & Gable, 2013).

For the above reasons and others, advancing our understanding of the formation, maintenance, and consequences of close romantic relationships is essential. Further work is needed to explore the utility of virtual reality as a method for studying adult attachment processes and for theory-building. For example, the ability to manipulate the presence, distance, and actions of a partner’s avatar could help shed light on the impact of nonverbal behavior on the activation of attachment-related behavior and goals. Longitudinal studies would be particularly beneficial for examining the long-term consequences of interacting socially in a virtual setting, particularly in comparison to face-to-face interactions and purely text-based communication. Given the added affordances of virtual reality (e.g., avatars, body language, perceived “physical” distance), how does intimacy develop in immersive virtual environments? The use of virtual reality would also aid researcher efforts in understanding the neurological underpinnings of adult attachment styles, especially given the growing body of literature at the intersection of cyberpsychology and the social neurosciences (Parsons, 2017). Future research should also examine the potential positive and negative effects of virtual reality as a platform for developing both online and offline relationships, especially as virtual reality becomes increasingly viable and accessible in mainstream society.

**Conclusion**

Social scientists have recently begun to explore the fruitful intersection of close relationships research and virtual reality. With its ability to be used both as a tool for studying close relationship processes, and as a means of forming and maintaining relationships, the use of virtual reality holds great potential for future research. The studies conducted so far at the intersection of adult attachment theory, virtual reality, and neuroscience provide both promising results and far-reaching implications for deepening our understanding of how relational processes work, especially in an increasingly digital society.
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Abstract Two of the most important benefits of using computer-based learning environments are that (1) they allow for interactive learning experiences and (2) it becomes possible to assess learning at a fine level of granularity based on learner actions, choices, and performance. Using these assessments, modern systems can deliver tailored pedagogical interventions, such as through feedback or adjustment of problem difficulty, in order to enhance learning. To magnify their power to promote learning, researchers have also sought to capture additional information, such as physiological data, to make even finer-grained and nuanced pedagogical decisions. A wide range of technologies have been explored, such as depth-sensing cameras (e.g., Kinect), electrodermal activity (EDA) sensors, electroencephalography (EEG), posture/seat detectors, eye- and head-tracking cameras, and mouse-pressure sensors, among many others. This chapter provides an overview and examples of how these techniques have been used by educational technology researchers. We focus on how these additional inputs can improve technology-based pedagogical decision-making to support cognitive (i.e., knowledge and information processing), affective (i.e., emotions, including motivational factors), and metacognitive (i.e., attention and self-regulatory behaviors) aspects of learning. Though not a comprehensive review, we take a selective look at classic and recent developments in this area. The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of emerging topics and key open questions related to the use of physiological tracking in the context of education and learning with technology.
Introduction

Sidney Pressey, an early twentieth-century psychologist and pioneer of educational technology, was a vocal proponent of modernizing education. He described it as one of the few areas of society that rarely witnessed any kind of innovation and was in need of its own “industrial revolution” (Pressey, 1932). Inspired by another famous educational psychologist, Edward Thorndike, who was possibly the first to publish the concept of an adaptive learning technology, Pressey built the first drill-and-practice teaching machine (Pressey, 1926). It was capable of capturing student answers to multiple choice questions, recording and assessing student answers, and (eventually) adjusting questions based on student performance. In subsequent years, new versions of the machine emerged with additional functionality improve its teaching power. In one extension, Pressey implemented Thorndike’s “laws” such as requiring a question to be answered twice before being removed from the question set. Just as he sought to improve the original teaching machine, the search for techniques to improve computer-based teaching and learning boldly marches forward today.

Today’s computer-based learning environments provide expanded opportunities for authentic, social, and highly interactive learning experiences for nearly every imaginable topic. Digital devices allow learners to navigate through digital learning materials, interact with realistic simulations, solve personalized problems, interact with their peers and teachers, all while receiving feedback and guidance. The enormous cross product of devices (computers, tablets, phones, virtual reality hardware, etc.), algorithms (for modeling pedagogy, learner modeling, prediction, personalization, social interactivity, etc.), and sensing technologies (cameras, eye trackers, pressure sensors, skin conductance, etc.) has produced a vast and complex body of research on human learning. On top of technological advances, content of the systems is also maturing, often branching into narrative-based and social experiences with the power to evoke emotional changes in learners.

The interdisciplinary roots of this work are broad, leveraging a wide range of technological advances, findings from cognitive, behavioral, and social psychology, research on schools and education, anthropological studies of classrooms, and more. In this chapter, we look at a specific subset of this vast literature by investigating the uses of physiological monitoring tools for pedagogical decision-making, primarily in the context of intelligent tutoring systems. In other words, we ask: how have advances in user sensing enabled educational technologies to make better decisions about learning?

What counts as a physiological sensor or physiological data may or may not always be clear. For example, clickstreams—patterns exhibited by learners with a mouse, keyboard, or touchpad—are a common target for analysis by intelligent learning environments (ILE), and can be informative, such as in measuring time delays between responses or time spent reversing previous actions. Although clickstream data does indeed result from physical interaction with a machine, it exists as more of a by-product of human–computer interaction rather than for the sole
purpose of physiological monitoring. Thus, we do not consider a standard mouse as providing physiological data, but we would consider a pressure sensitive mouse (that senses the amount of pressure applied during a mouse click event) as a physiological device. Throughout the chapter, we focus on popular physiological monitoring tools used in educational research, and specifically those used in the articles reviewed. Comprehensive reviews of the field can be found elsewhere (Calvo & D’Mello, 2011; D’Mello, Dieterle, & Duckworth, 2017; Healey, 2015; Mukhopadhyay, 2015; Zeng, Pantic, Roisman, & Huang, 2009).

The decision-making space that intelligent learning environments, like tutoring systems, must navigate is enormous (e.g., When to give feedback? What kind of support to provide? How to select problems to solve?). We discuss this space in the next section, then work through three aspects of learning which physiological monitoring in the context of interactive learning technologies has sought to extend and improve:

• **Cognitive** support refers to strategies used to make decisions with respect to a learner’s knowledge acquisition and information processing. For example, functional magnetic resonance imaging techniques (fMRI, fNIRS) can be used to estimate cognitive load of a learner and adjust problem difficulty (Yuksel et al., 2016).

• **Affective** support involves helping learners manage academic emotions, and development of methods that seek to map physiological sensor data into relevant emotional models. Common targets for such research include detecting emotions relevant to learning, such as frustration, confusion, and boredom and adjusting instruction accordingly (D’Mello & Graesser, 2014; Harley, Lajoie, Frasson, & Hall, 2017). We include motivation in this category, which though conceptually distinct, is more closely related to affect than the other two categories.

• Finally, **metacognitive** support focuses on self-regulatory skills, such as attention and strategy selection. For example, sensed electrodermal activity has been measured in coordination with solicited judgements of learning (JOLs) to better measure a learner’s emotions in reaction to such a (metacognitive) request (Harley, Bouchet, Hussain, Azevedo, & Calvo, 2015).

We conclude the chapter with a brief discussion of emerging research in physiological computing and potential new directions for uses of physiological monitoring in educational contexts.

**Pedagogical Decision-Making in Intelligent Learning Environments**

Like experts in many domains, it is widely understood that teachers and tutors navigate a massive space of pedagogical choices. An ILE is software that seeks to promote effective and efficient learning by monitoring a learner during some learning activity, actively inferring the state of that learner, and finally (optionally) providing support and guidance. Historically, ILEs tend to emulate the tactics of expert human
educators, although they are not necessarily bound by human limitations (e.g., physiological monitoring can go well beyond what a human can infer from observable cues). For the purposes of this chapter, we are concerned with ILEs that monitor the acquisition of knowledge and skills, usually during problem-solving, while the student is practicing and learning from feedback and explanations.

**Generic Model for an Intelligent Learning Environment**

In one form or another, ILEs typically consist of specific modules that enable them to support learning. These include a learning environment (“front end”), a model of expertise (target knowledge), a learner model (estimate of learner), and an instructional model. This is depicted in Fig. 5.1.

Briefly, as a learner engages in learning activities in the learning environment (often, a digital one), each action is tracked and mapped against a representation of what the ILE believes the learner should be doing. Learner actions are recorded and incorporated into a learner model via *update rules*, which is a persistent estimate of that learner’s knowledge and/or affective/motivational state. These rules attempt to capture the meaning of learner actions in terms of what they reveal about the learner’s evolving understanding of the task domain. For example, if a math learner successfully converts two fractions to have the same denominator, the system’s belief in that learner’s skill to find common denominators will increase.

Fig. 5.1 A generic model of an intelligent learning environment. As the learner takes actions, the system infers cognitive and affective changes, which in turn are used to make that are intended to enhance learning in some way.
The instructional model is responsible for any actions taken in an ILE that are intended to influence the learner state, such as helping the learner learn to find common denominators. Two key decisions include whether (and when) to intervene, as well as how to go about it. Guidance can be unsolicited (the system decides when to help), solicited (the learner requests help when needed), or achieved in more subtle ways via modifications to the learning environment or narrative (Lane & Johnson, 2009). Ideally, the learner model provides input to inform these instructional choices and identify the most needed interventions. It is intuitive to think about the decision space as consisting of two primary loops (VanLehn, 2006):

1. **Outer loop**, for selection and identification of learning activities or tasks, and an, 2. **Inner loop** that operates at a finer level of granularity by providing step-by-step support through a specific problem.

At the lowest level, the instructional model makes these decisions based on the problem-solving context (e.g., Is the student stuck on a step? Did the student struggle with the last task?). This involves monitoring the learning environment as well consulting the learner model, if one is maintained (not a requirement). For example, intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) have to decide what kind of feedback to present, such as a hint, leading question, or give-away (Shute, 2008). At a higher-level, decisions on the outer loop support navigation through problem sets and curricula. A great deal of scholarship has focused on the roles of artificial intelligence (AI) techniques in building the models that enable these decisions (Graesser, Conley, & Olney, 2012; Wenger, 1987; Woolf, 2009). Our focus addresses a component of this broad effort by looking at very specific roles that physiological monitoring can play in improving estimates of the learner’s state, and deciding what support may be best.

### Efficacy of Intelligent Learning Environments

Decades of evidence has demonstrated that systems employing techniques from artificial intelligence (AI), when used in ways consistent with how people learn, outperform traditional “computer-aided” instructional systems (Anderson, Corbett, Koedinger, & Pelletier, 1995; Kulik & Fletcher, 2016; Kulik & Kulik, 1991; Ma, Adesope, Nesbit, & Liu, 2014; Mark & Greer, 1995). ITS researchers have historically pursued the holy grail of the two-sigma effect (Bloom, 1984), which suggested the best human tutors produce effect sizes of about 2.0 (roughly two grade levels). Recent evidence and lack of replication of the two sigma effect has brought this result into question leading to the possibility of “an interaction plateau” at an effect size of about 1.0 (VanLehn, 2011), which is still a positive result as it suggests ITSs are now as good as human tutors (in tightly controlled circumstances). For reference, non-AI based learning systems tend to achieve an effect size of about 0.3 (Kulik & Kulik, 1991). It also begs the question, *can ITSs surpass the effectiveness of human tutors?*
In reviewing this history, one must be aware of the kinds of knowledge being acquired—in the case of ITS research, it is most often cognitive skills, such as solving algebra equations, producing geometry proofs, or writing computer programs. As research on ITSs has evolved and morphed into new kinds of learning environments—that are often not tutoring systems, such as educational games, or inquiry environments—researchers have also begun to consider outcome measures other than simple cognitive gains. These have included metacognitive skills, emotional self-regulatory skills, interest, and other “non-cognitive” outcomes. Many of the systems reviewed here do focus on knowledge or skills, however, given their continued importance and desire to understand the value-added by incorporating physiological measurements.

In the remainder of the chapter, we review a variety of approaches for using physiological monitoring tools to enhance the decision-making of intelligent learning environments. The question of whether physiological monitoring enables ILEs to surpass the 1.0 sigma plateau remains unanswered as of now, but given the potential for sensors to go well beyond what humans can practically monitor, there are good reasons to try. We focus here on the question of whether physiological data can enhance the decision-making ability of ILEs to improve learning and learning-related outcomes (the arrow labeled “attempts to improve learning” in Fig. 5.1), and describe the pedagogical techniques such systems have tried to employ.

Support for Cognitive Aspects Learning

The first category we address is how physiological monitoring has been used to support cognitive aspects of learning, which generally refers to activities that involve reasoning, (human) pattern recognition, problem-solving, question-asking, information synthesis, and so on (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Cognitive outcomes are by far the most emphasized outcomes in education research and often the sole target of exams and standardized testing, and so, ILEs have historically followed suit. Indeed, for most of the first two decades of research on ITSs, cognitive learning was the exclusive target of a wide range of systems, covering many domains, such as geography, algebra, computer programming, history, and more (Anderson et al., 1995; Wenger, 1987).

Given the relative success of these systems (Kulik & Fletcher, 2016; Ma et al., 2014; VanLehn, 2011), significant headway has been made on the question of how to design and deploy ILEs for learning. What is not yet known, however, is whether the use of physiological monitoring to support cognitive activities brings the possibility of surpassing what has already been achieved. Is it possible that the finer level of granularity afforded by physiological monitoring tools enable ILEs to surpass existing systems, or even human tutors? Or perhaps the potential gains are so minimal the needed investments are not justified? At this time, a conclusive answer is far from within reach; however, as explored in later sections, physiological sensing has established a robust and reliable link to affective aspects of learning, and as learning sciences
research matures, the critical role of emotions is becoming increasingly more apparent (Graesser, D’Mello, & Strain, 2014; Pekrun & Linnenbrink-Garcia, 2012).

**Cognitive Load**

One of the most important questions for educational technologists and instructional designers to address is whether systems impose too many cognitive demands on a learner. As learning occurs, especially when the goal is cognitive skill acquisition (e.g., solving equations), learners have not yet automated many of the subskills they are practicing. Thus, it is important to gently introduce complexity and challenge based on their growing mastery of the skill. The idea of cognitive load has a long history in cognitive psychology (Sweller, 1988) and provides a theoretical and empirical frame for the design of ILEs. As competence increases through practice, more of the skill becomes automatic, thus reducing its burden (or cognitive load) on working memory. Therefore, detecting when these growth phases are likely to occur is an important technical challenge. Cognitive load is usually considered to take three forms: (1) **intrinsic load**: complexity of the content and its relation to the learner’s prior knowledge, (2) **germane load**: related to the design of the task and the necessary cognitive activities, and (3) **extraneous load**: undesirable elements, associated with poor design or learner self-regulatory skills (Sweller, 2010).

Although most tutoring systems are able to manage cognitive load based on behavioral and interface data, a few projects have explored the use of physiological monitoring tools. For example, based on a technique called knowledge tracing, CMU’s Cognitive Tutors track student changes in knowledge over multiple sessions and select problems at the right difficulty, based purely on problem-solving actions (Anderson et al., 1995). This includes gradual introduction of complexity and use of system feedback, thus indirectly helping manage learners’ cognitive load. In more recent work, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been used to predict when students are cognitively engaged in problem-solving tasks, but not making progress (Anderson, Betts, Ferris, & Fincham, 2010). This work was extended and combined with extant behavioral models, enabling the system to predict which step learners were attempting and whether those steps were correct (Anderson, Betts, Ferris, & Fincham, 2012). At the time of this writing, it is unclear if the additional information enables the system to surpass what were already large cognitive gains (effect sizes of over 1), however the use of fMRI to glean a more detailed assessment of learners is a significant advance.

In a different project, the Brain Automated Chorales (BaCH) system uses functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS) to automatically gauge when cognitive workload crosses an individually determined threshold, and adjusts the difficulty of instruction accordingly (Yuksel et al., 2016). With a focus on music skill, the system is able to infer from fNIRS signals when a learner has mastered a given musical segment, and then increases difficulty to take the learner closer to the desired level of cognitive workload. The authors relate their approach to Vygotsky’s zone of proximal...
development (Vygotsky, 1978) as well as cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1988). fNIRS is a “non-invasive imaging technique that measures levels of activation in the brain due to the hemodynamic response” (Yuksel et al., 2016, p. 5374), and is widely believed to be more resilient to other potential physiological noise, such as heartbeat and motion. A within-subjects study of 16 participants who played 15 easy pieces followed by 15 hard pieces with BaCH resulted in increased accuracy and reduced errors when compared to simplified control condition. Although it is not difficult to imagine a simpler technique for adjusting difficulty based on performance data alone, the study shows that a real-time, brain-based adaptive system is now feasible and effective.

Adapting to Challenge and Difficulty

The level of perceived difficulty of material by learners is an important factor when considering how best to adjust instruction. The AttentiveReview system monitors learners as they watch videos on their (unmodified) smartphones, and senses perceived difficulty via implicit photoplethysmography (PPG) (Pham & Wang, 2016). PPG is a sensing technique that requires a user cover the rear facing camera on the phone with their finger, which is then used to detect blood volume changes in the microvascular bed of tissue. The system tracks which videos and what content is being discussed, while tracking fluctuations in heart rate. When a learner removes their finger from the camera, playback is paused. Based on these readings across different kinds of videos and determination of difficulty from heart rate changes, AttentiveReview is able to suggest which topics may be best suited for review later, and assigns these topics to individual learners. Preliminary studies of the system report significant improvements in both recall and learning gains, when compared against systems that provide no review.

A different approach can be found in the MENTOR ITS, a tutoring system that uses electroencephalogram (EEG) signals to adaptively sequence the learning content according to the learners’ mental states (Chaouachi, Jraidi, & Frasson, 2015). Specifically, MENTOR attempts to predict the suitability of a worked example or a question to solve based on the valence of the EEG signals. Learners who are in a more “negative” state, such as frustration, are given worked examples based on the rationale that they require less generative work on the part of the learner. Learners who are assessed to be in more of a positive state are assigned questions to answer, which of course, require greater focus and introduce the possibility of providing a wrong answer. In a pilot study (N = 14), the authors report a 22.7% increase in learning outcomes when employing this pedagogical strategy for students in the adaptive condition, versus those receiving the same content based solely on the answers they provide. MENTOR is one of the few systems to date that directly adjusts instruction based on EEG signals in real-time.
Attention and Gaze

Eye gaze is another important area of augmenting the assessment of learning with physiological monitoring. Where a learner is looking at any given moment can be very revealing about their attention, focus, goals, and more. If they are looking away from a screen or device for an extended time, for example, an adaptive system can reasonably infer that the learner’s attention has been diverted. These sorts of judgments should be useful in terms of how the system makes judgements and plans instruction. Although a number of techniques exist for eye tracking, effective methods have emerged that are both affordable and non-intrusive, such as depth-sensing cameras and consumer-off-the-shelf eye trackers (Calvo & D’Mello, 2010; Hutt et al., 2017; Murphy, Carroll, Champney, & Padron, 2015).

D’Mello et al. describe the need for “attention-aware” learning technologies that are able to adapt instruction based on changes in the attention of the learner, such as mind wandering and gaze (D’Mello, 2016; D’Mello, Mills, Bixler, & Bosch, 2017). Specifically, their system combines machine learning for mind wandering detection with a real-time interpolated testing and restudy intervention. An eye tracker is used to classify attentional focus vs. mind wandering during the reading of educational texts. When the system detects mind wandering, it intervenes with just-in-time questions along with encouragement to re-read sections of text that may have received too little attention. A pilot study of the system with 104 participants showed that the intervention was successful in correcting mind wandering related comprehension deficits versus a yoked control condition. The authors comment that the eye-tracker used in the study was (at the time) cost prohibitive, and that the learned classifiers may not generalize well beyond the studied population. Nonetheless, the study is evidence that detection of attention can lead to improved reading comprehension under certain conditions, and thus represents an important example of physiological monitoring providing direct support for cognitive aspects of learning.

Support for Emotional and Motivational Aspects of Learning

The links between physiology, brain activity, and emotions run deep, and have been the focus of considerable academic research (Ekman, 1992; Panksepp, 2004; Simonov, 2013). In educational psychology research, quite a bit of effort has gone into mapping physiological signals into emotional states that are believed to relevant for learning, such as boredom, frustration, happiness, and more (Arroyo et al., 2009; Brawner & Gonzalez, 2016; D’Mello & Graesser, 2010; Kort, 2009). Here, we adopt common definitions that somewhat differentiate between affect and emotions (Rosenberg, 1998). Specifically, affect is primarily a subjective feeling that influences cognition, and is defined as a state that arises from, influences, and is influenced by neurobiology and physiology. Emotions, on the other hand, are relatively brief, sometimes intense states for which we have conscious awareness.
(although perhaps not always the words to describe them). In this chapter, we focus our attention on strategies that have been employed in ILEs to support learning based on physiological assessment of affect and emotions.

**Affect-Sensitive Instructional Strategies**

It is useful to begin with a discussion of emotion regulation strategies people already employ, to varying degrees, to manage the emotions that arise during learning. Gross and Barrett (2011) identify five distinct strategies of relevance to this discussion:

- *Situation selection and situation modification:* these involve selection or modification of contexts or situations for learning that are believed to minimize or maximize specific affective states.
- *Attentional deployment:* avoidance of situations that elicit specific affective states (distraction) or increased attention to aspects of a situation (rumination).
- *Cognitive change:* adjustment of the perceived meaning of a situation with the intent to change its affective content.
- *Response modulation:* after an affective state is experienced, this strategy involves managing how it is perceived and remembered.

D’Mello, Blanchard, Baker, Ocumpaugh, and Brawner (2014) provide an overview of how different ILEs have worked to support and promote use these strategies. Given that these are strategies that many learners employ naturally, the question is how can an ILE be designed to prompt or promote their effective use?

One obvious strategy is to change the learning environment directly. Because an ILE has (nearly) complete control of what the learner sees and what options are available at any given time, it is easy to select appropriate problems (situation selection) or hide certain features that may be less useful for easier problems (situation modification). These changes can also be faded over time to promote self-regulation. This tactic relates closely to *pedagogical experience manipulation*, a technique for adjusting simulation behaviors within an acceptable window of fidelity for purposes related learning (Lane & Johnson, 2009).

D’Mello et al. (2014) describe tactics to promote the remaining three self-regulation tactics as well. For example, attentional deployment can be managed by delivering attentional reorientation messages when overt disengagement is detected (i.e., the learner looks away from the screen) (D’Mello, Olney, Williams, & Hays, 2012). Cognitive change (adjusting the meaning of content so that is more favorably appraised) can be promoted in several ways, including providing encouraging and motivational messages and with direct support for affective states (e.g., encouraging a frustrated student) (D’Mello et al., 2010). Finally, response modulation can be promoted via empathetic system messages or with pedagogical agents that engage in nonverbal mirroring (that is building rapport through alignment of nonverbal communication) (Burleson & Picard, 2007). In summary, these are all tactics designed to enhance or induce the strategies
learners may use already. Physiological monitoring tools, in this context, enable the detection of when they are likely to be active, but also to scaffold them when they are not.

**Induction of Emotions That Are Conducive to Learning**

Our next category of ILE interventions are those that seek to induce specific emotional reactions based on judgments made via physiological sensor inputs. In other words, just as a cognitive tutor will seek to promote revisions in knowledge or reflection on learning, an affective tutor may also take actions that nudge learners into a specific affective or emotional state that is believed to be conducive to learning. Those emotions, in turn, are believed to have positive downstream consequences on learning.

In this category, Chaffar, Derbali, and Frasson (2009) describe an ILE for computer science students that uses electromyography (EMG) to infer the valence of learners’ emotional states, and respond with affective feedback. The aim of the work is to induce positive emotions for what is usually difficult material for students to grasp (data structures). Feedback in the system takes one of three primary forms: encouragement, recommendation, or congratulation, and can include problem-focused content (often as part of a recommended action). A small study confirmed what might be expected: recommendation and encouragement had a positive impact on learners with lower to mid-level achievement, while congratulatory actions had no impact on higher achieving learners. Related work using EEG and shifting to a game context, focused on the impact of ITS feedback on motivation, and concluded that EEG was appropriate for evaluating the success of motivation-focused ITS strategies (Derbali & Frasson, 2012). In other words, physiological monitoring tools were used to confirm the success or failure of affective tutoring strategies.

Similarly intuitive findings occurred with AutoTutor (Graesser, D’Mello, et al., 2012), a dialogue-based tutoring system that includes pedagogical agents and incorporates several different physiological sensors, including heart rate, facial expressions, and electrodermal activity (Pour, Hussain, AlZoubi, D’Mello, & Calvo, 2010). Specifically, while detecting how learners reacted to different forms of feedback: delight was experienced frequently after positive feedback, while surprise dominated after negative feedback (most likely due to learners not expecting to be wrong). These findings suggest that, for the most part, our intuitive expectations about the emotional impact of different kinds of feedback hold up in terms of how physiological sensors reveal those emotions.

**Multichannel Affect Detection and Response**

As demonstrated by AutoTutor, it is sometimes advantageous to incorporate multiple channels into assessment of affective and emotional states, which allows for more fine-grained analysis and verification across channels (Calvo & D’Mello, 2010). For
example, a more confident assessment of boredom could be made if facial expressions, posture, and gaze simultaneously suggest a lack of attention and focus. Such multichannel (or multimodal) approaches have gained widespread attention in affective computing that often expand beyond physiological inputs to include audio, textual, and behavioral data as well (Poria, Cambria, Bajpai, & Hussain, 2017).

As an example, we take a closer look at an ITS that incorporates numerous physiological signals in order to make pedagogical decisions. The system, developed by Woolf et al. (2009) and called Wayang Outpost tasks learners with solving math problems that are relevant to nature, and include an emotional element to the story. For example, one problem requires the use of geometry to find the shortest route for orangutans to escape a forest fire. The system incorporates four kinds of physiological data: facial expressions, posture analysis (on a seat), finger pressure (on a pressure-sensitive mouse), and skin conductance. Bayesian networks are used to infer affective states based on problem-solving behavior and sensor data, using student post-practice surveys for training. The classifiers in this project ranged between 80% and 90% accuracy, though there is some concern of overfitting since student-level cross-validation was not done.

To further emphasize emotional aspects of learning, the system includes pedagogical agents, which have been shown to enhance social presence and learning, when properly deployed (Lane, 2016). The agents in Wayang Outpost display a wide range of emotions, such as confidence, excitement, boredom, frustration, and more, and are deployed strategically in response to detected learner emotions. For example, the agent may mirror student emotions to build solidarity, praise effort, or acknowledge potential frustration when it is detected. The authors report that use of these tactics lead to greater persistence in the face of challenge, an important finding that could be argued to justify the use of physiological monitoring when support for motivation is the focus of an intervention.

Along with research on the general challenge of interpreting multiple channels of physiological data together, sometimes called fusion (Castellano, Kessous, & Caridakis, 2008; Poria et al., 2017), other ILEs have been developed that attempt to leverage such data for learning. For example, Arroyo et al. (2009) instrumented a computer-based classroom with physiological monitoring equipment to provide teachers with affective assessments of instruction. Further, a multimodal affect detector using conversational cues, gross body language, and facial features for AutoTutor, was found to outperform single-channel models (D’Mello & Graesser, 2010). The key tradeoff in all cases is whether the added complexity, both with practical issues related to use of hardware and computational demands that come with real-time processing of the data, pays off in terms of affective and cognitive gains. Even when multiple signals may provide a more accurate assessment of affective state, it may not always be important pedagogically. For example, in one study of AutoTutor, it was found that affective-sensitive tutor responses only benefited learners with low domain knowledge (D’Mello et al., 2010). It is therefore important that future studies continue to unpack the conditions under which affect-sensitivity is effective, and when it is not, rather than racing to add more sensing modalities.
Support for Metacognitive Aspects of Learning

The last dimension of learning we review is how physiological monitoring can be used to support metacognitive aspects of learning. Treating metacognition independently of cognition is potentially questionable, since in the previous section, emotional self-regulation was considered alongside emotional support. Indeed, it remains unclear if there is a meaningful demarcation between physiological aspects of metacognition and cognition. Nonetheless, we recognize that the small number of examples we are able to review reveals the difficulty of imagining such boundaries.

Metacognition, often used interchangeably with self-regulated learning (SRL), is described by Flavell (1976) as “knowledge concerning one’s own cognitive processes or anything related to them, e.g., the learning-relevant properties of information or data.” Metacognition includes many skills that are domain independent, such as confirming one’s understanding of material as it is learned (monitoring), reviewing earlier work to better understand what worked and what did not (evaluating), and selecting harder problems because they address known weaknesses (planning). Strong metacognitive skills have been linked to a number of important 21st Century competencies (Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21), 2012) and have remained a consistent focus of educational technology research for decades.

Affect-Sensitive Acquisition of Learning Strategies

One potential link between affect and cognitive gains is to promote the use of effective learning strategies when a student experience negative affective states. This is exactly the approach taken in Meta-Tutor (VanLehn, Zhang, Burleson, Girard, & Hidago-Pontet, 2017) where “non-cognitive techniques” are used in a training phase to “persuade students to continue using the learning strategy on into the transfer phase” (p. 278). Learning strategies in this context have two criteria: (1) they can be used when studying but not required by the instructional objectives, and (2) are believed to be helpful for robust learning (not simply performance). With the help of a learning companion, the system supports learners while they construct simulation models (e.g., predator/prey) with support along numerous cognitive (e.g., domain-focused hints) and metacognitive dimensions (e.g., staying on task, promoting planning, and encouraging use of help). Affective states are estimated based on facial expressions and a posture sensor.

A study of the impact of Meta-Tutor showed that the system was successful in persuading learners to use effective learning strategies during the training phase, and with the tutor’s support. However, use of the strategies was not detected in a transfer task when the Meta-Tutor was not available. The study provides evidence that it is possible to influence cognitive performance in the short term through physiological assessments (plus a learning companion), but that it remains a high bar to see these changes persist. The authors speculate that the transfer task may have been
too difficult (floor effects), but it is also possible that further training and support from Meta-Tutor was necessary in order to see successful transfer of the learning strategies.

**Metacognitive Tools and Self-Regulation**

In a second example of metacognitive support, we consider a system also called *MetaTutor* (without a hyphen) that addresses a wider range of metacognitive and emotional self-regulatory skills (Azevedo, Johnson, Chauncey, & Burkett, 2010). Based on the idea that complex learning cannot occur without effective self-regulation, MetaTutor supports learning of biological systems with concrete tools that allow learners to use SRL techniques. For example, learning goals are clearly presented in the interface along with activities that will contribute to their completion. Earlier versions of the system based its assessments purely from clickstream and behavioral data, however recent versions have begun to incorporate physiological data to better assess metacognitive activities.

In particular, a more recent version of MetaTutor incorporates eye-tracking data along with extant behavioral data to monitor and support SRL (Taub & Azevedo, 2018). The system focuses on *fixations* on specific areas relevant to self-regulated learning, such as those related to goal-setting and planning. Gaze is a critical physiological signal for metacognition in the sense that it reveals critical information both about what the learner may be considering at any given moment, as well as which actions they may be deliberating on. In a study of 194 college students, there were no significant differences based on prior knowledge on single areas of interest, however there were differences in *pairs* and *sequential patterns* of areas of interest. In other words, the data revealed that learners with higher levels of prior knowledge were engaging in cognitive and metacognitive processes (tracked by their use of MetaTutor tools), whereas those with lower prior knowledge did to a lesser degree. Very much in line with the results reported above about support for affective processes related to learning, individual differences are profoundly important when it comes to providing learning support, and physiological tracking appears to be capable of identifying key dimensions on which to adapt that support.

**Conclusion**

In this chapter we provide a selective review of systems that attempt to use real-time physiological data as part of pedagogical decision-making and assessment. Techniques explored include brain scans, skin-based measurements, posture detection, gaze, facial expressions, pressure sensitive mice, and more. These systems are certainly not yet ready for the mainstream and exist primarily in lab-based or temporary school-based settings. Surprisingly few can be classified as “closed-loop”
systems (see Fig. 5.1). Most studies report positive, but modest findings, and are normally linked to a short-term gain in some learning relevant behavior or variable. No known studies of physiological monitoring in ILEs have yet occurred over a longer period of time, which is an important area of future research for the field. How learner emotions vary across learning contexts, social contexts, and domains could provide a wealth of information with respect to personalization and learning support, and especially support emerging technologies for lifelong learning (Kay, 2008).

Given the strong link between physiological responses and affect, affective computing receives much of the focus in the research literature. As seen in our review, one of the more promising applications of physiologically based assessments of affective states is to verify induced affective states in learners. For example, if an ITS delivers positive feedback, can physiological assessments be used to confirm that the feedback improved the learner’s confidence or motivation. This mirrors how cognitively focused feedback is typically tracked, and thus continues to be a prime area for continued research, along with interactions between the two.

An intriguing example of how physiological tools can be used in a similar manner can be found in the horror video game Nevermind. Using a standard webcam or compatible heart rate monitor, the game adjusts play based on detected levels of stress and anxiety. The description on Steam states: “Nevermind picks up on indications of fear—lashing out if you allow your feelings of anxiety to get the better of you.” In other words, when the player grows more anxious, the game becomes more stressful, but when the player is able to calm herself or himself, the frightening elements are dialed back. Engagement such as this is only possible with the help of physiological sensing of some kind and an adaptive system.

Physiological data represents only one part of a much larger decision space for ILEs, of course. In the chapter, we discuss the fusion of physiological data with other information streams, such as behavioral data, and this has been shown to enable more accurate judgments of affective states. The challenge, which very much remains an open question, is how best to integrate increasingly accurate physiological assessments into a pedagogical decision process. Expert human tutors are not incredibly helpful in this respect, since their access to information is limited to standard human communication channels (sight, sound). Thus, it is possible that this is an actually an advantage for ILEs over human tutors, and one that could feasibly allow them to surpass humans in terms of learning gains (VanLehn, 2011). Creating tools for human tutors that provide such information in real time, and allowing them to use them over extended time to improve their tutoring skills, is one possible direction of future research. Whether or not these are the best goals for the research community to pursue is certainly debatable.

Progress to enhance the efficacy of computer-based learning environments has been dramatic since the early work of Pressey and early ILEs of the 60s and 70s. The systems reported here demonstrate how physiological data may provide insights into learners that were not previously possible, though questions of how best to use this data remain largely open. We are certainly still at the beginning of understanding the

---

1 http://nevermindgame.com/
full potential of physiological monitoring to enhance learning with technology, and encourage the field to continue exploring creative applications and conduct critical underlying empirical research that will inform future, scaled-up versions of the systems reviewed in this chapter.
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Chapter 6
Gaze-Based Attention-Aware Cyberlearning Technologies

Sidney K. D’Mello

Abstract Over a century of cognitive psychology has taught us that attention plays a central role in cognition, especially in learning. Accordingly, the central thesis of this chapter is that next-generation learning technologies should include mechanisms to model and respond to learners’ attentional states. As a step in this direction, this chapter proposes a macro-theoretic framework that encompasses various forms of overt and covert states of attention (e.g., alternative vs. divided attention) and inattention (e.g., zone outs vs. tune outs). It then provides examples of three attention-aware cyberlearning technologies that utilize eye tracking as a window into learners’ attentional states. The first of these is GazeTutor, which uses eye movements to detect overt inattentional lapses and attempts to redirect attention with a set of gaze-reactive dialogue moves. The second system addresses more covert forms of inattention by using eye movements to detect instances of mind wandering and responding with interpolated questions, self-explanations, and re-reading opportunities. The third example attempts to graduate such technologies from the lab into real-world classrooms by using consumer-off-the-shelf eye trackers as entire classes of students individually interact with a cyberlearning technology. The chapter concludes by suggesting key next-steps for the field of attentional-aware cyberlearning.

Introduction

“My experience is what I agree to attend to. Only those items which I notice shape my mind—without selective interest, experience is an utter chaos.”


“I can’t believe how many random thoughts I have,” reported a learner when asked to monitor and report on the contents of his/her “zone outs” while reading a text or
viewing a film in a lab study. Indeed, people are often surprised to discover that a sizable number of their thoughts have nothing to do with the task at hand. These lapses in attention—called mind wandering (Smallwood & Schooler, 2015)—can occur even when learners make a concerted effort to concentrate on the learning task. Further, maintaining attentional focus is not sufficient in and of itself. Learners must also effectively allocate limited attentional resources in a manner that aligns with changing task demands, and with the dynamics of the learning environment. For example, learners must effectively alternate attention between a text and diagram when learning from illustrated texts (Hegarty & Just, 1993; Schnitz, 2005). When diagnosing problems with complex systems, learners must allocate information to critical components to deeply comprehend the underlying mechanisms (Graesser, Lu, Olde, Cooper-Pye, & Whitten, 2005). Processing animations requires learners to allocate attention in a manner that aligns with changes in the animation and in concert with any accompanying narration (van Gog & Scheiter, 2010). Effective problem-solving also demands an appropriate allocation of attentional resources (Knoblich, Öllinger, & Spivey, 2005; van Gog, Jarodzka, Scheiter, Gerjets, & Paas, 2009).

Thus, the ability to sustain and effectively allocate limited attentional resources is critical for effective learning. Accordingly, researchers have begun to develop attention-aware learning technologies that sense and respond to learners’ attentional states (D’Mello, 2016). The idea of attention-aware user interfaces was proposed almost a decade ago (Roda & Thomas, 2006). Prior to this, Gluck, Anderson, and Douglass (2000) discussed the use of eye tracking to increase the bandwidth of information available to an intelligent tutoring system (ITS). Anderson (2002) followed up on some of these ideas by demonstrating how certain beneficial instructional strategies could only be implemented via a real-time analysis of eye gaze. Since then, most of the work has been on leveraging eye gaze to dynamically adapt the learning session (Bondareva et al., 2013; Conati, Aleven, & Mitrovic, 2013; Conati & Merten, 2007; Jaques, Conati, Harley, & Azevedo, 2014; Kardan & Conati, 2012; Muir & Conati, 2012).

Eye gaze has emerged as a leading candidate for implementing attention-aware mechanisms, ostensibly motivated by decades of research in support of an eye-mind link, which posits a tight coupling between cognitive processing and eye movements (Deubel & Schneider, 1996; Hoffman & Subramaniam, 1995; Rayner, 1998). Conati et al. (2013) provide an overview of much of the existing work on eye movements and learning. It can be grouped into (1) offline-analyses of eye gaze to understand attentional processes (e.g., Graesser et al., 2005; Hegarty & Just, 1993; Mathews, Mitrovic, Lin, Holland, & Churcher, 2012; Muir & Conati, 2012; Ponce & Mayer, 2014); (2) attempts to incorporate learners’ attentional states into learner (or student) models (e.g., Graesser et al., 2005; Hegarty & Just, 1993; Mathews et al., 2012; Muir & Conati, 2012; Ponce & Mayer, 2014); and (3) closed-loop systems that track and respond to attention in real-time (for a more or less exhaustive list, see D’Mello, Olney, Williams, & Hays, 2012; Gluck et al., 2000; Sibert, Gokturk, & Lavine, 2000; Wang, Chignell, & Ishizuka, 2006).

The present focus is on closed-loop attention-aware cyberlearning technologies that utilize eye movements to monitor and respond to some aspect of learners’ atten-
national state. The emphasis on eye gaze is motivated by the fact that it is one of the most direct and nonintrusive ways to measure the locus of attentional focus (see above). That said, attentional states can also be estimated from facial expressions (Stewart, Bosch, Chen, Donnelly, & D’Mello, 2017; Whitehill, Serpell, Lin, Foster, & Movellan, 2014), electroencephalography (EEG) (Liu, Chiang, & Chu, 2013; Sun & Yeh, 2017), physiology (Blanchard, Bixler, Joyce, & D’Mello, 2014; Pham & Wang, 2015), acoustic-prosodic features (Drummond & Litman, 2010), and behavioral data, such as reading times (Franklin, Smallwood, & Schooler, 2011; Mills & D’Mello, 2015). However, eye gaze has most successfully been used in closed-loop attention-aware learning technologies, so it is emphasized here. The remainder of this chapter provides a theoretical overview of attention during learning followed by examples of attention-aware cyberlearning technologies that have been tested in the lab and in the wild.

Attention During Learning

Attention is crucial for effective learning. Contemporary theories of learning, including the cognitive-affective theory of learning with multimedia (CATLM) (Moreno, 2005; Moreno & Mayer, 2007), the integrated model of text and picture comprehension (ITPC) (Schnotz, 2005; Schnotz & Bannert, 2003), and cognitive load theory (CLT) (Chandler & Sweller, 1991; Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2003), espouse the critical role of attention. For example, CATLM posits that the three key processes that underlie deep learning include the selection of relevant information to **attend to**, the mental organization of the **attended** information into coherent units, and the appropriate use of **attentional focus** to integrate the newly organized knowledge into existing knowledge structures in long term memory.

In general, cognitive processes such as prior knowledge activation, rehearsal, inference generation, causal reasoning, and comprehension all demand attentional resources (Azevedo, 2009; Fredricks, Blumenfeld, & Paris, 2004; Graesser et al., 2007; Guthrie & Wigfield, 2000; Linnenbrink, 2007; Shernoff, Csikszentmihalyi, Shneider, & Shernoff, 2003; Strain, Azevedo, & D’Mello, 2013; Tobias, 1994). A lack of attention counters these processes and leads to radically different behaviors and outcomes (Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, & Graesser, 2010; Fisher, 1993; Larson & Richards, 1991; Pekrun, Goetz, Daniels, Stupnisky, & Perry, 2010; Strain & D’Mello, 2014). Students who cannot sustain attentional focus are more likely to passively attend to learning materials (Damrad-Frye & Laird, 1989; Drummond & Litman, 2010; Forbes-Riley & Litman, 2011; Kane et al., 2007; Mann & Robinson, 2009; Moss et al., 2008; Sparfeldt, Buch, Schwarz, Jachmann, & Rost, 2009), which in turn leads to superficial understanding rather than deep comprehension.

Attention can be thought of as a filter in that it has an object or location of focus. Attentional filtering governs which aspects of the environment (e.g., relevant content vs. distractions and extraneous details) are selected for further processing, and attentional focus is needed for the construction of mental models. It can be driven
by top-down goal-directed control or captured by bottom-up stimulus-driven processing (Egeth & Yantis, 1997; Kinchla, 1992). However, the locus of attention is not synonymous with where attention appears to be directed, because a person can be looking at one thing but thinking about something else.

In line with this, Table 6.1 outlines a 2 × 2 (perceived direction of attention × content of thoughts) framework to organize attentional states during learning with technology. At a very basic level, one can distinguish between attention that appears to be directed towards the learning environment or elsewhere. Overt inattention occurs when the learner directs attention elsewhere, as when the learner intentionally goes off-task or is distracted by external stimuli. Inattention can also be covert, when attention drifts away from the learning task to content-unrelated thoughts even though the learner may appear to be concentrating. These mind wandering thoughts can be directed towards external factors (e.g., “the temperature in the room”), task-factors (e.g., “this tutor agent looks funny”), or something else entirely (e.g., “I wonder what’s for dinner”) (Stawarczyk, Majerus, Maj, Van der Linden, & D’Argembeau, 2011). Mind wandering can occur both intentionally (e.g., tuning out) and unintentionally (zoning out) (Seli, Risko, & Smilek, 2016).

An interesting situation arises when attention appears to be directed away from the learning environment, but the focus of thoughts is content-related; this is referred to as covert attention. For example, a learner could talk to a peer about a particular problem (on-task conversation), could engage in help seeking behaviors, or could close his or her eyes and deeply reflect on the content. In contrast, overt attention occurs when attention is both directed toward the learning environment and consists of content-related thoughts. This is also referred to as sustained attention, which can take on different forms. Focused attention occurs when attention is directed towards a particular component of the learning environment. Alternating attention consists of rapidly switching attention between different interface components; for example, reading a sentence from the text, then looking at the image, back to the text, and so on. Finally, divided attention is the highest level of attention and involves simultaneously attending to multiple components of the environment (e.g., attending to the narration of a multimedia presentation while simultaneously processing an accompanying animated image).

### Table 6.1 Organizing framework to differentiate between various attentional states

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content of thoughts</th>
<th>Perceived direction of attention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content-related</td>
<td>Overt attention (sustained attention)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focused attention Alternating attention Divided attention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Content-unrelated</td>
<td>Covert inattention (mind wandering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tune outs Zone outs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Attention-Aware Learning Technologies

Attention-aware learning technologies model one or more types of attentional state. They should not be conflated with related systems that monitor different, albeit related, states like stress, affect, cognitive load, engagement, and so on. In particular, automated detection of complex mental states—with the goal of developing interfaces that close the loop by responding to the sensed states—is an active research area in a number of areas, such as social signal processing (Mehu & Scherer, 2012; Vinciarelli, Pantic, & Bourlard, 2009), affective computing (Calvo & D’Mello, 2010; Picard, 1997), and augmented cognition (Marshall, 2005; St. John, Kobus, Morrison, & Schmorrow, 2004). Attention-aware technologies can be distinguished by their emphasis on attention.

Technologies that track and respond to attentional states have been explored in a number of domains, including the auto-industry (e.g., monitoring driver fatigue and susceptibility to external distractions—see review by Dong, Hu, Uchimura, and Murayama (2011)), educational scaffolds (e.g., to select adaptive hints in educational games (Muir & Conati, 2012)), adaptive information visualization (Carenini et al., 2014; Steichen, Wu, Toker, Conati, & Carenini, 2014), and various other applications (e.g., to prioritize the position of news items on a screen as in Navalpakkam, Kumar, Li, and Sivakumar (2012) or to study perceived object saliency during video viewing as in Yonetani, Kawashima, and Matsuyama (2012)).

In the context of learning, most of the adaptive systems have focused on modeling attentional lapses. These systems are discussed below as concrete examples of attention-aware learning technologies.

**Example 1: Addressing Inattention During Multimedia Learning**

GazeTutor is a multimedia interface consisting of an animated conversational agent that provides explanations on biology concepts with synthesized speech that is synchronized with annotated images (D’Mello et al., 2012). GazeTutor attempted to address states of *overt inattention* (see above).

**Gaze-Sensitive Intervention**

GazeTutor used a Tobii T60 eye tracker to detect inattention, which was assumed to occur when gaze was not on critical parts of the interface. Specifically, the screen was divided into zones for the tutor (zone 0), the image (zone 1), the text box (zone 2), and the blank areas (zones 3 and 4)—see Fig. 6.1a. There was also an off-screen zone for gaze patterns that were not classified as falling into any of these five zones.
GazeTutor assumed that learners were not attending when their gaze was not on the tutor or image for a period of time. When this occurred, it attempted to re-engage learners with statements that directed them to reorient their attention towards the agent or the image.

The gaze-reactive intervention was triggered when (1) the tutor was speaking; (2) the tutor was not in the middle of a gaze-reactive statement; (3) the student had continuously not looked at the agent or image for more than 5 s; and (4) it had been more than 10 s since the last gaze-reactive statement.

If these conditions were satisfied, the tutor would stop speaking in mid-sentence, pause for 1 s, and then deliver a gaze-reactive statement, such as, “Please pay attention.” The tutor would then repeat the interrupted sentence from the beginning. Each gaze-sensitive response was randomly selected from a set of four predefined responses designed to reorient students’ attention towards the tutor in a somewhat direct manner: “Please pay attention,” “I’m over here you know,” “You might want to focus on me for a change,” and “Snap out of it. Let’s keep going.”

**Validation Study**

The efficacy of GazeTutor in promoting learning, motivation, and engagement was evaluated in an experiment where 48 learners were tutored on four biology topics: two with the gaze-reactive component enabled (experimental condition) and two with the gaze-reactive component disabled (control condition). Learners completed a posttest on all four topics after interacting with the system.

The results indicated that the gaze-sensitive intervention was successful in dynamically reorienting learner attention to the important areas of the interface (see Fig. 6.1b). Prior to the intervention, the probability that students were looking away from the screen steadily increased while there was a corresponding decrease in focus on the tutor and the image. A reverse pattern occurred after the intervention message, where off-screen gaze rapidly decreased, while focus on the tutor increased.

![Fig. 6.1](image)

**Fig. 6.1** (a) GazeTutor. Screen shot of interface on left. (b) Gaze before and after intervention on right
With respect to learning, posttest scores for deep reasoning questions were higher when learners interacted with the gaze-sensitive interface compared to its non-reactive counterpart. Individual differences in scholastic aptitude moderated the impact of gaze-reactivity on learning gains. Gaze-reactivity was associated with a small improvement in overall learning for learners with average aptitude, but learning gains were substantially higher for those with high aptitude and somewhat lower for their low-aptitude counterparts.

In summary, the results of this study suggest that gaze-sensitive statements can reorient attention, and thereby improve comprehension and learning for a subset of learners. There were no corresponding increases in self-reported motivation and engagement, suggesting there is considerable room for improvement. Future enhancements of the system include replacing the expensive eye-tracker with low-cost alternatives, improved modeling of inattention (rather than exclusively relying on off-screen gaze), a larger repertoire of context-specific gaze-reactive messages, and incorporating individual differences in selecting appropriate gaze-sensitive responses.

**Example 2: Mitigating Mind Wandering During Computerized Reading**

Considerable research points to the high incidence of mind wandering during learning and its negative relationship with learning outcomes (D’Mello, 2019; Smallwood, Fishman, & Schooler, 2007). Thus, next-generation learning technologies should include mechanisms to detect and address mind wandering. One such technology uses eye tracking and machine learning to detect mind wandering and dynamically responds with interpolated comprehension questions and re-reading opportunities (D’Mello, Mills, Bixler, & Bosch, 2017).

**Mind Wandering Detection and Intervention**

A supervised learning approach was used to detect mind wandering. Data used to train the detector was collected as 98 learners read a 57-page (or 57-computer screens) scientific text on surface tension in liquids (Boys, 1895). Learners used the arrow key to navigate forward. They self-reported when they caught themselves mind wandering throughout the reading session. Eye gaze was tracked with a Tobii TX 300 eye tracker. Global eye-gaze features (e.g., fixation durations, saccade amplitudes) were used to train a support vector machine classifier to discriminate between mind wandering (pages with a self-report—32%) and normal reading (see Faber, Bixler, & D’Mello, 2018 for an overview of the methodology) in a manner that generalizes to new learners. The model had a precision of 69% and a recall of 67%, which was deemed sufficiently accurate for dynamic intervention.
The mind wandering detector was integrated into the computerized reading interface in order to provide real-time, page-by-page estimates of the likelihood of mind wandering for new learners. The main intervention strategy consisted of asking comprehension questions on the page where mind wandering was detected and providing opportunities to re-read. Specifically, two surface-level multiple choice questions were created for each of the 57 pages. Mind wandering detection occurred when the learner attempted to navigate to the next page, upon which eye gaze from the page just read was submitted to the mind wandering detector, which provided a mind wandering likelihood. If the likelihood was sufficiently high (based on a probabilistic prediction), one of the questions (randomly selected) was presented to the learner. If the learner answered the question correctly, feedback was provided, and the learner could advance to the next page. If the learner answered incorrectly, he/she was encouraged to re-read the page. When ready to continue, the learner received a second (randomly selected) question, but was allowed to advance regardless of the correctness of their response (Fig. 6.2).

Validation Study

The experiment \((N = 104)\) had two conditions: an intervention condition and a yoked control condition. Participants in the intervention condition received the intervention as described above (i.e., based on detected mind wandering likelihoods). Each participant in the yoked control condition was paired with a participant in the intervention condition. The control participant received an intervention question on the same pages as their paired intervention participant regardless of the mind wandering likelihood. After reading, participants completed a 38-item multiple choice comprehension assessment. The questions were randomly selected from the 57 pages (one per page) with the exception that a higher selection priority was given to pages that were re-read as part of the dynamic intervention. Participants in the yoked control condition received the same posttest questions as their intervention condition counterparts.

The key dependent variable was posttest performance on unseen questions (i.e., questions not presented as part of the intervention). There was no significant condition difference on overall scores \((p = 0.846)\) between the intervention \((M = 57.6\%, SD = 15.7\%)\) and control conditions \((M = 58.1\%, SD = 12.9\%)\). The data were more telling when the posttest was examined as a function of mind wandering during reading. As expected, there were no significant differences on pages where both the intervention and control participants had low \((p = 0.759)\) or high \((p = 0.922)\) mind wandering likelihoods. There was also no significant difference \((p = 0.630)\) for pages where the intervention condition had high, but the control condition had low, mind wandering likelihoods. However, the intervention condition \((M = 64.3\%, SD = 26.3\%)\) significantly \((p = 0.003, d = 0.47 \text{ sigma})\) outperformed the control condition \((M = 48.9\%, SD = 29.8\%)\) for pages where the intervention participants had low, but the control condition had high, mind wandering likelihoods. This pattern of results suggests that the intervention had
Next Steps

Despite the promising result, there were several limitations with the technology as elaborated in D’Mello et al. (2017). Most significantly, it encouraged keyword spotting and a general shallow-level processing style. To address this, Mills, Bixler, and D’Mello (in prep.) modified the technology by: (a) segmenting the 57 pages into 15 coherent units and only intervening at the end of a unit; (b) replacing the surface-level multiple-choice questions with deeper-level questions that required learners to generate self-explanations in natural language; and (c) providing feedback and opportunities to re-read and revise the explanations. The validation study measured both surface—and inference-level comprehension, immediately and after a 1-week delay. Preliminary results suggest a positive effect for the intervention (compared to a yoked-control) for delayed inference-level questions, though analyses are still ongoing.

Fig. 6.2 Mind wandering intervention during computerized reading

the intended effect of reducing comprehension deficits attributable to mind wandering because it led to equitable performance when mind wandering was high and improved performance when it was low.
Example 3: From the Lab to the Wild: Attention-Aware Guru

Until recently, the cost of research-grade eye trackers has limited the applicability of eye tracking in real-world environments at scale. However, the relatively recent introduction of consumer off-the-shelf (COTS) eye trackers (retailing for $100 to $150) has ushered forth an exciting era by affording the application of decades of lab-based research on eye gaze, attention, and learning to real-world classrooms, thereby affording new discoveries about how students learn while designing innovations to sustain attention during learning.

It is currently unknown whether COTS eye trackers can be implemented with sufficient fidelity in noisy classroom settings to enable collection of actionable gaze data. To address this challenge, Hutt et al. (2017) collected eye gaze while high-school students learned biology from an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) as part of their biology classes. They used the data to build automated detectors of mind wandering, similar to the aforementioned studies involving reading.

Guru

This research used a conversational ITS called GuruTutor (or Guru) (Olney et al., 2012), which was modeled after interactions with expert human tutors. Guru engages the student through natural language conversations, using an animated tutor agent that references a multimedia workspace (see Fig. 6.3). The tutor communicates via synthesized speech and gestures, while students communicate by typing responses, which are analyzed using natural language processing techniques. Guru maintains a student model (Sottilare, Graesser, Hu, & Holden, 2013) throughout the session, which it uses to tailor instruction to individual students. Guru has been shown to be effective at promoting learning at levels similar to human tutors in small group tutoring sessions (Olney et al., 2012).

Guru teaches introductory biology topics (e.g., osmosis; protein function) from state curriculum standards in short sessions, typically lasting 15–40 min. Each topic involves interrelated concepts and facts. Guru begins with a basic introduction to motivate the topic, which is then followed by a five-phase session that develops students’ understanding of the topic. First, Guru engages the student in a Collaborative Lecture that covers basic information and terminology relevant to the topic. Following this, students construct their own natural language Summaries of the material just covered. These summaries are automatically analyzed to determine which concepts require further tutoring in the remainder of the session. For the target concepts, students complete skeleton Concept Maps, node-link structures that cover essential relationships between concepts. Next, students complete a Scaffolded Natural Language Dialogue, where Guru uses a Prompt → Feedback → Verification Question → Feedback → Elaboration cycle to cover target concepts. If a student shows difficulty mastering particular concepts, a second Concept Maps phase is initiated.
followed by an additional Scaffolded Dialogue phase. The session concludes with a Cloze Task that requires students to complete an ideal summary of the topic by filling in missing information from memory.

Previous work has shown that mind wandering can be detected using eye tracking in Guru (Hutt, Mills, White, Donnelly, & D’Mello, 2016), but this was done using data collected in a very controlled lab environment. How do detectors developed using similar methods perform on data collected in a more noisy and complex environment? If successful, this opens the possibility of an attention-aware version of Guru for real-world classrooms.

Mind Wandering Detection

Hutt et al. (2017) developed the first gaze-based mind wandering detector for in-class use. The ‘in the wild’ data collection involved 135 eighth and ninth graders enrolled in a Biology 1 class. Class sizes ranged from 14 to 30 students based on regular class enrollment. The classroom layout remained unchanged from the setup used for standard instruction, with the addition of laptops to run Guru and an EyeTribe gaze tracker per desk (note that the EyeTribe is no longer available but there are alternatives). Each student completed two approximately 30-min sessions with Guru. Mind wandering was measured using auditory thought probes occurring every 90–120 s during the Guru sessions.

The eye tracker records a validity for each sample based on number of eyes tracked and the quality of the tracking. Of the 85% of the sessions where eye tracking was successfully collected, the median validity rate was 95% (mean was 89%).
If a stricter validity threshold of both eyes tracked was enforced, mean validity dropped to 71% with a median of 75%. These results are promising given the difficulties presented by the relatively unconstrained classroom environment, where students were free to fidget, look around the room, and even occasionally laid their heads on the table as they interacted with Guru.

The next important question pertains to whether the eye gaze data was of sufficient fidelity for mind wandering detection. To address this question, features were computed in 30-s windows preceding each auditory probe and were used to train Bayesian networks to detect mind wandering in a manner that generalized to new students. Global gaze features focused on general gaze patterns and are independent of the content on the screen, whereas locality features encode where gaze is fixated (see Hutt et al., 2017, for details). A set of context features that encoded information from the session, such as time into the session, student performance, response times, and so on were also considered. The results indicated that global and locality models achieved similar overall performance with a slight tradeoff with respect to precision (global = 55%; locality = 51%) and recall (global = 65%; locality = 70%).

Students completed a posttest assessment after the tutoring session. The predicted mind wandering rate for the global (Spearman’s rho = −0.112, p = 0.269) and locality (rho = −0.177, p = 0.076) models were correlated with posttest scores similar to self-reported mind wandering rates (rho = −0.189 p = 0.058), thereby providing evidence for the predictive validity of the detector.

The results thus far indicate that it is feasible to (a) track eye-gaze using COTS gaze-trackers despite the complexities of real-world classroom environments and (b) the collected data was of sufficient fidelity to consider real-time mind wandering detection. The team is now working on embedding the detector into Guru so as to provide real-time assessments of mind wandering, which will be used to trigger interventions.

**Mind Wandering Intervention**

What strategies should an attention-aware Guru utilize when it detects that a student is mind wandering? Some possibilities are proposed below, though a more student-centered design approach is needed to identify a set of candidates for implementation.

It is important to devise different strategies for isolated episodes of mind wandering vs. instances when it is concentrated over short periods of time. At an immediate level, one initial effect of mind wandering is that the student simply fails to attend to a unit of information (e.g., a tutor question) or a salient event in the learning environment (e.g., the multimedia panel displays a critical part of a diagram that is missed). If the unattended information, question, or event is needed to construct a mental model so that subsequent knowledge can be assimilated, a student who mind wanders will be left behind. For example, when discussing a complex
biology topic that has multiple phases like mitosis, failure to comprehend the first phase (interphase) reduces the likelihood that subsequent phases (prophase, metaphase, anaphase) can be comprehended. Therefore, it is important that intermediate comprehension deficiencies attributed to mind wandering are corrected before progressing further into the session.

Accordingly, a direct approach might be to simply reassert the unattended information (“e.g., Isabella, let me repeat that…”) or highlight the information by directing attention to specific areas of the display (e.g., “Martin, you might want to look at the highlighted image showing the chromosomes duplicating”). The use of the student’s first name (i.e., Martin in this example) is intended to help in capturing attention as selective attention is biased towards personal information, especially one’s own name (i.e., the well-known cocktail-party effect (Cherry, 1953).

Taking a somewhat different approach, Guru can launch a sub-dialogue where it asks a content-specific question (e.g., “Anthony, what happens to the chromosomes when they duplicate?”) or asks the student to complete a mini-activity (e.g., “Kiara, we now have a simulation of the first phase in mitosis. Can you….”). This form of interleaved questions and embedded activities has been shown to reduce mind wandering (Szpunar, Khan, & Schacter, 2013). Guru can also ask the student to self-explain a concept, as this has been known to reduce mind wandering (Moss, Schunn, Schneider, & McNamara, 2013).

The aforementioned strategies are expected to refocus attention when momentary episodes of mind wandering are detected. However, additional measures might be needed if mind wandering persists despite these interventions, as it might signal prolonged boredom or disengagement. One option is to simply suspend the current activity and launch a new activity. For example, if a large concentration of mind wandering is detected during Concept Mapping, then Guru might suggest moving on to a different activity, such as inviting the student to engage in a Scaffolded Discussion. Guru might even suggest changing topics or offering students to choose what they would like to do next, which is a likely effective strategy given the positive role of choice in inspiring engagement (Patall, Cooper, & Robinson, 2008). If all else fails, Guru might even suggest that the student take a break. These strategies are intended to disrupt the status quo, thereby giving the student an opportunity to start the new activity fresh.

**Conclusion**

Attention is a necessary condition of learning. We have known this for over a century. Yet current learning technologies are blissfully unaware of the learners’ level and locus of attention, an oversight that can lead to tedious, unproductive, boring, and occasionally “hair pulling” experiences. Attentional-aware cyberlearning technologies aim to address this challenge by incorporating multimodal sensing and
computational modeling to automatically detect learners’ attentional states and intelligently adapt the interaction in a manner that coordinates external (what the learner does) with internal (what the learner attends to) behaviors.

This chapter illustrated some of the progress made in this area. Despite some successes, it is clear that much more needs to be done. In particular, future systems should (1) forgo a micro-theoretic view of attention that narrowly focuses on isolated components in lieu of a more integrated approach that does justice to an inherently multicomponential construct (e.g., covert vs. overt inattention, alternating vs. divided attention), (2) go beyond micro-optimizing to a narrow set of tasks and interfaces to making generalizability and transferability a design constraint not an afterthought; and (3) apply the basic principles of attention-aware cyberlearning to a broader set of real-world tasks that requires concentration and vigilance, such as air traffic control, flight simulation, medical diagnosis, advertising, and so on. Implementing these steps is one important way to ensure that attentional-aware cyberlearning will come of age.
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Chapter 7
Using Motion Capture Technologies to Provide Advanced Feedback and Scaffolds for Learning

Andreja Istenic Starcic, William Mark Lipsmeyer, and Lin Lin

Abstract  In this chapter, we take the stand that cognition and learning are embodied in psychomotor activities and socio-cultural contexts, and they are mediated by technologies on the enactive, iconic, and symbolic representational levels. We discuss motion or body movements as an integral part of cognition and learning. The particular focus is on the role of motion capture technologies in integrating body, sensorimotor engagement, and feedback in learning. Motion capture technologies may help assist learning in several ways: (1) facilitating seamless human–computer interaction; (2) connecting the enactive learning to observation and to model-based learning; (3) linking body motion to psychological reactions and states. Traditionally, computer-based learning has supported visual and symbolic representations. Advanced motion capture technologies connect physical and virtual environments, support enactive representations, connect different types of representations, and provide smart and sophisticated feedback to improve learning.

Introduction

The idiom “practice makes perfect” may be better stated as “practice with proper feedback makes perfect,” because practice without feedback may actually lead to a wrong concept or bad habit that is difficult to unlearn (Schwartz, Tsang, & Blair, 2016). This chapter focuses on the more recent advancements being made in smart technologies, learning sciences, and learning theories that are dramatically
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changing the learning landscape. These changes are helping us better incorporate model-based learning, adding enactive learning to the visual and conceptual representations of a learner’s cognitive dissonance. We discuss how motion capture can help augment the zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978), and how models of learners’ scaffolding can be enhanced through virtual technologies integrating motor actions.

When a learner suddenly becomes aware that he or she is lacking in some area of ability or is having a gap in learning, either through a newly acquired knowledge or through a mentoring process, the cognitive dissonance becomes a prime motivational mover (Festinger, 1962). Cognitive dissonance can emerge within the learner in numerous ways. For the purpose of this chapter, we are interested in the new capabilities of fast-developing technologies that may help a learner eliminate the cognitive dissonance and create consistency more quickly.

The JOHARI window (Luft & Ingham, 1955) provides a map of a learner’s self-knowledge as situated in a self-awareness framework and a feedback model (Fig. 7.1). It describes the difference between how one views himself or herself, and how others view him or her with regard to their behavior, knowledge, skills, attitudes, deep-seated issues, and personal history. Within the four quadrants, quadrant 1 is the part that we and others see or know about us. Quadrant 2 contains aspects that others see but we are unaware or do not know. Quadrant 3 is the private space we know but hide from others. Quadrant 4 is the unconscious part of us that neither others nor we see or know. This is a useful framework to discuss the beginning emergence of cognitive dissonance.

Technology-supported feedback could contribute in the area of blind self and in unknown self. Technology-supported feedback could provide teachers with information on the learning process and the learning outcomes. This information could be used as feedback to students directly or indirectly through teaching mediation. In

![Johari Window](public domain)

**Fig. 7.1** JOHARI window (public domain)
the classroom situation where one teacher is responsible for feedback to many students, the technology-supported feedback could add in efficiency and quality. Below, we will discuss the motion capture feedback connecting physical and virtual environments and connecting different types of representations.

Embodied Cognition and Learning

In this section, we will discuss four important components, that is, the observation, occlusions, detachment, and resonance that form as foundations for multiple representations, reflective feedback, and embodied learning.

Observation is possibly the oldest form of learning. Bandura’s social cognitive learning theory (1977) emphasized observation and modelling taking a variety of forms in real-life or imaginative/fictional contexts. He distinguished between life, verbal, and symbolic models. Observation oftentimes must precede planning. As part of the scientific method, categorizing or unpacking observations can be key to human understanding. Intertwined with observation is the issue of one’s particular point of view. A person’s awareness and observation tend to be anchored to one observation point or angle. From that relative viewpoint, the observer has but one unique perspective on the world. As told in the parable of the blind men and an elephant, humans have a tendency to project their partial experiences as the whole truth, ignore other people’s partial experiences. One can look at this as both an advantage and a disadvantage. While the angle may be unique in that no other person has that observation from that one point in time, a single viewer of an activity has unique blind spots or occlusions as well.

An occlusion occurs when a single viewer cannot see something due to the perspective being blocked or shadowed by another actor or object blocking their line of sight, thereby creating an obstruction in space and time. Occlusions occur naturally and are a result of a singular point of view. Occlusions present a problem to be solved when activities or observations in time are being recreated for learning purposes (Cheng & Davis, 2000). The resolutions of these awareness issues generally come by selecting a different point of view that does not have the occlusion, an opportunity to see and recreate from a collective omniscient perspective, as the resultant lack of knowledge is then mitigated by unmasking the blind spots which have been collectively processed from within the observed volume. When these blind spots are mitigated over intervals of time, a full reconstruction of all activity in the 3D volume can be made with no blind spots present. This is the omniscient view.

A basic premise of learning is that a teacher does not knowingly put out false information to a student (Bodner, 1986). Accurate awareness is key to understanding; suggesting otherwise for the purpose of brevity often puts the learners at a disadvantage, since more time is then required to “un-learn” or deconstruct something that was taught inappropriately or characterized untruthfully (von Glasersfeld, 1995). Partial representation of the facts often has the same negative impact as a
learner’s lack of the complete picture can negatively affect his or her full understanding of the activities and relationships being presented. These philosophical precepts seem basic enough so that mentors and teachers spend the requisite time in making sure that representations and observations are made accurately.

Alexander (1964) talks at length about design nodes and the connectivity between linked nodes in a design. One of the things he highlights is that functionality in a design is oftentimes constricted by the hard links made (Alexander, 1964). These hard links are characterized by connections in the physical world of construction like cables, girders, and other material objects that limit flexibility but add structure and rigidity. While others may think of this as a loss of a degree of freedom, Alexander points to both the advantages and disadvantages of hard connections that humans make in their designs. Alexander clearly believes that when hard connections are made, many designers have not fully considered the loss of functionality as a result of a connection to a particular node. Today, as we further investigate network theory, we are more aware of the loss of freedom or functionality because of a hard connection to a specific design node. A simple life example would be that a person holding an object in his or her hands would have to put down the object to free up the hands to pick up something else. Using this example, we can better understand what we mean by detachment and the importance of being detached or invoking detachment in order to gain a different perspective, free of occlusions.

Detachment is a higher form of observation (Trungpa & Fremantle, 2000). Trungpa and Fremantle (2000) placed great value on the experience of being “in the flow” of, and devoting one’s total awareness of being in the focused moment of “being one” with one’s activity such as dancing, playing the piano, or jogging. Meanwhile, they also placed great emphasis on one’s ability to be able to detach, refocus one’s center of awareness outside of the activity, pulling the self outside of the flow, to acquire the perspective of being a detached observer. While the detachment might cause one to lose the feeling and intuition of the flow, one is now afforded a new perspective of being the detached observer of one’s own actions, a trusted position of observation. This new perspective is no longer burdened by emotional investment in the proximate happenings of the evolving actor. Through our detachment we are no longer part of the flow, but are afforded a new position of detached, logical, and informed observation, viewing our own activity from the desired position of impartial judgment.

Since the case has been made for detachment, it would only be fair to make a similar case for resonance. Kozulin (1999) talks at length about the importance of resonance in human psychology and learning. Kozulin characterizes resonance between and among humans as almost a supernatural or otherworldly, preferring to describe the feelings that ensue because of one human expressing something that resonates deeply with another as a newly forged but lasting bond that cannot be easily broken. Since many things resonate with others purely on the emotional level or feelings, it is sometimes difficult to accurately measure or account for the impact of this resonance on a learner. For learning that can occur on a logical, factual, kinesthetic, and emotional level, the learner can be deeply touched. If this kind of learning
can transpire on all of these levels simultaneously it can make a substantially posi-
tive impact on the learner.
Observation, occlusion, detachment, and resonance help us understand different
levels of feedback, which we will discuss in more detail below.

Feedback for Learning

There exist different kinds of feedback. Feedback is information that flows back to
learners about their hidden or unknown selves, or about the quality of their ideas
and behaviors (Schwartz et al., 2016). For instance, reinforcement feedback uses
rewards to encourage a learner to repeat, or uses punishments to force a learner to
change their behaviors. Good informative feedback helps a learner to locate a dis-
crepancy between the current outcome and the desired goal, so the learner can
make improvements. Both positive feedback and negative feedback can be infor-
mative for learning (Schwartz et al., 2016). Kluger and DeNisi (1996) conducted a
meta-analysis of 131 studies that compared learning with and without feedback.
Their analysis demonstrated that on average, feedback interventions raised student
scores compared to interventions that did not include opportunities for feedback.
Hattie and Timperley (2007) reported the results of a meta-analysis of meta-analy-
ses, which indicated that on average, including feedback had a large positive effect
on student learning.

Representations are essential in learning and have been considered from a devel-
opmental perspective, where the transition from enactive to abstract has been seen
as progressing towards the development of abstract thinking. The cognitive devel-
opmental theory by Piaget (1952) indicates stages of child development although
the theory has informed instructional design beyond preschool and elementary
education. The stages include the sensory stage, perceptional, concrete operational,
and the formal operational stage. Vygotsky (1978) considered learning and devel-
opment in interaction with the socio-cultural environment and mediated by tools.
Bruner’s model of learning (1966) was based on modelling and transiting between
representations. The representations according to Bruner (1966) are on the level of
actions (enactive), images (iconic), and symbolic or logical propositions (sym-
bolic). Bandura explores the enactive mastery (performance), vicarious learning
(observation and modelling), verbal enhancement and psychological and affective
states and responses in learning through interaction in a social environment. The
observation and modelling take a variety of forms in real-life or in imaginative/
fictional contexts. He distinguished between life, verbal, and symbolic models.
These processes are underlined by symbolization, self-reflection, self-regulation,
and anticipation (Bandura, 1977).

The role of the sensorimotor system and bodily experience has been connected
to the enactive level. The notion of cognitive activity as compared with perception
and psychomotor activity lies within the focus of embodied cognition. In socio-
cultural theories, cognition is situated in a socio-cultural context and is mediated by tools and/or symbolic systems such as language (Vygotsky, 1978). The embodied technology engages the body through human–computer interaction and supports cognition and learning with body activities. Embodied cognition focuses on perception and bodily activity as an integral part of learning, taking into account cognitive activities in the context of the physical world and social interactions (Anderson, 2003; Barsalou, 2008).

In the learning processes, the diagnostic, formative, and summative feedback are essential for scaffolding and guiding learners. Diagnostic feedback focuses on prerequisite knowledge and the learners’ readiness for learning, while formative and summative feedback are concerned about learning outcomes and learners’ engagements. The engagement paradigm refers to emotional, behavioral, cognitive, and agentic engagements (D’Mello, Dieterle, & Duckworth, 2017). Black and William (2009) define formative feedback as a formative interaction situation in which an external stimulus such as a feedback interacts with a learner’s activity and influences his or her cognition. In skills learning, the intrinsic feedback comes from the sensory perceptual information and is a natural part of performance while the extrinsic feedback is discussed as an augmented feedback, an add-on to the intrinsic feedback (Walchli, Ruffieux, Bourquin, Keller, & Taube, 2016). According to Rosati, Oscari, Spagnol, Avanzini, and Masiero (2012), augmented feedback could be visual, auditory, haptic, or multimodal, and it is classified according to the task execution, during the task, concurrent, real-time feedback or after task, the terminal feedback.

Embodied cognition focuses on the link between the neurological, bodily, and psychological states, providing bio-feedback learning support. D’Mello et al. (2017) discuss the eye-mind link, brain-mind link, and the mind-body link. Learning technology integrates computer simulations with physical or embodied interactions (Wallon & Lindgren, 2017), providing the enactive feedback in a range of frequency and contexts. Connecting the three perspectives—person-in-context, context-oriented perspective, and person-in-context perspective (Sinatra, Heddy, & Lombardi, 2015), advanced motion capture technology could provide scaffolds and feedback related to changes of learning individually (person-oriented perspective) and in groups in diverse real-life or virtual environments (the context-oriented perspective). The person-in-context perspective is facing new opportunities in mixed learning environments that require more complex learning analytics. The motion capture technologies utilize seamless human–computer interactions, provides feedback connecting the enactive learning to observation and model-based learning, and links body motion to psychological reactions and states (Johnson-Glenberg, Birchfield, Tolentino, & Koziupa, 2014).
Using Motion Capture Technologies to Scaffold Expertise and Reflective Feedback

Digital practices, for example, digital games, have the potential to introduce whole-body experiences (Bianchi-Berthouze, Kim, & Patel, 2007). Important streams of motion capture technology have been used to offer more natural types of interactions. An example is the Wii console, which uses a type of embedded motion capture device (Bianchi-Berthouze et al., 2007). This motion capture technology could be used for transitioning body movements from a physical into a virtual space in the process of creating a mixed reality (Istenic Starcic, Lipsmeyer, & Lin, 2018).

With the development of learning technologies and motion tracking sensors, the psychomotor learning domain and embodiment of learning in physical activity are considered. The affordance of the motion capture technology supports the inclusion of sensual knowledge and body motion in the cognitive processes of learning. In the current landscape of increasingly digitalized schooling and social practices in general, the affordance of motion capture technology adds to learning in two ways: seamless human–computer interaction and model-based learning. It includes body movement in different types of representations in learning and connects real-life physical environments to virtual space.

In traditional motion capture on a movie set, a massive framework called a trestle is created which might house over 100 cameras, capture motions accurately, and are collectively integrated over time. A lot of time, effort, and money are invested in getting rid of all of the occlusions to recreate the activity that transpired inside of the 3D volume. What goes unspoken though is that all of this effort is expended for the purpose of getting a true representation of what actually transpired on set with all of the actors interacting, working, and relating in unison with one another.

Motion capture technologies have been implemented to link body movements to various psychological reactions and states. For instance, they have been used to support the communication of emotional information, whole-body movement, biological movement, and the analysis of affective states or responses based on posture features, body gestures, and expressive body movements (Castellano, Villalba, & Camurri, 2007; Crane & Gross, 2007; Kim, Maloney, Bruder, Bailenson, & Welch, 2017; Kleinsmith & Bianchi-Berthouze, 2007).

Moving and working from within a controlled 3D volume offers unique capabilities for both learners and teachers. Among the many advantages offered by working kinesthetically in a motion capture volume is the ability to approach an omniscient view. Motion tracking sensors in a physical space, on a computer console, or attached to a person (smart suit), allow the possibility to look at observed activities with no occlusions. In other words, the collective observers can look at something with no blind spots. The technology allows the capture of the activity from many more viewpoints simultaneously; so that any blind spots or occlusions can be overcome and the skeletal structure of the activity can be known from any point of view. In re-creating the activity from within the 3D volume being examined, this capability
has a dramatic impact on the veracity of the representations being captured or being observed and played back for purposes of repeatability.

Imagine, for example, in a learning space such as the Second Life, the actor/learner is able to enter the volume or simulation wearing a 3D motion capture suit. Now, instead of using only a computer and keyboard interface, the learner enters the simulation with the potential for full body emersion and a holistic learning experience. He or she now has the potential to learn and experience the activity thinking from the perspective of the whole body, moving about in the new environment as an integral part of the environment rather than relying on a somewhat abstract haptic experience of merely touching a keyboard and looking at a screen (Cordes & Miller, 2000; Lindgren & Moshell, 2011).

Humans appropriate knowledge in many different ways. The human brain has a profound ability to characterize and generalize observable findings from an experience creating abstractions. Such abstractions can be extracted and elevated to a meta-level for further generalization and analysis. However, on an individual learner’s level, it is critical to examine the positive and negative impacts of the user interface deeply since these interfaces either enhance the learning experience or create a filter or roadblock for the motivated learner. From the view of the learner, oftentimes the interface being used works against the viability of learning the intended learning objective. In some cases, the clumsiness of the interface actually inhibits the possibility of the learner learning the intended learning point. Motion capture has the potential of removing some important barriers to learning (Waibel, Vo, Duchnowski, & Manke, 1996). While the method of appropriation may not be well understood, a learner often appropriates or obtains knowledge through mimicry and practice, usually adopted or evolved as these actions are fit for some specific purposes. A sea otter might use a rock to crack open an oyster shell to get at the food source inside; a chimpanzee might use a stick to root out some tasty insect from a hole in the ground. These acquired developments and the fashioning of tools from one’s environment point to the ability of acquiring knowledge at the most basic kinesthetic level.

Any discussion of motion capture for learning should include a discussion about the bifurcation or split in requirements that are currently being demonstrated in the area of design. As the state of the art of design requirements seems to be splitting to design requirements for human learning and design requirements for machine learning, it is quite apparent that through Artificial Intelligence (AI) it will not be long before human designers are designing learning environments for both humans and machines (Asada, MacDorman, Ishiguro, & Kuniyoshi, 2001). This brings up an important dichotomy. Sometime soon within the next 10 years, it will be important in requirements engineering to make the distinction as to whether we are writing design requirements for humans or machines to implement (Russell & Norvig, 2016). The design of learning environments is no exception in this regard. One can envision that the design requirements for a human learning system would be quite different from the design requirements of a machine learning system. Yet, it will become very important to make the distinctions of learning systems for humans or
learning systems for machines. As machines take over the role of creating design requirements for Artificial Intelligence and other machines, humans need to pay attention to the nuances and needs of their own evolved state vis-à-vis machine learning. It is interesting to think about the types of shortcuts that might be feasible once machines start designing requirements to advance their own intelligence. Motion capture helps preserve the requirements that allow for the full body experience of a human being acting seamlessly and independently in a three-dimensional space (Waibel et al., 1996).

The saying “all models are wrong, but some are useful” is largely attributed to the British statistician George Edward Pelham Box (Box, 1976). The wisdom largely proceeds from the fact that every model, due to its nature as a representation, does not, in fact, perfectly represent the real nature of the object it tries to represent. By nature, models are generally simplifications and oftentimes exaggerations of the activity or object being modelled. When we extract, analyze, generalize, and extrapolate sometimes we make assumptions that are inaccurate and over-simplified. Yet, as Box states, some models can be useful.

As shown in Fig. 7.2 below, some very basic physical attributes are examined in detail during the process of motion capture. In the most basic of states, an object’s position is plotted or tracked over time. Each connected position is integrated relationally over the same equidistant interval of time to calculate the precise new position in a given sequence. To be more accurate, one does not make a prediction of where the object will be in the future, one merely records what happened in the past or is currently happening, and then lets the fluid motion representation stand on its own merit. In effect, the detailed representation literally takes on a “life” of its own. This record of movement represents a change in state over time. Scientists, technologists, engineers, mathematicians, musicians, athletes, and other artists spend a lot of time looking at, noticing, and recording moving objects over time so that they

Fig. 7.2 Example of one possible motion capture feedback loop. Note: in the sequence of: Physical Markers—Labelling—Solved Skeleton—End Result—Realistic Variations of the End Result(s)
can better understand the nature of the thing that they are studying. We might say that the study of movement is largely a cross-cutting effort that involves all aspects of human endeavor.

In motion capture, the value of the undertaking comes from the fact that the points in a three-dimensional volume are tracked to be rotated and examined, over time. The value of this effort cannot be attained without two very important things: rotation and position. Points are being examined through rotation in a 3D space to look for occlusions and blind spots. A highly trained technical expert visually examines plotted points in space, rotates the volume, tracks and corrects the point’s position, and corrects the relational or missing point position in order to recreate the smooth flow of the object through space and time. The “relationships” of relative points are then accurately tracked through space and time. This allows the object’s motion to be represented accurately, captured, played back, shared, and characterized. The importance of these collected states in terms of representing the nature of something cannot be over-emphasized, as collectively they largely represent the essence of the value of the sense of sight. To be able to sense the nature of the thing over time, and to be able to do this in a detached or separated state from the object being examined, represents a new technology. We have yet to understand its full ramifications for teaching and learning.

In statistics, a Varimax Rotation largely derives its value through the accurate plotting of the relationship of a group of valued numbers over a set interval (Kaiser, 1958). The actual coordinate system is unchanged; rather it is the orthogonal basis being rotated to align with a set of coordinates. Responding to a representative field of plotted values, mathematicians have discovered that often times the value of the relationships exist independent of the axis of rotation of the field, and that all the observer needs to do is simply rotate the relative plot, keeping the relationships of the various points the same, while finding a rotation that resonates with the observer for purposes of observation of multiple viewers. That is, mathematicians are not about to let the static and initially discovered axis of rotation improperly characterize a set of relationships when all they need to do is to rotate the relational mass to the correct axis to better represent what they are trying to model. While there may be exceptions to this rule, for the most part, the model becomes useful merely by realizing that all that was needed was a proper rotation in order to be useful. While some might characterize this change as flawed, others see it only as another degree of freedom in mathematics created by the ability to unlink from a restrictive constraint and view something independently.

Ontologically, humans have evolved largely based on our abilities to visually process the observation of movement of objects and things. We make decisions all the time based on contrast, movement, and the resultant characterization of movement that is fit for our own particular adaptive and evolutionary processes. Sometimes, we call these evolutionary processes learning.
Defined Feedback Loops for Motion Capture

Here, we define five separate feedback loops necessary for learning using motion capture. First, there needs to be “the director’s intention feedback loop” (i.e., the Strategic Intention Loop) (Troy, Erignac, & Murray, 2006). When a director decides to make a movie or film using motion capture the director lays out an intended path even before the pre-visualization technicians plan the visual layouts. In learning, the equivalent step is for the instructional (system) designer to lay out the learning objectives necessary for the intended learning. A movie director is guided by the script or story line, while the instructional designer will decide the sequence of the learning objectives to be met and the desired motions that will be captured for visual discovery. The expected cognitive dissonance opportunities would be mapped and planned.

Second, the actual planning of how the motion capture of the learning motion is planned (i.e., Capture Planning) and directed with its cameras, suits, and 3D volume set. This feedback loop involves a number of technicians who actually plan and capture the motion using cameras or other relevant technologies. These technicians advise the director and ensure the truthfulness of the scene, episode, or learning point. They ensure that the “look” and “feel” that the director intends is faithfully represented so the proper events are captured accurately and are available for playback in a fashion that will ultimately benefit the learner.

Third, the technicians who planned the event execute the capture process and use their multiple perspectives to illuminate and discard the natural occlusions [i.e., Veracity Loop] that might present during the capture process. They strive to approximate the omniscient view. These technicians strive for a highly accurate view or representation, but work together to ensure that multiple perspectives are incorporated and that the event in progress is an accurate representation of reality.

Fourth, before the viewer or learner is presented with the representation of the learning episode or recreation the technicians review the motion capture with the Director of Learning to make certain the style, intention, and feel of the motion capture was achieved as intended [i.e., Intended Effect Loop]. During the production of a film or movie, these reviews occur often and are referred to as “dailies” as they tend to occur each day to ensure the look of the motion being captured achieves the intuitive “feel” that the director intended is actually taking shape as planned. Oftentimes the technicians will need to adjust the timing, layout or edit the episode or vignette in order to achieve the desired effect. Once the director and the technicians are in agreement and the desired effect has been achieved it is then ready for the learner to view.

Fifth, the learner is finally shown the motion capture representation and becomes familiar with the first level of awareness which is his or her entry level state or awareness of self-state (i.e., Cognitive Dissonance Loop). This motion capture then becomes the entry level for the cognitive dissonance which is expected to occur. On multiple incidences of motion capture, the progressive states of the learner are captured and analyzed for improvement.
As this process matures over time and through multiple iterations, each player (director, technician, ISD designer, teacher, learner) becomes more familiar with the limits of his or her authority the degrees of freedom afforded inside of the process. The learner will become more aware of difference between his or her entry level state and his desired state and incrementally makes improvements in his actions to refine his understanding of the causes of the differences. At the same time, the finished products of the motion capture videos act both as evidence and as learning artifacts that can be shared with realistic measurement of the improvements being made over time.

Conclusions and the Future Directions

Many educational programs have well-conceptualized instructions, but they fail to provide provisions of effective feedback (Schwartz et al., 2016). Feedback that is specific, timely, understandable, and nonthreatening can help students learn the desired task and reach the desired outcome. Good feedback is aligned with the learner’s prior knowledge and experiences as well as the projected models and goals. The digitalization of life has been aligned with body-mind dualism and the passivation and decontextualization of the body in human–computer interaction. With motion capture technologies, the embodiment of the cognition in psychomotor activity is taking place. To draw our conclusion from the developmental perspective, which informs learning in all stages, a child’s development depends on the child’s psychophysical and emotion social activities. With the computer’s proliferation into our day-to-day life and especially human leisure activity, locomotion and sensorimotor experiences are being downgraded. The enactive activities and the feedback of such authentic engagements, which are essential in a child’s learning and development, have been missing in the environment.

Through embodied cognition, we recognize the importance of the physical body in defining cognition and learning. Learning technologies have been predominantly based visually on symbolic representations. Using motion capture technology based on the notion of embodied cognition, body motion and sensual perceptions could be equally considered.
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Chapter 8
Virtual School Environments for Neuropsychological Assessment and Training

Thomas D. Parsons, Tyler Duffield, Timothy McMahan, and Unai Diaz-Orueta

Abstract The virtual school environment has been developed and validated by the Computational Neuropsychology and Simulation (CNS) Laboratory of Dr. Thomas Parsons. The overarching goal of the virtual school project is to provide neuropsychological, affective, and social cognitive assessments that are more meaningful for the lives of children. These previously developed and validated virtual reality (VR) simulations of various contexts within the school environment (e.g., classroom, hallway, playground) can be combined and harnessed to gain ecologically valid assessments of children in real-world situations. The virtual school environment generates synthetic surroundings, including a virtual classroom, hallway, and playground via a 360-degree immersive experience. Furthermore, the computational design and administration of the virtual school environment platform allows for simultaneous recording of the child’s behavioral and physiological responses. Virtual environments can be used to offer traditional psychometric testing and can collect additional real-time data (e.g., head movements, limb movements that reflect distraction). As such, they have potential to provide greater diagnostic specificity and more useful targets for intervention.
Introduction

Children challenged with congenital neurodevelopmental disorders and acquired brain injuries often have difficulties regulating social attention and emotional reactivity in the dynamic flow of social interactions. Moreover, neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., autism spectrum disorder, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder) are highly comorbid, and their associated attentional difficulties are largely due to frontostriatal brain dysfunction and expressed as executive function deficits. These neurodevelopmental disorders are also a risk factor for acquired brain injury. While there are many established measures of social attention, most fall short of objective and reliable predictions of the child’s ability to perform everyday school activities (Parsons, 2014; Parsons & Phillips, 2016). Attentional performances on these tests vary across diagnoses of neurodevelopmental disorders (e.g., autism spectrum disorder, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder), and mild-complex traumatic brain injury (mTBI). Comorbidities and overlapping symptoms add additional clinical complications. Since children affected by autism and ADHD often have overlapping symptoms, a pressing need is to better understand the syndrome-specific pattern of attention problems, and related treatment needs, that differentiate children with autism from those affected by ADHD (Parsons, 2014).

Part of this variance across tradition assessments is that they tend to focus upon cold cognitive processes and ignore hot affective processes. Deficits in executive functioning often include both cold cognitive and hot affective challenges that depend upon frontostriatal circuit functioning. Cold executive control found in top-down executive functioning is distinguished from hot affective aspects of executive control found in bottom-up processing (Zelazo & Carlson, 2012). While cold executive functioning tends to be logic-based and free from much affective arousal, hot affective processing occurs with reward and punishment, self-regulation, and decision-making involving personal interpretation (Séguin, Arseneault, & Tremblay, 2007; Chan, Shum, Toulopoulou, & Chen, 2008; Brock, Rimm-Kaufman, Nathanson, & Grimm, 2009).

The cognitive aspects of cold executive functioning and emotional/arousal aspects of hot executive functioning are intrinsically inter-related (Fig. 8.1) making it extremely challenging for clinicians to separate the different functions across these disorders and, as such, have the potential to confound standard neuropsychological test outcomes.

Results of tests generally designed to examine cold executive functioning deficits, such as challenges with planning, topic shifting, and strategy selection, can also be powerfully influenced by broader impairments in hot executive functions including the challenges of motivation, social orienting, self-monitoring, and volitional attention regulation (Parsons, 2015; Parsons, Gaggioli, & Riva, 2017). For instance, cold executive functioning deficits in response to traditional paper-and-pencil testing are confounded by hot executive functioning difficulties elicited by interpersonal interactions between a clinician and a patient. Difficulties with cold executive functioning among individuals with neurodevelopmental disorders are at times (e.g., autism) less likely if participants complete computerized versions of paper-and-pencil tests, removing social interaction from the clinical exam.
Computer Automated (2D) Assessment of Attentional Processing

The ability to maintain an appropriate level of attention is foundational for education and learning, especially during childhood and school age. Computerized tests have been used to evaluate attention in children, with ADHD as a usual target disorder.

Computerized Continuous Performance Tests

With the aim to study this cold cognitive process separately from other cognitive functions, 2D computerized tests of attention called continuous performance tests (CPT) are often utilized. These tests present a series of stimuli (in a rapid and random way) to students who are instructed to respond. Various CPT paradigms have consistently demonstrated their sensitivity to a variety of both neurological and psychiatric disorders (Riccio, Reynolds, & Lowe, 2001).

A number of CPTs have been developed. Among them, we may find the Gordon Diagnostic System (Gordon, 1983), the Test of Variables of Attention (Greenberg & Waldman, 1993), the Children Sustained Attention Task (Servera & Llabrés, 2004), and the Conners’ Continuous Performance Test (Conners, 2004). The Gordon Diagnostic System (GDS; Gordon, 1983) is a CPT that measures impulsivity, inattention, and distractibility. It is a portable microprocessor that administers a series
of game-like tasks. The vigilance task proffers data about the ability of a student to focus and sustain attention throughout testing and in absence of feedback. A series of digits, one by one, are shown on an electronic screen. The student is asked to press a button whenever the number “1” is followed by a “9”. The system registers correct and incorrect responses, as well as errors when responding to 1/9 combination. For the youngest students, the GDS has a variant that only requires the student to indicate when number “1” appears. The GDS also offers parallel forms for each task and an impulse control test (delayed task) that requires a child to inhibit the answer to obtain points. Each task can be administered in less than 9 min. The microprocessor generates the tasks and registers quantitative features of the student’s performance. The GDS is recognized as a medical device by US Food & Drug Administration and has been widely standardized.

The Test of Variables of Attention (TOVA) is a computerized test for the evaluation of inattention with normative data by age and gender, and with an approximate administration time of 21.5 min. The student is placed in front of a computer screen, where squares will appear for 0.1 s in 2-s intervals. The square will illuminate in the upper or bottom part of another larger square. A target stimulus is one that occurs when the upper part is illuminated. A non-target occurs if the illumination appears in the bottom part. Each time the target square appears, the student must press a small switch. Each time the non-target appears, the student must avoid pressing the switch. The TOVA has been used successfully for the diagnosis of ADHD and its subtypes (Forbes, 1998; Llorente et al., 2007; Riccio, Garland, & Cohen, 2007; Wada, Yamashita, Matsuishi, Ohtani, & Kato, 2000; Weyandt, Mitzlaff, & Thomas, 2002).

The Children Sustained Attention Task (CSAT) is a computerized test that can be administered to children from 6 to 11 years old, with a length of 7.5 min. The goal is to assess the ability of sustained attention by means of a vigilance task. The child must press the space bar whenever the sequence “6-3” (a number “6” followed by a “3”) appears. According to its authors (Servera & Llabrés, 2004), raw scores of correct answers, reaction times, and commission errors are obtained. Its main problem is the narrow interstimulus interval (only 500 ms), which may misclassify children with low processing speed as ADHD (either inattentive or impulsive) since these children may require a larger interval (up to 1500 ms) to provide an answer.

Finally, the Conners’ Continuous Performance Test (Conners, 2004) is another computerized test that requires students to press the space bar (or mouse click) at the appearance of any letter that is not the letter “x”. One of its advantages is the normative database that includes 2686 clinical and non-clinical subjects, with large sub-samples of individuals with neurological damage. It allows for the comparison of student answers with normative data from the general population, ADHD norms, and brain injury norms. It can be used as a tool to monitor the efficiency of a pharmacological or any other kind of treatment, with high sensitivity (low rate of false positives) and specificity (low rate of false negatives). Errors are divided in two categories: omission and commission errors. Other measures are reaction time for correct answers (as a measure of processing speed; variability in reaction time—variable associated to response consistency and sustainment of vigilance); d’ or attentiveness (a kind of quality of attention) which indicates to what extent the person discriminates between
target and non-target stimuli; perseverations (indicative of impulsivity, random answers indicative of decline, or very low responses to the previous stimulus that may indicate inattention). Normative data are obtained from the US population. Age groups described in the test manual are a total of 1259 children between 6 and 16 years old, and an ADHD clinical sample in this same age range of 271 children.

Continuous performance tasks offer objective and quantifiable data about the course of an attention or executive control problem (Riccio et al., 2001). Losier, McGrath, and Klein (1996) performed a meta-analysis of 26 studies that measured children with ADHD using different versions of the CPT and confirmed that students with ADHD had greater commissions and omission errors (see Barkley, 1994). Some studies have focused their efforts on investigating which parameters of CPTs correlate with already defined features of ADHD. Epstein et al. (2003), using Conners’ CPT, found that omission errors correlate with inattention symptoms described in ADHD; and commission errors with impulsivity symptoms. Moreover, some variables also showed significant relationships with many hyperactivity and impulsivity symptoms. In addition, they found that the reaction time measure acted as a predictor of ADHD symptomatology, showing overall a greater slowness when pressing the button in front of the target stimuli, and evidencing that these children have greater difficulties to differentiate between target and non-target stimuli. Sandford and Turner (1995) found more commission errors when stimuli are presented on an auditory basis, especially in children with ADHD. These findings suggest that tasks of auditory attention can be more sensitive and hence more useful for the identification of sustained attention and executive control problems.

However, a recent study by Zelnik, Bennett-Back, Miari, Goez, and Fattal-Valevski (2012) states that the TOVA and other CPTs are hampered by discrepancies between satisfactory sensitivity indices with a high predictive value, and poor specificities. In other words, the CPT’s ability to establish that children without ADHD are actually non-ADHD is poor (for example, in children who show learning difficulties or behavioral disorders). In this sense, relying only on CPT tests can lead to an overdiagnosis and a superfluous use of the term ADHD as a disguise for many conditions that may contribute to a poor school performance.

**Computerized Stroop Tests**

The Stroop test is another widely used neuropsychological assessment of attention control (Macleod, 1991; 1992). Although there are various iterations of the original Stroop task with varying stimulus presentations across these iterations (e.g., number of items), they all measure freedom from distractibility, selective attention, response conflict, and response inhibition. In a typical Stroop, attentional control is assessed via the presentation of blocks of multiple stimuli on a card (multi-item presentation; Uttl & Graf, 1997). A limitation of this multi-item presentation approach is that it does not allow the neuropsychologist to (a) analyze reaction times, number correct, and/or impact of errors for individual stimuli; or (b) randomize counterbalancing of various
trial types (e.g., neutral, interference, cued, facilitated; see Davidson, Zacks, & Williams, 2003; Parsons, Courtney, & Dawson, 2013). Moreover, multi-item presentations may result in confounds from or interactions with visual distractor interference. Also, multi-item presentations expose the participant to all the stimuli at once, which may enhance the training/learning curve resulting in greater practice effects when compared to single item procedures (see Lemay, Bedard, Roulea, & Tremblay, 2004).

Given the limitations of multi-item paper-and-pencil measures, a number of computerized Stroop-like tasks have been developed. Computer automated versions of the Stroop task offer increased standardization of administration and enhanced timing precision. With computerized Stroop assessments, the neuropsychologist has access to response latencies. Moreover, the computerized version can automatically log participant responses.

Often, automatic and controlled responding can function in fluent synchrony, but the two processes can be in conflict based upon task demands or conditions. Thus, Washburn (2016) notes, “tasks like Stroop provide a fertile basis for examining performance under conditions in which the participants’ intentions (dictated by instructions or responses to changing task demands) require resisting strong stimulus–response associations that are either naturally prepotent (e.g., because of movement, suddenness, intensity, or novelty) or have been made strong by previous experience” (p. 4).

Studies of inhibition of prepotent responses in individuals with autism typically report unimpaired inhibition. However, when the focus is upon resistance to distractor inhibition, difficulties are apparent. A potential reason for the discrepant findings may be that they reflect performances of individuals with autism in laboratory settings. There is little evidence that these results are generalizable to everyday functioning in real-world environments. An unfortunate limitation of the Stroop task is that it was originally designed as a lab-based measure to examine a cognitive construct (i.e., inhibitory control) in normal populations. It only later began being used clinically in neurologically impaired populations for assessing cognitive constructs that are presumably important to completing real-world activities. However, it has been asserted that current construct-driven tests such as the Stroop, which are neuropsychology’s adaptation of outmoded conceptual and experimental frameworks, fail to represent the actual functional capacities inherent within the varying environments found in the real world (Burgess et al., 2006). A number of investigators have argued that performance on traditional neuropsychological construct-driven tests, such as the Stroop or the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, has little correspondence to activities of daily living (Bottari, Dassa, Rainville, & Dutil, 2009; Manchester, Priestley, & Jackson, 2004; Sbordone, 2008).

**Lack of Ecological Validity**

A confound for CPTs and Stroop tests is the lack of generalizability to everyday activities. These neuropsychological tests cannot distinguish between hot and cold executive functioning, or break down processing along a temporal continuum, including the domains of context, sequential information processing, and feedback
or reinforcement (i.e., the consequences of action). This may be especially true for testing executive function deficits in children with autism because of the social orienting hypothesis of autism. One hallmark of autism is a syndrome-specific difficulty with the tendency to attend to and process social stimuli, such as faces or the direction of eye gaze. Children autism may display confusing commonalities with children affected by other frontostriatal developmental disorders such as ADHD. To resolve this issue, there is a need to develop neuropsychological measures of social orienting executive dysfunction in children with autism.

According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), in the 2007–2008 academic year for public schools in the United States, the average number of hours in the school day was 6.64 and average number of days in the school year was 180. This means that youth attending public school in the United States spend approximately 1200 h in the classroom annually, and approximately over 14,000 h in the classroom by their high school graduation. Thus, assessments are needed that mimic everyday activities.

Studies have found that impairments in either the cold or hot cognitive functions may be related to deficits in everyday decision-making (e.g., school attendance, ability to work, independence at home, and social relations; Chan et al., 2008). Determining a child’s functional capabilities requires precise control over the environment and the ability to adjust the potency or frequency of stimuli (White et al., 2014). Given that this control is difficult to ensure in the traditional assessment environment, clinicians often give questionnaires to parents and teachers to get a clear picture of the child’s social cognitive functions in everyday activities. Unfortunately, studies indicate that the agreement between parents and teachers is modest. For example, the concordance between parents and teachers on diagnosing ADHD varies from 0.30 to 0.50 depending on the behavioral dimensions being rated (Biederman, Faraone, Milberger, & Doyle, 1993; Mitsis, McKay, Schulz, Newcorn, & Halperin, 2000; de Nijs et al., 2004). Additionally, there is often not a strong overlap between these rating scales and standard tests of cognitive functioning, suggesting that these assessments may be reflective of different aspects of behavior (see Parsons & Phillips, 2016). As a result, parents, teachers, and community interventionists often face clinical assessments that fail to meaningfully align with real-world problems and that do not easily translate into specific intervention/treatment plans.

Neuropsychologists are increasingly interested in ecological validity; that is the degree of relevance or similarity that a test or training system has relative to the real world, and in its value for predicting or improving daily functioning (Chaytor & Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2003; Wilson, 1998). Not only is a classroom likely the most cognitively demanding environment youth interact in, it is also where they spend a significant amount of their young lives. Being able to accurately predict academic performance, as well as potentially remediate and/or improve academic functioning when difficulties exist is important. Educational attainment has been associated with a number of life outcomes, including most notably life expectancy across a number of demographic factors (e.g., race; Kaplan, Howard, Safford, & Howard, 2015). Given all of this data related to the importance of a child’s capacity for performing everyday activities, it seems important that neuropsychologists develop assessments with ecological validity in mind.
Potential of Virtual Environments

A potential answer to the limits of ecological validity in traditional neuropsychological assessment is virtual reality. Virtual reality technologies generate full sensory immersion into a synthetic environment, a “feeling of being there” known as “presence.” Virtual reality can be used to better predict how the student might respond to real-world difficulties (Parsons et al., 2017; Parsons, 2016). By so doing, VR environments greatly enhance ecological validity. Participants can be immersed into a synthetic world (such as a simulated school environment). VR can capture variations in the performances of real-life tasks via the integration of immersive hardware (e.g., head-mounted displays) with advanced input devices (e.g., eye trackers, gloves, and body trackers). Resulting neuropsychological measurements (e.g., a head turning toward a noise) can target variations in hot and cold executive functioning (Parsons, 2015; Parsons, Gaggioli, & Riva, 2017), such as real-world differences in attention and emotion and specific cognitive domains (Bohil, Alicea, & Biocca, 2011). In addition to these psychometric advances offered by VR technology (i.e., enhanced computational capacities for administration efficiency, stimulus presentation, automated logging of responses, and data analytic processing), the trackers and biometric sensors used in VR might also be employed to overcome communication barriers between the clinician and the patient/participant (Parsons, McMahan, & Kane, 2018; Parsons, Riva, et al., 2017). Reliability of assessment can be enhanced in VR environments by better control of the perceptual environment, more consistent stimulus presentation, and more precise and accurate scoring.

The validity and utility of these VR social attention assessment methods have been demonstrated in studies in which response to distracter conditions differentiated ADHD (Parsons, Bowerly, Buckwalter, & Rizzo, 2007) and autism children (Parsons & Carlew, 2016) from controls on assessments delivered via the virtual classroom environment (Parsons et al., 2007; Duffield, Parsons, Landry, Karam, Otero, & Hall, 2017). Furthermore, individual differences in VR classroom attention performance have been observed to be significantly associated with parent report of ADHD symptoms and allied behavior problems on the Behavioral Assessment System for Children (Adams, Finn, Moes, Flannery, & Rizzo, 2009; Parsons et al., 2007).

Another advantage of VR applications is that they are attractive for participants, including children with autism (Parsons, 2016; Parsons, Carlew, Magtoto, & Stonecipher, 2017). Individuals with autism often prefer tasks administered by a computer to the same tasks administered by humans, and by extension, VR environments may offer an ideal medium for the assessment of autism. Another advantage is that VR provides exactly reproducible sensory stimuli. VR environments allow for controlled presentations of emotionally engaging background narratives to enhance affective experience and social interactions (Parsons, 2015).

Numerous studies now indicate that VR methods are applicable with children with autism. Indeed, they may be especially enjoyable and motivating platforms for children with autism (Parsons, 2016). Children with autism report a sense of presence in VR environments that is comparable to that of typical children and other studies have provided preliminary support for VR based social skills training for
individuals with autism (Parsons, 2016) Openness to the virtual classroom environment has been shown in participants with autism comparable to typically developing children (Parsons & Carlew, 2016).

**Virtual Classroom Paradigm**

One virtual reality-based neuropsychological assessment that is gaining psychometric support is the virtual classroom (Iriarte et al., 2012; Parsons & Rizzo, in press; Rizzo et al., 2006). In the virtual classroom CPT test, participants are instructed to view a series of letters presented on the blackboard and to hit the response button only after viewing the letter “X” preceded by an “A” (i.e., a successive discrimination task) and to withhold their response to any other sequence of letters. Stimuli are presented for 150 ms each, with a fixed interstimulus interval of 1350 ms. There are two 10-min testing conditions, one without distractors and one with distractions (pure auditory, pure visual, and mixed audio-visual distractors). Like the original 2D computerized CPT, a number of virtual reality classroom CPTs have emerged. Various researchers in different countries (and thus languages) have developed their own versions of a virtual classroom environment (with varying attentional tasks). The two main virtual Classrooms that have been validated are ClinicaVR Classroom developed by Digital Media Works (Table 8.1; \(N = 749\)) and AULA developed by Nesplora (see Table 8.2; \(N = 4484\)).

As the tables reveal, there is a growing body of literature supporting the virtual classroom CPT for assessment.

**Limitations of Traditional Virtual Classroom Assessment Approaches**

A limitation of the current virtual classroom CPTs is that they do not tap into the social cognitive processes that are decidedly important for assessing student development. This can be especially limiting when attempting to differentiate between ADHD and autism. Notably, the social orienting deficits of persons with autism and ADHD may limit their capacity for social learning at home and in school and also play a role in their problematic development of social competence and social cognition. Recent research suggests that the social orienting impairments of autism reflect a disturbance of “social executive” functioning that involves frontal motivation, self-monitoring, and volitional attention regulation. Further, deficits appear to be found in temporal/parietal systems that involve orienting and processing information about the behavior of other persons.

A component lacking in the virtual classroom paradigms discussed above is the lack of social interactions between the student and the virtual teacher. The integration of a virtual teacher into a virtual classroom environment allows for a more dynamic assessment of both personal and joint attention. While much of the work discussed
Table 8.1  Digital media works version of the virtual classroom continuous performance test (N = 749)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year</th>
<th>Research question(s)</th>
<th>Research design</th>
<th>Statistical design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parsons et al. (2007)</td>
<td>How does performance vary in a VC between boys with ADHD and boys without ADHD?</td>
<td>Intergroup comparison of participants with ADHD and TDC</td>
<td>ANOVA, Chi-square, regression analysis, Cohen’s d</td>
<td>ADHD: N = 9 TDC: N = 10</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>Participants with ADHD exhibited more omission errors, commission errors, and overall body movement than TDC in the VC; participants with ADHD were more affected by distraction than TDC in the VC; VC measures were correlated with traditional ADHD assessment tools, the Behavior Checklist, and flatscreen CPT. No negative side effects were associated with use of the VC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neguț, Jurma, and David (2017)</td>
<td>(1) What is the validity of VC? (2) What is the task difficulty of virtual reality-based measures? (3) What is the effect of auditory distractors on the performance of children with ADHD compared to TDC? and (4) How do the two measures on cognitive absorption compare?</td>
<td>Cross-sectional design. Mean comparison tests</td>
<td>Independent samples t-test, MANCOVA, Cohen’s d</td>
<td>ADHD: N = 33 TDC: N = 42</td>
<td>7–13</td>
<td>VC is effective due to its ability to discriminate between TDC and those with ADHD. Task difficulty is increased with both groups taking longer in virtual reality. Children with ADHD were impacted by auditory distractions, while TDC were not. Measures on cognitive absorption do not differ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year</td>
<td>Research question(s)</td>
<td>Research design</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Main findings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolin, Stipanicic, Henry, Joyal, and Allain (2012)</td>
<td>Does VR help identify attention and inhibition deficits in children?</td>
<td>Students participated individually in testing sessions during regular class hours. The order of the traditional and virtual tests was counterbalanced across participants to prevent skewing of the results due to practice or fatigue effects. The data were collected over a period of 5 weeks</td>
<td>ANOVA, ANCOVA</td>
<td>mTBI: $N = 25$ Non-concussed Controls: $N = 25$</td>
<td>12–15</td>
<td>Neuropsychological assessment using VR showed greater sensitivity to the subtle effects of sports concussion than the traditional test, which showed no difference between groups. The results also demonstrated that the sports concussion group reported more symptoms of cybersickness and more intense cybersickness than the control group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilboa et al. (2011)</td>
<td>(1) How do children with NF1 compare to TDC when using the VC? (2) Is VR efficient at identifying attention deficits in children?</td>
<td>Cross-sectional design. Mean comparison tests</td>
<td>ANOVA, Chi-square, MANCOVA, Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>NF1: $N = 29$ TDC: $N = 25$</td>
<td>8–16</td>
<td>Significant differences were found between the NF1 and TDC on the number of targets correctly identified (omission errors) and the number of commissions (commission errors) in the VC, with poorer performance by the children with NF1 ($p &lt; 0.005$). Significant correlations were obtained between the number of targets correctly identified, the number of commission errors, and reaction time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year</td>
<td>Research question(s)</td>
<td>Research design</td>
<td>Statistical design</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Age range</td>
<td>Main findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollak et al. (2009)</td>
<td>How does the performance of both children with ADHD and TDC differ between VR-CPT and TOVA-CPT in recognizing symptoms of ADHD and what are the associated experiences in the VC?</td>
<td>Crossover design</td>
<td>ANOVA, Cohen’s d</td>
<td>ADHD: <em>N</em> = 20 TDC: <em>N</em> = 17</td>
<td>9–17</td>
<td>Children with ADHD performed worse on all CPTs. The VR-CPT showed similar effect sizes to the TOVA. Subjective feelings of enjoyment were most positive for VR-CPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mühlberger et al. (2016)</td>
<td>How does CPT performance vary between children with ADHD who do not take medication, children with ADHD who take medication, and traditionally developing children when using virtual reality?</td>
<td>Cross-sectional study, intergroup comparison between three groups (controls, non-medicated ADHD, and medicated ADHD)</td>
<td>ANOVA, Pearson’s correlation, Eta squared</td>
<td>ADHD: Medicated: <em>N</em> = 26 Unmedicated: <em>N</em> = 68 TDC: <em>N</em> = 34</td>
<td>9–14</td>
<td>Children with ADHD had more errors and slower reaction times than TDC. Children with ADHD and no medication had significantly higher reaction times than the other two groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pollak, Shomaly, Weiss, Rizzo, and Gross-Tsur (2010)</td>
<td>How does MPH impact performance on CPT, VR-CPT, and TOVA assessments?</td>
<td>Double-blind, placebo controlled, crossover design</td>
<td>ANOVA, Eta squared</td>
<td>ADHD: <em>N</em> = 27 TDC: <em>N</em> = 17</td>
<td>11–17</td>
<td>MPH reduced omission errors to a greater extent on the VR-CPT compared to the no VR-CPT and the TOVA, and decreased other CPT measures on all types of CPT to a similar degree. Children rated the VR-CPT as more enjoyable than the other types of CPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bioulac et al. (2012)</td>
<td>How does time impact task completion in a VC between TDC and those with ADHD?</td>
<td>Children with ADHD and TDC were tested at the beginning in the afternoon to try to minimize potential testing effects due to different times of the day. The same physician assessed the children with first the CPT and, after 10 min, the test of the VC</td>
<td>Mann–Whitney ( U )-test, ANOVA, Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>ADHD: ( N = 20 ) TDC: ( N = 16 )</td>
<td>7–10</td>
<td>Males with ADHD had a different evolution of performances on this task than TDC. TDC sustained performances over time in the VR task, but patients with ADHD showed a significant performance decrement, with a decrease of correct hits and an increase of reaction time. Worse performance in children with ADHD than in TDC was then observed both in the VC task and in the CPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Is the VR-CPT better able to discern between those with ADHD and those without based upon each participant’s distractibility than a standard CPT test without distractions</td>
<td>Both versions of the CPT (with and without the VC) were presented to the participants on a 3D VR dome by Elumens. This provides a field of view (horizontal and vertical) of 140°</td>
<td>Mann–Whitney ( U )-test, Spearman correlation, regression analysis, Cohen’s ( d )</td>
<td>ADHD: ( N = 19 ) TDC: ( N = 16 )</td>
<td>8–14</td>
<td>While differences between the two groups did not attain statistical significance, there was a strong trend toward a significant difference in percent of targets correctly identified and in number of commission errors. Furthermore, compared to a standard CPT (Vigil), specificity was improved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year</th>
<th>Research question(s)</th>
<th>Research design</th>
<th>Statistical design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gilboa et al. (2015)</td>
<td>(1) What are the symptoms of ABI that can be diagnosed with virtual reality? (2) How accurate is VR? Do severity of injury or other variables impact the accuracy of VR?</td>
<td>Cross-sectional design. The patients underwent the WASI subtests, the TEA-Ch, and the VC assessment and parents answered the CPRS-R:S questionnaire while their child was being tested</td>
<td>T-test, Chi squared, ANOVA, Pearson’s correlation</td>
<td>ABI: $N = 41$ Control: $N = 35$</td>
<td>8–16</td>
<td>Significant differences were found between the groups regarding the number of targets correctly identified in the VC. Based on the VC results, 45% of the children with ABI suffered marked deficits in sustained attention (lower rates of total correct hits). The concurrent validity of the VC in comparison with neuropsychological tests and a parental questionnaire was sufficient. Attentional performance was found to be related to age, age at injury/diagnosis, and treatment (radiotherapy dose). The VC appears to be a sensitive, playful, and ecologically valid assessment tool for use in the diagnosis of attention deficits among children with ABI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolin et al. (2016)</td>
<td>(1) How reliable is VR? (2) How does cybersickness relate to VR? (3) Do gender and age impact performance on the test?</td>
<td>Descriptive study</td>
<td>Bartlett’s test, ANOVA</td>
<td>TDC: $N = 102$ No diagnostic group</td>
<td>7–16</td>
<td>VR is reliable. Cybersickness was not a prevalent issue. Gender has no effect on performance; however, age does have an effect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Research question(s)</td>
<td>Research design</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Age range</td>
<td>Main findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parsons and Carlew (2016)</td>
<td>How do individuals with ASD compare to TDC individuals in an advanced VC with real-life distractors?</td>
<td>Study #1: Descriptive study  Study #2: Cross-sectional design  Mean comparison tests</td>
<td>ANOVA, Chi-square, ANCOVA, Cohen’s $d$</td>
<td>Study 1: TDC: $N = 50$  Study 2: ASD: $N = 8$  TDC: $N = 10$</td>
<td>Study #1: VC Bimodal Stroop task may be validly used to examine interference control in a typically developing population. The task elicited an interference effect similar to those found in classic Stroop tasks. Study #2: When under conditions of distraction, individuals with ASD are compromised in their ability to activate external distractor inhibition, though their response time may not suffer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolin, Martin, and Bouchard (2009)</td>
<td>How does the performance of children with TBI vary between the traditional CPT and the VR-CPT?</td>
<td>Mean comparison tests with repeated measures were used to compare the output of children with a TBI concerning the number of omissions, the number of commissions, and the reaction time, on the traditional Vigil CPT and the one from the VR-CPT</td>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>TBI: $N = 8$  No control group</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>The VR-CPT showed much more accurate reports between participants in regard to their TBI through commissions and reaction time measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year</th>
<th>Research question(s)</th>
<th>Research design</th>
<th>Statistical design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nolin et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Can a VR-CPT add value to the assessment of attention in children with TBI?</td>
<td>Mean comparison tests with repeated measures</td>
<td>Paired T-test</td>
<td>TBI: N = 8</td>
<td>8–12</td>
<td>No difference between the two modalities of the CPT was found for omission errors. TBI participants made significantly more commission errors and had longer reaction times in the VR-CPT than in the traditional CPT.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2  AULA Nesplora version of the virtual classroom continuous performance test (N = 4484)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year</th>
<th>Research question(s)</th>
<th>Research design</th>
<th>Statistical design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Areces, Rodríguez, García, Cueli, and González-Castro (2018)</td>
<td>Is the AULA Nesplora test effective in discerning between the three major groups of ADHD; I/H, inattentive, and combined?</td>
<td>An ex post facto descriptive-comparative design for four groups, three corresponding to the three types of ADHD presentations and a control group</td>
<td>MANCOVA, Sheffé’s test, Cohen’s $d$</td>
<td>Inattentive ADHD: $N = 28$, I/H ADHD: $N = 29$ ADHD combined: $N = 32$ TDC: $N = 28$</td>
<td>5–16</td>
<td>The AULA Nesplora test is able to discriminate between the three major groups of ADHD by recording omissions, response times, and other factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Díaz-Orueta, Fernández-Fernández, Morillo-Rojas, and Climent (2016)</td>
<td>Is the AULA Nesplora test able to discern between ADHD participants with no medication and those having taken lisdexamfetamine (LDX)?</td>
<td>Pre-experimental design with pre- and post-test conditions and one unique group</td>
<td>Kruskal–Wallis, Wilcoxon</td>
<td>ADHD: $N = 85$ No control group</td>
<td>6–16</td>
<td>The AULA Nesplora test is an effective measure to track the changes derived as an outcome of pharmacological treatment of ADHD with LDX. LDX is an effective drug to treat ADHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iriarte et al. (2016)</td>
<td>What will normative data look like for the AULA test?</td>
<td>Normative study to obtain normative data. Single application and processing of data obtained. Descriptive design</td>
<td>Mann–Whitney $U$-test, Kruskal–Wallis, Wilcoxon</td>
<td>Normative sample $N = 1272$</td>
<td>6–16</td>
<td>Variables provided by AULA were clustered in different categories for their posterior analysis. Differences by age and gender were analyzed, resulting in 14 groups, seven per sex. Differences between visual and auditory attention were also obtained (continued)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year</td>
<td>Research question(s)</td>
<td>Research design</td>
<td>Statistical design</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Age range</td>
<td>Main findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Díaz-Orueta, García-López, et al. (2014)</td>
<td>How do the AULA Nesplora test and standard CPT compare?</td>
<td>One single measure with AULA and Conners’ CPT Convergent validity study between both tests. Comparison of children with ADHD undergoing medical treatment versus those not medicated. Comparison of capacity of AULA and Conners’ CPT to differentiate between both groups</td>
<td>Spearman’s correlations, Mann–Whitney U-test</td>
<td>ADHD: ( N = 57 ) No control group</td>
<td>6–16</td>
<td>Both tests showed significant correlations in the measures that were comparable between them. In addition, AULA (but not Conners’ CPT) was able to differentiate between ADHD patients with and without pharmacological treatment over a wide range of measures related to inattention, impulsivity, processing speed, motor activity, and quality of attention focus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rufo-Campos, Cueto, Iriarte, and Rufo-Muñoz (2012)</td>
<td>What is the sensitivity and specificity of AULA to correctly identify ADHD cases and discard non-ADHD individuals?</td>
<td>Cross-sectional, descriptive study</td>
<td>Logistic regression</td>
<td>( N = 124 ) ( N = 62 ) with ADHD ( N = 62 ) controls</td>
<td>6–16</td>
<td>AULA showed a sensitivity of ADHD detection of 95.2%, and a specificity for discarding non-ADHD cases of 91.9%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernández-Fernández and Morillo-Rojas (2012)</td>
<td>What is the test-retest reliability of AULA? Can AULA be used repeatedly without a learning effect?</td>
<td>Mean comparison, intragroup</td>
<td>Wilcoxon</td>
<td>( N = 30 ) with ADHD</td>
<td>6–16</td>
<td>A 1-week interval is sufficient for readministration of AULA for treatment monitoring purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year</td>
<td>Research question(s)</td>
<td>Research design</td>
<td>Statistical design</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Main findings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Díaz-Orueta, Iriarte, Climent, and Banterla (2012)</td>
<td>How does the testing condition using distractors affect performance in AULA when compared to the absence of distractors?</td>
<td>Mean comparison test</td>
<td>Kruskal–Wallis test</td>
<td>$N = 1272$</td>
<td>6–16 Results show influence of distractors in both increasing reaction time for providing both correct answers and commission errors, and increasing the time the patients deviate their attention focus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Díaz-Orueta, Cueto, et al. (2014)</td>
<td>What is the factorial validity of AULA? How is the convergent validity between AULA and observational scales like EDAH or DSM-IV ADHD scales?</td>
<td>Cross-sectional, descriptive and correlational study</td>
<td>Factorial validity analysis (Bartlett and Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin), root mean square error of approximation, goodness of fit index, and analysis of similarities</td>
<td>$N = 2074$ for the factorial analysis, $N = 188$ for the study with EDAH, $N = 360$ for the study with DSM-IV ADHD scales</td>
<td>6–16 Results support the structure of AULA of one single factor that comprises the cognitive variables correlating with ADHD in any of its subtypes. With regard to convergent validity, different nature of AULA as an objective cognitive measure and EDAH and DSM-IV as observational scales suggest they target different aspects or dimensions of patients’ behavior and, hence, they may complement each other in the increase of ADHD diagnosis accuracy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s), year</th>
<th>Research question(s)</th>
<th>Research design</th>
<th>Statistical design</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Age range</th>
<th>Main findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Díaz-Orueta, Alonso-Sánchez, and Climent (2014)</td>
<td>What is the convergent validity between AULA and d2 test? Which test is better to differentiate between children with and without reading difficulties?</td>
<td>Cross-sectional, mean comparison study, and convergent validity study</td>
<td>Mann–Whitney $U$, and analysis of similarities</td>
<td>$N = 60$ (42% female)</td>
<td>6–17</td>
<td>AULA distinguished better than d2 between children with and without reading-writing difficulties (correct visual answers and visual errors: both $U = 166$, $z = -2.08$, $p &lt; 0.05$), and convergent validity analyses showed adequate values for correct answers ($\cos = 0.944$) and concentration indexes ($\cos = 0.929$), while errors seemed to be measured differently in both tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zulueta, Iriarte, Díaz-Orueta, and Climent (2013)</td>
<td>What is the convergent validity between AULA and faces test of perception of differences, extended version?</td>
<td>Convergent validity, cross-sectional study</td>
<td>Similarities analysis</td>
<td>$N = 62$ children (26 females and 36 males)</td>
<td>6–16</td>
<td>High significant correlations were observed between test results in faces test of perception of differences (extended version) and AULA with regard to selective and sustained attention, and cognitive impulsivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author(s), year</td>
<td>Research question(s)</td>
<td>Research design</td>
<td>Statistical design</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Main findings</td>
<td>Age range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Gutiérrez Maldonado, Letosa Porta, Rus Calafell, and Peñaloza Salazar (2009) | What are the performance differences in the VR-CPT between ADHD and non-ADHD children?                                                                                                                                  | Intergroup comparison after administration of the VR-CPT: 10 diagnosed with ADHD (experimental group), medicated with methylphenidate, and 10 in TDC                                                                 | Repeated measures ANOVAs, with one inter-variable: group of participants, with two levels (target group and control group) and three intra-variables: block (with six values), sensorial modality (visual and auditory) and distracters (with or without distracters) | ADHD: N = 10  
TDC: N = 10 | Differences between groups were expressed in both auditory and visual tasks and became more evident with the presence of distractors                                                                 | 6–11        |
| Mejías, Redondo, Fernández, and Diaz-Orueta (2016)  | Is the pharmacological treatment for ADHD with Methylphenidate effective, as measured with AULA Nesplora?                                                                                                            | Pre-experimental design, pre- and post-treatment measures with AULA                                                                                                                                             | Wilcoxon                                                                                                                                                                                                       | ADHD = 35  
No control group  | Attentional performance improves after pharmacological treatment. Patients perform with less omission errors, reaction times are smaller and more stable throughout the whole test administration, and motor activity index is significantly lower | 6–19        |

thus far has focused on an individual’s regulation, control, and management of cognitive processes in isolation of others, persons with developmental disorders may have increased deficits in planning, working memory, attention, problem solving, verbal reasoning, inhibition, mental flexibility, task switching, and initiation and monitoring of actions when interacting in a social environment. Of primary interest is the shared focus (i.e., joint attention) of two or more individuals on an object. Joint attention is achieved when some individual alerts another to an object via eye gaze, pointing, and/or non-verbal indications. As mentioned earlier, children with autism may have deficits in skills related to joint attention: eye gaze; and identifying intention.

**Virtual School Environment: Intelligent Virtual Teacher and Students**

To make up for deficits in the traditional virtual classroom paradigm, Thomas Parsons has developed a virtual school environment that includes artificially intelligent virtual humans developed in his Computational Neuropsychology and Simulation (CNS) lab at the University of North Texas. The addition of an artificially intelligent virtual human teacher allows for a proscribed set of social stimuli within three school settings: a classroom, a hallway, and a playground. While neuropsychological assessments are administered in the virtual school’s classroom in a manner similar to earlier iterations of the virtual classroom paradigm (Iriarte et al., 2012; Parsons & Rizzo, in press), the virtual school environment adds a host of objective measures of each child’s response to stimuli: task performance, eye gaze, head movements, and psychophysiology (electrodermal activity, heart rate variability). Moreover, the simulation is expanded to include a virtual hallway and a playground where various social cognitive interactions occur. After the VR experience is completed, the child is asked to relate the story they experienced in the VR setting and what might happen were the story to continue. Behavioral responses are captured with existing technologies (e.g., motion capture, eye tracking, balance recording, heart rate).

**Virtual School Battery of Neuropsychological Measures**

The virtual school environment develops objective evaluations for a range of discrete social constructs. Parsons and colleagues aim to understand primarily how typical children respond to our VR mechanism and how their responses compare to standardized metrics of social and cognitive ability. The current iteration of the virtual teacher and classroom includes a battery of neuropsychological measures that can be administered with or without social cues from the virtual teacher and/or distractors, such as Go/No-go paradigms (Continuous Performance Test (CPT) and Stroop test). The Virtual school (classroom, hallway, playground) environments may be especially beneficial for the assessment of individuals with
neurodevelopmental disorders for a number of reasons, primarily the ambiguity of the literature on frontostriatal functioning highlights the need for more sensitive and specific assessments of executive functioning.

**Virtual Human Teacher for Social Orienting**

The virtual school environment includes artificially intelligent virtual human teacher and virtual human students that interact with the human participant in a virtual playground, virtual hallway, and virtual classroom settings using a battery of neuropsychological measures that can be administered with or without social cues from the virtual teacher: continuous performance test (CPT), picture naming test, and a Stroop test (Parsons, 2014). The actual virtual environment includes rows of desks, a teacher’s desk at the front, a whiteboard across the front wall, a female virtual teacher between her desk and whiteboard, and peers seated “with” the participant in the room. The virtual teacher instructs the participant to look around the room and to point and name the various objects that they observed. Following this 1-min warm-up period, the virtual teacher tells participants that they are going to “play a game.” In the virtual environment, participants view a sequence of stimuli (e.g., CPT, Stroop, or pictures) that appear for brief intervals to the left and right of the teacher on the whiteboard. There is a fixed interstimulus interval between the appearance of the stimuli (e.g., CPT, Stroop, or pictures), distractors, and the behavioral cues from the artificially intelligent virtual teacher. The virtual teacher asks participants to depress a button when any of four target stimuli appears behind her. Blocks of stimuli with varying levels of distractors and social cues are presented.

Distracters are presented across the entire presentation series. Some distractors are social (e.g., people moving by outside the classroom), while others are non-social (e.g., cars moving by outside the window). Social and non-social distractors occur with and without social cues from the teacher. A total of 144 stimuli are presented, with 72 targets and 72 non-targets. Participants complete a nondistraction and distraction condition of this task. Within conditions, there are blocks in which the teacher offers visual and verbal cues, as well as blocks where the teacher gives no social cues. Order of distraction and nondistraction, as well as teacher cue and non-cue conditions, are counterbalanced across participants. The duration of each condition is 4.8 min with a 1000 ms interstimulus interval.

This virtual teacher and classroom paradigm yields quantitative measures of: (1) Attention to Task: number of targets correctly noted and average reaction time for correct targets; (2) Teacher-Directed Attention to Task: based on virtual teacher’s social cues, assessment of number correct and average reaction times relative to virtual teacher social cues (e.g., teacher looking to the target stimuli, teacher pointing, and teacher stating the need to orient to stimuli) conditions; and (3) Attention to Tasks during Social and Non-Social Distracter: the number of targets correctly noted in Social, Non-Social, and No Distracter conditions and related average reaction times. It is expected that this research paradigm will provide information related to
performance with and without social cuing from the artificially intelligent virtual human teacher. The current inclusion of interactive social scenarios promises to greatly extend these results for assessment and training.

**Virtual Hallway**

The virtual school also includes a virtual hallway that can be used for assessing the child participant’s orientation to others and social cognitive processes. The virtual school hallway was developed by Parsons to expand upon research that has been done using virtual characters to examine the roles played by eye gaze in social interactions. Pelphrey and Morris (2006) developed virtual characters that approached the participant and either meet or avoid his or her eyes. While in an MRI scanner, participants viewed these virtual characters, who shifted gaze either toward or away from the participant. In both conditions, the animated gaze evoked activation in the right superior temporal sulcus region. A functional dissociation was found between the superior temporal sulcus and the right fusiform gyrus in which the fusiform gyrus did not differentiate between mutual and averted gaze. This suggests a more direct role of the right fusiform gyrus in face detection, but a more explicit function for the superior temporal sulcus region in gaze comprehension. The behavioral nature of eye-gaze processing deficits in autism, combined with Pelphrey’s prior neuroimaging findings, led to the hypothesis that superior temporal sulcus dysfunction might be involved (Pelphrey, Morris, & McCarthy, 2005). To test this, they employed their congruent versus incongruent eye-gaze paradigm in a sample of adult participants with autism and a sample of individuals without autism. Findings revealed that in neurologically normal participants, incongruent gaze shifts evoked more activity in the superior temporal sulcus region, indicating a strong effect of context. Although the superior temporal sulcus region was also activated during observation of gaze shifts in individuals with autism, no difference was found between congruent and incongruent trials. This suggests that activity in these regions was not modulated by the context of the perceived gaze shift. Furthermore, these findings implicate dysfunction in the superior temporal sulcus region as a mechanism contributing to eye-gaze processing deficits in autism (Pelphrey & Morris, 2006).

The virtual school environment hallway paradigm adds context (i.e., a virtual school hallway environment) to the virtual character paradigm. Following the work of Pelphrey and colleagues, the virtual hallway (in the virtual school environment) offers various experimental conditions. In each, participants view a virtual hallway representative of one that might be found in a school environment. A virtual human (male and female versions are available) enters the participant’s view by rounding a corner on the far side of the hall. The virtual human walks toward the participant and shifts eye gaze while passing (5.8 s after the onset of the sequence). During the mutual-gaze condition, the virtual human’s eyes move toward the participant and remained fixed for 1 s before passing by the participant. During the averted-gaze condition, the virtual human’s eyes make a movement of equal magnitude and dura-
tion away from the participant before passing by the participant. Prior to the gaze shift, the two conditions are identical. On each trial, the stimulus enters the participant’s field of view from either the left or the right and appears to pass by the observer on the left or right, respectively. Four possible stimulus configurations have been developed by crossing the direction of gaze with the side on which the virtual human passes the participant. Hence, averted gaze occurs when the virtual human moves eyes to the right while passing on the right or moving eyes to the left when passing on the left. Mutual gaze occurs when the virtual human moves eyes to the right while passing on the left or moves eyes to the left while passing on the right. Stimuli are counterbalanced so that the virtual human approaches and passes the participant from the left and right sides of the hallway an equal number of times. The mechanical aspects of the gaze shifts are identical across conditions. Only the direction of gaze, and the associated social signal, differs. Participants are instructed to pay attention to the virtual human’s eyes as she/he walks down the hallway. Each vignette lasts 7 s, and trials are separated by a 14-s intertrial interval, during which the participant views the virtual school hallway with no virtual human present. Trials are randomized within 7.25-min runs, and each participant completes an average of 8.5 runs.

The behavioral task includes the same two conditions, as well as a third condition in which the passing virtual human does not make a gaze shift. Again, participants view brief scenarios, which are separated by a 3- to 5-s intertrial interval. Participants press buttons to indicate whether the virtual human looks toward or away from them. Participants are instructed to make no response if they do not think the eyes shifted. Across 192 trials, each of the three conditions (mutual gaze, averted gaze, or no gaze) appears 64 times in random order. Trials are presented in four runs lasting 8.87 min each (48 trials per run), and are again counterbalanced so that the virtual human approaches from each side of the hallway an equal number of times.

Virtual Playground

In the virtual school environment, participants also engage in a virtual Cyberball paradigm developed by Dr. Parsons. The virtual playground builds off of 2D (Williams, Cheung, & Choi, 2000) and 3D (Venturini et al., 2016) virtual Cyberball paradigms. The main addition here is the context (a playground) and ability to vary the artificially intelligent virtual human interactions. The task has three players (i.e., two avatar confederates and participants’ avatar) in the following conditions: social inclusion (each of three avatars receive 33% of ball tosses), social over-inclusion (percentage of ball tosses to participant is 66%), social exclusion (percentage of ball tosses to participant is below 33% with all demographic variables the same between avatars), and social ostracism (percentage of ball tosses to participant is below 33% with different demographic variables (e.g., skin color or style of clothing) different between confederates and participant) condition designed to elicit out-group status. Participants are randomly assigned to study conditions.
The development of the virtual playground Cyberball platform draws rationale from neuroimaging results for the 2D Cyberball paradigm that revealed significant difference between persons with autism and typically developing participants. Moreover, Cyberball studies have reported less activity during exclusion versus inclusion among participants with autism in brain regions involved in emotion processing, including anterior cingulate cortex and anterior insula. Furthermore, Masten et al. (2011) found less activity during exclusion in regions previously shown to be negatively related to distress during exclusion (i.e., ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, VS). This differential engagement of neural circuitry in response to peer rejection could also be related to peer rejection experiences that adolescents with autism have in their daily lives. They may be more habituated to be rejected by novel groups of peers. Bolling et al. (2011) found that only participants with autism reported an activation to rule violation in bilateral caudate, superior temporal sulcus, and anterior insula. In Krach et al. (2015), only participants with autism showed domain-specific decrements in the neurobiological response of vicarious social pain. McPartland et al. (2011) analyzed temporal dynamics of brain activity associated with social exclusion and reported that in autism there is a dissociation between reported distress and neural responses and differentiation of rejection at an earlier frontal P2 component. The temporal course of the early positivity (P2) indicates a role in more basic cognitive processing, such as visual attention in autism. Lastly, the study using oxytocin administration (Andari, Richard, Leboyer, & Sirigu, 2016) showed that IN-OT helped autism to discriminate between different social contexts and social values associated to faces (Kirsch et al., 2005), by modulating the brain activity of key emotional regions (amygdala and hippocampus). During social reciprocity, OT delivery prompted the activity of anterior OFC in individuals with autism and modulates stress responses as a function of positive social interactions (Chen et al., 2011).

Other studies are emerging that have aimed at evolving the 2D virtual Cyberball paradigm. While some include simple additions like a fourth “neutral” player to verify the level of understanding of exclusion (Van Der Meulen, Van IJzendoorn, & Crone, 2016; Andari et al., 2010), others have evolved Cyberball into a 3D virtual environment (Venturini et al., 2016; Mavromihelaki et al., 2014). In the 3D virtual environment versions of Cyberball, social information about the confederates’ avatars can be manipulated to ensure a greater identification with (or differentiation from) the player (Venturini et al., 2016; Bolling et al., 2011). Furthermore, Kassner et al. (2012) created an immersive virtual environment version that places the participant into a virtual and interactive environment. This change induced an effect size medium to large in magnitude of feelings of ostracism. This paradigm could be further implemented by including the variables of gender and age in order to carry out trans-cultural studies.

Immersive 3D Cyberball paradigms may offer enhanced ecological validity to obviate some of the ambiguities found in the literature. While the 2D Cyberball paradigm has been widely used, some of the less robust findings may reflect the fact that 2D versions of the Cyberball task lack the everyday realism and ecological validity that are now available in today’s immersive 3D virtual environments. Kassner et al. (2012) proposed an advancement in the Cyberball paradigm, an immersive virtual
environment version, in which the participants wear a head-mounted display (HMD), through which the virtual environment was displayed. Results revealed that the more immersive virtual environments induced feelings of ostracism in participants. Data from this study suggest that not only does ostracism in this environment have the same negative effects as in other environments, but these effects are powerful. Other virtual reality desktop versions (Venturini et al., 2016; Mavromihelaki et al., 2014; Bolling et al., 2011) have been developed to allow even greater levels of flexibility for manipulation of social information about the participant’s interactions with confederate avatars and virtual humans (Wirth, Feldberg, Schouten, Hooff, & Williams, 2011). The inclusion of virtual humans enhances the Cyberball paradigm because it allows for additional social information such as non-verbal (e.g., eye gaze) information that has been found to convey ostracism (Wirth et al., 2011). Furthermore, the immersive virtual environment Cyberball paradigm offers researchers the ability to control aspects (proxemics and non-verbal communication) of the social context that cannot be accomplished in minimalist ostracism paradigms.

**Application of Virtual Classrooms in School Environment**

Virtual reality environments are reportedly a valid instructional method that reinforces learning and improves learning retention (Farra, Miller, Timm, & Schafer, 2013; Thorsteinsson & Page, 2008). However, opposing voices like Ellaway (2006) state that educational interventions that diverge from the physical world should be employed with close attention to the ways in which such divergence is helpful and the ways in which it can distract or even detract from the individual’s ability to practice. However, many other studies support the idea that simulation used as a teaching strategy eliminates inherent risks in practicing in the healthcare environment. Halvorson, Crittenden, and Pitt (2011) found that a case-based class using a virtual simulated scenario like Second Life (SL) could be held and attended independent of time, distance, and location should the need arise, and supported case teaching in SL as a feasible alternative or supplement to the traditional case teaching and learning approach.

A recent meta-review by Reisoğlu, Topu, Yılmaz, Karakuş Yılmaz, and Göktaş (2017) investigated recent empirical research studies about 3D virtual learning environments. They examined 167 empirical studies involving the utilization of 3D virtual worlds in education. They concluded that 3D virtual learning environments are mainly designed for learning support, simulation, and game, with language learning and science being the most extensively studied topics. Collaborative and exploration-based learning strategies were used most frequently in 3D virtual learning environments. Finally, presence, satisfaction, communication skills, and engagement were found to be the most common emotional and cognitive achievements.

In a very specific experience with Chemistry education, Limniou, Roberts, and Papadopoulos (2008) found that, after the participation in 3D animations, at the 3D VR environment students comprehended the molecules’ structure and their changes
during a chemical reaction better than during the 2D animations on the computer’s desktop, as the limitations of human vision had been overcome. Furthermore, the students were enthusiastic, as they had the feeling that they were inside the chemical reactions and they were facing the 3D molecules as if they were real objects in front of them, thus increasing the feeling of presence and immersion in the VR environment.

Virvou and Katsionis (2008), in relation to the implementation of VR based games in a classroom learning environment, found that, once usability problems are overcome, likeability of the VR game was proportional to the sophistication of the VR environment of the game. They suggested that if VR educational games are designed to reach a high degree of sophistication they will be quite competitive to commercial games of no educational content, and that this would provide the asset of having educational applications that can be equally attractive for the students in the school classroom and at home, increasing their motivation to make better use of both their school time and leisure time to the benefit of educational goals.

Finally, in terms of how to bring VR into educational environments, Fernandez (2017) proposes a six-step methodology to aid adoption of these technologies as basic elements within the regular education: (1) training teachers; (2) developing conceptual prototypes; (3) teamwork involving the teacher, a technical programmer, and an educational architect; (4) and producing the experience, which then provides results in the subsequent two phases wherein (5) teachers are trained to apply augmented- and virtual-reality solutions within their teaching methodology using an available subject-specific experience and then finally (6) implementing the use of the experience in a regular subject with students.

Conclusions

Given the above, it is possible that the virtual school environment can offer an ecologically valid approach to assessments that can meaningfully inform a neuropsychologist’s predictive statements about a student’s real-world functioning. The differential diagnosis and treatment planning for children with neurodevelopmental disorders that impact the brain’s frontostriatal system require assessments that can differentiate the overlapping symptoms. In this chapter we started with a review of 2D computerized CPT assessments of executive functions. Again, although these approaches provide highly systematic control and delivery of performance challenges, they have also been criticized as limited in the area of ecological validity.

We introduced a possible answer to the problems of ecological validity in the form of virtual classroom CPTs. While there is a growing body of literature supporting this approach, we wondered about the lack of artificial intelligence and social interactions in the nonplayer characters (teacher and students) found in these early virtual classroom environments. Perhaps a better approach is found in the virtual school environment and its inclusion of intelligent virtual teachers and interactive virtual students. In the virtual school environment, the child immersed into adaptive and interactive virtual classroom, hallway, and playground environments where she/he interacts with a virtual
human teacher. The virtual school environment developed by Parsons at the University of North Texas has combined the attentional assessment found in a virtual classroom environment with virtual human technology. His lab has placed an interactive and intelligent virtual human teacher (as well as students) with verbal and non-verbal receptive and expressive language abilities into the virtual environment to aid in assessment of joint attention. The virtual human teacher acts as a social orienting system that comports well with the social orienting hypothesis of autism. The result is that researchers and clinicians may differentiate attention deficits that exist regardless of social facilitation from those executive functions that may be alleviated by a virtual teacher.

While there is inherent promise in the virtual school environment, not all children will respond to this assessment and treatment modality in the same way. To the extent that our approach is correct, we hope to encourage clinicians and researchers to shift from approaches that assess cold cognitive processing alone to batteries that include assessments of both cold and hot cognitive processes via interactive social simulations.
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Chapter 9
Implications of Social Neuroscience for Learning Technology Research and Development

Nancy W. Y. Law and Haley W. C. Tsang

Abstract Neuroscientific research has unequivocally pointed to the deeply social nature of human learning. Learning at the cognitive behavioral level is underpinned by neurophysiological changes in brain structure and connectivity across different parts of the brain as the learner interacts with others and the environment. Studies of epigenetic processes show that learning is dynamic, requiring learner engagement and contingent feedback. Agency, contingency and appropriate feedback are also keys to learning effectiveness at higher cognitive levels. The field of instructional design has traditionally focused on supporting the instructor, built on a model of learning as receiving instructions. Based on learning outcomes that are important for learners in the twenty-first century (communication, collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, and global competence), this model of learning support is outdated and irrelevant. This chapter begins with a review of key research directions in the deployment of technology-enhanced learning for infants and children based on neuroscience research, with a focus on social robots and serious games. It then reviews the challenges in the assessment and provision of learning support for collaborative problem-solving. The chapter ends by identifying some research directions for interdisciplinary collaboration among researchers in learning/instructional design and the science of learning that will help to advance theory and educational practice in collaborative problem-solving.

Introduction

What is the meaning of learning, and how do human beings develop? How a researcher in learning design and technology answers the above question, determines to a large extent the focus and direction of his/her research. Piaget (1970) made important contributions to our understanding of learning by demonstrating that learners are not tabula rasa to be filled with knowledge in classrooms, and that
they learn through constructing their own understanding based on prior experiences and interactions with the external environment.

A more recent classic work by Thelen and Smith (1994) put forward a dynamic systems approach to understanding human development developed by connecting dynamic systems theory to developmental psychology and neuroscience theories and empirical findings. This work demonstrates that complex forms of behavior are constructed through individuals’ explorations of the social and physical world in their everyday life. For example, an infant develops the ability to reach from flapping his arms and learns to walk from kicking his legs. Further, there is no single causality for change, and any developmental progression would involve a multitude of changes involving perceptual, biochemical, physiological, neurological, cognitive, and social processes as the person acts and interacts with the surrounding physical and social environment. Designs and technologies for learning need to be underpinned by an understanding of how children’s everyday activities contribute to their developmental change. Further the authenticity of the learning environment and task design are also of paramount importance in influencing the achievement of the targeted learning outcomes.

The escalating speed of technological development is both empowering and challenging our society in fundamental ways. The invention of the Internet and digital communication technologies have in particular brought almost instantaneous connection to people separated at vast distances at a very low or no additional cost. New media technologies such as virtual reality and augmented reality have created new modalities of experience and interaction that aim to provide alternative reality for learning, entertainment and productivity in formal, informal and workplace settings. How do these changes affect the cognitive, social and emotional development of human beings?

At the societal level, the changes brought about by an increasingly connected and globalizing world impacts the twenty-first century learning priorities. Lifelong learning for decent work and for social and civic life is an important focus in the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals 2030 for quality education (UNESCO, 2017). Worldwide, many research and development projects have been conducted and policy documents published on this theme. While the details of the recommendations vary, there is broad consensus that problem-solving, collaboration, and communication for lifelong-learning are key competencies for the twenty-first century (e.g., Trilling & Fadel, 2012). This has brought about, among other concerns, great interest in the learning and assessment of collaborative problem-solving (CPS) among the broad education community (researchers, practitioners, publishers of educational resources, policy makers) and beyond.

How does the pervasive use of technology change the human brain? How can technology be leveraged to enhance learning? Given the deeply social nature of learning as identified by research in the science of learning (which will be briefly reviewed in the next section), and the importance of collaborative problem-solving as an important twenty-first century human capacity, this chapter provides an overview of the implications of neuroscience research for learning technology design and development with a focus on collaborative problem-solving.
Social Neuroscience and Learning Technology

Few studies have investigated the importance of social interactions in learning (de Greeff & Belpaeme, 2015). Social neuroscience, an emerging discipline that studies the social dimension of learning from neurophysiological, psychological, and other perspectives (Blakemore, Winston, & Frith, 2004), seeks to understand the processes and mechanisms going on inside different regions of the brain when a person learns and interacts in social contexts (Meltzoff et al., 2009). Social neuroscience moves beyond neurophysiological studies of isolated individuals to investigate the effects of different factors, including complex social stimuli on a person’s learning in social situations. People’s thoughts, feelings, beliefs, and relationships to others during social interactions have mutual impact on each other’s neurophysiological and cognitive processes, which are also contingent upon the nature of the social interactions involved (Singer, 2012). A comprehensive review of literature shows that infant and young children up to 3 years old rarely learn from televised screens independent of the mediation of an adult (Richert, Robb, & Smith, 2011). A recent study on early language learning carried out by Roseberry, Hirsh-Pasek, and Golinkoff (2014) found that toddlers between 24 and 30 months only learned novel verbs through social interactions in the form of live interactions or via video chat. These findings are very important for the design of technology-mediated learning. Social neuroscientific studies of brain mechanisms involved in the close coupling between individuals during social interaction has the potential to provide a neurological basis for enhanced learning through social interactions (Blakemore, 2012).

Social Robots and Learning

Though social neuroscience is still a young field, it has already contributed to the design of learning technologies. One area of impact is in the development of social robots, which are robots programmed to interact with people, environment, and other robots according to social and cultural norms, with the ability to (a) move and detect the presence of persons or objects by vision, touch, sound, and other means, (b) engage in conversations, (c) acknowledge receipt of external stimuli, invitations, or changes, (d) express and perceive emotions, and (e) recognize and perform gestures (Li, Cabibihan, & Tan, 2011).

Results from studies of intervention involving social robots in language learning for infants and toddlers have been particularly encouraging. Movellan et al. (2009) show that toddlers in an early education center learning target words from a fully autonomous robot for 2 weeks show a 27% improvement compared to matched control words. Robots providing personalized affective feedback as learning companions to preschool second language learners invoke significantly higher valence from the children than non-personalizing robots (Gordon et al., 2016).
study of teaching sign language to deaf and hearing 6–12 month old infants using a robot and a virtual human avatar, Scassellati et al. (2018) were able to demonstrate that such a system can gain and direct the infants’ attention to the linguistic content of sign language, maintaining their engagement and producing signs taught by the avatar.

Beyond language learning, Park et al. (2017) show that when children play a puzzle-solving game with social robots as a peer, those playing with robots that are programmed with behavior indicative of a growth mindset report a stronger growth mindset and demonstrated greater perseverance when encountering challenging tasks than those who played with robots with neutral mindsets. With emerging advances in social neuroscience, the potential of social robots as an emerging form of learning technology will increase as we gain deeper understanding of the brain mechanisms underpinning socially contingent interactions and learning, and develop more sophisticated ways of detecting and guiding socially contingent behavior.

**Collaborative Serious Games**

While there are burgeoning interests in the deployment of social robots to support learning, ongoing research in this area has been largely confined to studies involving children below the age of 7.¹ This is possibly because the range, flexibility, and sophistication in the robot’s responses are relatively limited in their ability to sustain engagement for older children and adults. For the latter group, collaborative learning by means of multiplayer serious games can provide engaging opportunities for socially oriented learning that foster the development of “soft skills” such as communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity that are considered important for the twenty-first century (Wendel et al., 2010).

Engagement, interactivity, real-time response and feedback, and immersion are hallmarks of video games, offering rich, playful human-machine interfaces to scaffold social interactions (Griffiths, 2002). Well-designed video games can serve as powerful teaching tools (Bavelier et al., 2011). Game mechanics such as the setting of difficulty levels and rewards play an important role in giving learners a strong sense of accomplishment or status to drive their engagement (Phillips & Popović, 2012). In addition to the possibility of providing fast, informative and pertinent feedback contingent to the learners’ actions, multiplayer game environments can afford interactions with non-player characters (NPC) and virtual objects in addition to interactions with other learners (Dickey, 2007).

Gee (2011) differentiates between two kinds of serious games: problem games and world games. The former focuses on a particular type of problems and often focuses on the learning of specific knowledge and/or skills. The latter provides a

¹Social robots deployed for use by adults are primarily for therapeutic purposes in the service of senior adults.
simulated environment for the learners to explore complex real world problems. Examples include games such as *Quest Atlantis* (Barab et al., 2007) and the commercial game *Civilization*. The learner’s actions and interactions with other players and NPCs are crucial to the learning process. In fact, as Gee (2011) and other learning games scholars (e.g., Barab et al., 2007) point out, the learning afforded by games, particularly in the case of world games, does not only come from the game as software but from the whole system of social interactions that the players engage in, often referred to as the “meta-game.” Hence, serious games have the potential of providing a safe environment for learners to experience and learn about concepts, issues, and skills that cannot be adequately learned without understanding the complexity of the targeted social systems and the social interactions within them.

**CPS: The Assessment Challenge**

Socially organized learning, or learning that leverages the innate human preference for social interactions, can be deployed to achieve different kinds of learning outcome goals. In this chapter, we focus on collaborative problem-solving (CPS), which is a core twenty-first century capability that helps develop effective pedagogical strategies and learning technologies. In this section, we begin with a discussion of the challenge of assessing CPS and the role that learning technologies can play in its assessment. This will help to provide a clear conceptual anchor in defining the learning outcome that is being targeted.

Efforts to address the challenge of assessing CPS only started in the twenty-first century. Internationally, there are two well-known and widely recognized collaborative problem-solving (CPS) skills frameworks in education, the ATC21S (Assessment and Teaching of 21st Century Skills) for 11–15-year-old students, and PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment) for 15-year-old students. A brief description for these technology-based assessment frameworks and their implementation is given below.

**The ATC21S Assessment Framework and Implementation**

The ATC21S assessment framework comprises a three-level hierarchy of component skills (Hesse et al., 2015). At the top level are social process skills and cognitive process skills. “Social process” refers to skills required in carrying out inter-personal communication, interaction and coordination, and is further differentiated into (1) participation skills (in action, interaction and task completion), (2) perspective taking skills (to achieve adaptive responsiveness and audience awareness), and (3) social regulation skills (for negotiation, self-evaluation, transactive memory and responsible initiative). “Cognitive process” refers to skills in reasoning and managing the fine details of tasks, from identifying and defining the problem to
planning, executing, reporting, monitoring and reflecting during the problem-solving process. The cognitive process skills can be further differentiated into task regulation skills (comprising problem analysis, goal setting, resource management, flexibility and ambiguity, information collection, and systematicity); and learning and knowledge-building skills (comprising the skills to represent and formulate relationships, to formulate and execute rules, and to formulate and evaluate hypothesis). Table 9.1 provides a summary of the complete list of the skills at all three levels.

In ATC21S, the CPS assessment consists of a number of tasks to be completed by two students who collaborate online to solve problems together, communicating via a chat box (Care et al., 2015). The tasks are designed so that they cannot be solved alone but would have to depend on information from or coordination with the other for task completion, thus requiring collaboration. The cognitive and collaborative levels vary from task to task.

The user-end technology required to carry out the ATC21S assessment is relatively simple compared to popular video games with instant messaging clients, and far less complex than those used in multi-player video games serving hundreds of users playing and communicating with each other at the same time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 9.1 The ATC21S CPS Assessment Framework (Hesse, Care, Buder, Sassenberg, &amp; Griffin, 2015, pp. 41–52)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>The ATC21S CPS assessment framework</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Social process skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Cognitive process skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The PISA 2015 Assessment of CPS

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a triennial international survey conducted by OECD to evaluate education systems worldwide by testing the skills and knowledge of 15-year-old students. PISA introduced CPS assessment for the first time in 2015, which is also the first large scale international comparative assessment of CPS (OECD, 2017).

The PISA CPS assessment framework is similar to that of the ATC21S, but with a simpler structure, also with two dimensions: the cognitive and collaborative processes needed respectively for CPS. The framework further defines four cognitive processes (exploring and understanding, representing and formulating, planning and executing, and monitoring and reflecting) and three collaborative processes (maintaining shared understanding, taking action to solve the problem, and maintaining team organization) respectively, thus forming a $4 \times 3$ matrix (see Table 9.2). Each CPS task in PISA 2015 can be identified as requiring one of three collaborative problem-solving competences in the accomplishment of one of four problem-solving steps.

Unlike the ATC21S assessment in which pairs of students collaborate, students taking part in the PISA 2015 CPS assessment only “collaborate” with computer agents. Each CPS task is comprised of several items, with each corresponding to an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem-solving process</th>
<th>Collaborative problem-solving competencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Establishing and maintaining shared understanding</td>
<td>(2) Taking appropriate action to solve the problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(a) Exploring and understanding. (a1) Discovering perspectives and abilities of team members</td>
<td>(a2) Discovering the type of collaborative interaction to solve the problem, along with goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Representing and formulating (b1) Building a shared representation and negotiating the meaning of the problem (common ground)</td>
<td>(b2) Identifying and describing tasks to be completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Planning and executing (c1) Communicating with team members about the actions to be/being performed</td>
<td>(c2) Enacting plans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Monitoring and reflecting (d1) Monitoring and repairing the shared understanding</td>
<td>(d2) Monitoring results of actions and evaluating success in solving the problem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
action a student could choose in the problem-solving process as a result of interacting with and collecting information from the computer agents.

The Challenge of Assessing CPS and Neuroscience Research

As can be seen from the above descriptions, ATC21S and PISA 2015 represent two very different approaches to how collaboration is organized in assessing CPS. In both cases, the CPS outcome to be measured is an attribute of the individual. In the case of PISA 2015, the human subject involved in the assessment is an individual, engaging in human to computer agent interaction (H2A). This setting ensures that all subjects are exposed to the same assessment conditions and hence the results are comparable. However, the validity of this form of assessment has been challenged (Griffin, Care, & Harding, 2015) in demonstrating that students in these H2A settings have similar experiences as in real life collaboration situations, and that the assessment results do predict their CPS performance in real life.

In the case of ATC21S, the assessment engages human-to-human (H2H) interactions in dyads. It also faces validity challenges, as there cannot be “standardized humans” in the assessment setting. ATC21S has established that there is no difference in the measured performance at an aggregate level whether the students are assigned to role A or role B in the task context. This same result is obtained whether the task is symmetrical or asymmetrical (i.e. whether the task measures the same indicator for both roles or otherwise). On the other hand, whether differences in the abilities of the collaborating dyad will affect their individual performance has yet to be investigated (Griffin et al., 2015)

The dilemmas and challenges to assessing CPS are unlikely to be resolved through studies within the confines of the psychometrics and assessment research. There is inadequate understanding about cognitive, metacognitive, and social affective functioning in CPS contexts, which also limits our ability to provide learning technology support for CPS. Interdisciplinary research involving neuroscientific methods to study CPS will provide an important, missing piece of the puzzle for us to seek a deeper understanding of the processes and mechanisms involved in collaborative problem-solving contexts, which will contribute to the development of better learning and assessment technologies. This is explored further in the next section.

CPS: The Learning Challenge

How does a person’s perception and understanding about the social world develop? What is the developmental trajectory for a child to learn to collaborate with others? Studies show that young children can move beyond an egocentric world view and exhibit an awareness of the different perspectives taken by others. Rather than a
Piagetian stage model of egocentrism, Donaldson (1978) shows that even very young children can “decentre” and communicate with others if given the right context. What is needed for a person to advance from perspective taking to becoming a collaborator in problem-solving?

In the ATC21S framework, the social process skills (participation, perspective taking, social regulation) are considered separately from the cognitive process skills involved in the problem-solving process. These two sets of skills can be reported separately or as a single dimension for each member of the dyad. The data analysis and interpretation are based on well-established psychometric principles grounded on behavioral data gathered through the assessment tasks, and the assessment results can be presented as a progression from novice to expert performance. However, from a learning perspective, there remains a problem of whether the cognitive and social neural processes are independent of each other. The statistical distribution of item difficulties and students’ scores does not reveal how an individual necessarily progresses in CPS, or what might be the obstacles to CPS advancement or how the individual could be helped to make progress in CPS.

The PISA 2015 CPS assessment also has no explicit discussion about the independence of the collaborative and problem-solving processes. However, if we inspect its assessment framework, there is an important difference in the underpinning assumption about the relationship between the social and cognitive dimensions in a collaborative problem-solving situation which is much more intertwined. First of all, in the definition of the social dimension, PISA does not use labels that construe social processes as generic across different types of tasks, but rather refer to the dimension as collaborative problem-solving competences. The three competencies under this dimension are more specific for solving problems when working with others. The matrix in Table 9.2 guides the design of CPS assessment items. There is no assumption that Discovering perspectives and abilities of team members is the same competence as Communicating with team members about the actions to be/being performed, even though both belong to the broad category of Establishing and maintaining shared understanding of collaborative problem-solving competence. However, there is also no assumption that these competencies are exercised separately in the CPS process (OECD, 2017).

Despite the differences in the framing of the ATC21S and PISA 2015 CPS frameworks, the statistical analysis to arrive at a description of the CPS achievement progression in terms of what students at different positions of the achievement ladder can perform is similar. While it would be instructive to see how the same individuals’ performance on the two assessments may triangulate, the mapping of behavioral performance per se does not address the issue of how people learn to collaborate to solve problems effectively. There is a need for inquiry that connects behavioral observations with social neuroscientific inquiry in order for us to better understand how CPS competence develops, and whether identifiable developmental trajectories/pathways can be delineated. We illustrate further in this section how neuroscientific explorations in conjunction with behavioral observations would contribute much to our understanding of key questions related to CPS development.
**How Does the Social Brain Develop?**

In assessments of CPS, we may try to “control” who the assee interacts with, as in PISA 2015, or assume that the achievement results would not be affected by the ability or behavior of the collaborator. However, in learning and in actual work situations, whether the collaborators know each other and if so their pre-existing relationships, and the attributes of the team members matter. Recent advances in social cognition and neuroscientific research (Fiske & Taylor, 2013) have shed light on how our understanding of self and others develops from early infancy (e.g., Rochat, 2014). However, investigations must provide better scientific grounding for the design of learning activities and learning technologies. Specifically, we need to understand whether people’s perception and interaction with others under the following situations differ, and if there is a developmental trajectory with regard to differences in response:

1. Interacting with familiar individuals vs. strangers
2. Interacting with perceived authority figures (e.g., parents) vs. lower status figures (e.g., younger infants)
3. Interacting face-to-face vs. via different media (e.g., voice only or video) vs. via avatars
4. Interacting with one other person vs. a group of people

Supplementing cognitive behavioral studies to address the above questions with studies of neural activities over time with varying contextual conditions along the above four dimensions will provide us with a better understanding of how maturation in social cognition can be facilitated. Dimension (3), establishing and maintaining team organization, is especially important in authentic everyday workplace CPS contexts in which people often switch back and forth between the physical and virtual world, alone or interacting and collaborating with others. How does this capability develop through life, from childhood to adulthood, and how does this interact with the digital interactions and environment of the learner?

**What Are the Conditions Underpinning Productive CPS?**

One of the reasons that people engage in social interactions is to be better able to solve problems. Jonassen (2000) put forward a taxonomy of problem types and argues that there are different cognitive and affective requirements for solving different types of problems. Further, individual attributes of the problem-solver, such as familiarity with the problem type, domain knowledge, skill level, cognitive controls, metacognitive skills, epistemological beliefs, and affective and cognitive characteristics, make a difference in the problem-solving process and outcomes. If individual attributes influence the outcome of his/her problem-solving, clearly these characteristics of the interacting dyad or group will affect the process and outcomes.
in CPS contexts. However, examining combinations of individual attributes of collaborators may not be the most expeditious approach. It is well accepted that the outcome of collaboration achieved by a well-functioning group often exceeds the sum of what can be achieved by individual group members (OECD, 2017). The implication from this observation is that the CPS capacity of a group can only be assessed at the group level. Many researchers in the field of collaborative learning have also focused their studies at the group or community level (Hmelo-Silver, 2013).

What happens when people interact to solve a problem? Studies in the learning sciences have shown that groups that achieve successful CPS outcomes are characterized by joint attention and mutuality of exchanges (Barron, 2000). Neural and body movement synchrony have been observed to increase after cooperative social interaction. Studies of neurophysiologic patterns of teams when they engage in solving time-critical problems collaboratively find that the differences in these patterns reflect the teams’ efficiency (Stevens et al., 2009). These findings show strong corroborations between observed behavior and patterns of interpersonal neural activity during social interactions and CPS. On the other hand, from a learning and learning technology design perspective, there is a need for such research to be extended to reveal why some groups can successfully develop productive neurophysiologic collaboration patterns while others do not, and even more importantly, what conditions bring about these different patterns.

Learning Technology Research and Development for CPS

Earlier in this chapter, we review briefly two emerging learning technologies, namely social robots and serious games. The former is a technological approach to leverage the affordance of social interactions to support learning, while the latter provides a simulated learning environment to scaffold learning involving complex social contexts and interactions. Serious games are particularly relevant as a technologically mediated environment for the learning and assessment of CPS as these have two potential advantages: motivating engagement and simulating authenticity.

Games for Motivating Engagement and Attentional Focus

Studies have shown that dopamine release is increased significantly during game play, particularly in areas of the brain connected to learning and rewards (Koepp et al., 1998). Dopamine is a neurotransmitter that helps to control the brain’s responses to reward and pleasure, and is hence strongly related to reward-motivated behavior such as addiction, pleasure, and learning. Studies further show that uncertainty, difficulty, or challenges in a game increases the dopaminergic activity, producing immersive effects on players (Murad, 2017).
Another “counterintuitive” finding about game play is that some video games may in fact enhance players’ attentional focus. Using fMRI (functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging), Bavelier et al. (2012) found that the area of the brain connected with attention allocation is less active in gamers than non-gamers during pattern recognition tasks. One interpretation of this finding is that gamers are less affected by outside interferences and thus able to allocate attentional resources more efficiently.

**Serious Games Simulating Authentic Contexts for Learning**

One challenge in fostering problem-solving capacities in educational settings is the lack of an authentic context for students to practice. Hence, laboratory work, problem-based learning and field experience are valued pedagogical approaches to provide learning environments and contexts that are close to the real world situations targeted for learning. However, such real world settings may not always be feasible and mistakes can be costly. In a virtual environment, a learner’s actions, behaviors, and thoughts are embedded in human-to-human and human-to-object interactions in the learning process, which may provide authentic, near real-life experiences (Nicaise, Gibney, & Crane, 2000; Pearce, 2016).

In a comprehensive review of studies on serious games and learning outcomes related to twenty-first century skills, Romero, Usart, and Ott (2015) found that all analyzed studies reported collaboration, teamwork, communication, social skills and digital competence as observed outcomes, and most also included creativity, critical thinking, and problem-solving. The review also shows strong associations between some game characteristics and twenty-first century outcomes: collaboration with teamwork and communication outcomes, complex collaboration with the ability to manage and solve conflicts, the need to exercise strategy and tactics with the demonstration of critical thinking and self-direction. One important advantage of game play is the possibility of programming realistic and authentic consequences of learners’ actions, including socially oriented ones, without causing actual harm or damages. Opportunities to learn from mistakes or failures through games are educationally valuable for the players (Charsky, 2010).

One advantage of learning through virtual worlds is that different levels of authenticity can be provided as environments for individual or collaborative problem-solving (Chang et al., 2010; Huang, Rauch, & Liaw, 2010). Virtual environments in serious games can be more versatile and richer in features and functionalities (e.g., assigning players to a specific task) than are real-world contexts, and may serve as valuable pedagogical settings for fostering CPS competences.
Looking into the Future

In this chapter, we highlight the importance of social interactions in learning and development, and identify CPS as a focal challenge for education and hence also for learning technology research and development. We review research in social neuroscience and the potential it holds for the development of learning technology to support socially contextualized learning. This is followed by a review of the challenges encountered in the assessment and learning of CPS, and how neuroscientific methods may contribute to addressing these challenges.

In the context of learning technologies that support CPS, we suggest that serious games may offer the greatest learning potential through engaging and authentic environments that can be flexibly manipulated to suit problem and learner requirements. Here, in this final section, we wish to posit that serious games also provide a suitable environment for us to conduct research to address the assessment and learning challenges identified.

As identified earlier in this chapter, observation and behavioral data collected during the CPS process and the outcome indicators may not reflect developmental progress of individuals or groups as these only provide population descriptions of behavior and performance. Further, such data are prone to idiosyncratic variations due to specific settings and tasks. On the other hand, changes at the neurophysiological level are likely to be more gradual and hence reflect more fundamental, developmental changes. By designing studies that balance observational and behavioral data on CPS process and outcomes with neurophysiological and neuropsychological data, the research community can deepen the understanding of CPS competency development.

The study of CPS requires research environments that allow for easy manipulation of study conditions and data collection. Serious games offer multiple advantages for studying CPS. First of all, players are likely to be motivated to spend a long time on the games (if designed appropriately to engage learners), affording extended observations of changes in behavior and outcomes. Newer technologies, including 3D virtualization, simulation, VR, and AR, offer further opportunities for the design of engaging/authentic elements into the game design (Bavelier & Davidson, 2013). Further, the versatility of the online environment can be used to manipulate different research conditions for data collection. Hence, it is possible to design studies to address questions related to how the social brain develops and the conditions underpinning productive CPS. Further, the automatic online data collection afforded on serious games platforms makes it possible for massive amounts of data to be collected without much human intervention. Data mining, as well as more conventional analytical methods, may be employed in the research.

We started this chapter by referring to research that points to the dynamic nature of the brain and cognitive development. The brain is constructed dynamically over time by continuous interactions between biology and experience. Hence, feedback is an important component in the design of learning technologies. A further advantage of using serious games in CPS research is that in-game assessments can be
designed to be utilized for the provision of feedback to learners. The subsequent impact of the feedback over time can also be studied. In other words, in-game assessment in serious games can be used as formative assessment in cycles of teach-assess-inform (students) during the learning process. In the ideal case, the players do not perceive that they are being assessed and the formative assessment and feedback become embedded into the game mechanics (Phillips & Popović, 2012), thus reducing the pressure and negative emotions often associated with formal assessment.
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Chapter 10
Cross-Sectional Studies Investigating the Impacts of Background Sounds on Cognitive Task Performance

Deborah Cockerham, Lin Lin, Zhengsi Chang, and Mike Schellen

Abstract This chapter synthesizes findings from a series of five studies examining the impacts of different background sounds on cognitive task performance. Four out of the five studies compared background sounds of silence, white noise (rain), calm music without lyrics (Rachmaninoff’s “Vocalize, Op. 34”), and fast, energetic music without lyrics (Benny Goodman’s “Sing, Sing, Sing”). The other study examined task performance under different musical tempos (fast, slow) and pitches (high, low). Cognitive load and academic domain (arithmetic, language, spatial) varied between studies. Findings indicated that, in general, the participants performed better on lower cognitive load tasks while listening to fast music. Performance on tasks with higher cognitive loads did not vary significantly by different listening backgrounds. Implications and future directions are discussed.

Introduction

As the ease of accessing media increases, new technologies are creating a world in which we are surrounded by never-ending sounds. Background music streams constantly into stores, restaurants, museums, and doctors’ offices; and, when music is not in the environment, individuals often choose to hear their preferred music through personal devices. Over 75% of Americans report listening to music for over 25 h per
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The ubiquity of this ever-present soundscape contrasts sharply against the eerie silence of many classrooms, and parents and children often debate the benefits of listening to music while studying or doing homework.

While humans have always engaged in multitasking (e.g., talking while walking), the ability to acquire new information when distracted by other activities or sounds may be limited (Poldrack & Foerde, 2008). The desire to media multitask, fueled by 24/7 access to media, is in direct conflict with the goal of accomplishing the primary task. McLuhan (2002) maintained that media creates both extensions and amputations of ourselves, adding benefits and drawbacks to our lives. How does the never-ending auditory stimulation affect task performance or learning in and outside classrooms?

In a series of studies, we investigated the impact of the technology-generated listening environment upon task accuracy. Our first study found that participants were significantly more productive on a simple math task when listening to fast, energetic music than when listening to calm music, rain sounds, or working in silence. When we increased the participants’ cognitive load, little difference was seen between the four conditions, but a closer investigation into specific musical elements associated fast tempo with increased productivity. Findings support the duplex-mechanism theory (Hughes, Vachon, & Jones, 2007), and suggest that the ability to screen out irrelevant sounds may be more controllable through greater top-down task engagement. In addition, increased media stimulation may be impacting our motivation and affect as it changes our attentional needs. In this chapter, we first provide an overview of literature that has provided theoretical frameworks for our studies. We then briefly discuss each of the five studies we conducted in sequence. Based on findings of the five studies, we discuss implications and future studies.

**Literature and Theoretical Framework**

**Task Productivity While Listening to Background Music**

Studies focused on background music have investigated the impact of media-based music upon a variety of actions, from online shopping (Ding & Lin, 2012) to bullying (Ziv & Dolev, 2013) to perception of crying faces (Hanser, Mark, Zijlstra, & Vingerhoets, 2015). Studies have shown that background music can change our food preferences (Fiegl, Meullenet, Harrington, Humble, & Seo, 2014), that people drink water faster while listening to fast music (McElrea & Standing, 1992, cited in Thompson, Schellenberg, & Letnic, 2012), and that individuals turn the steering wheel more frequently when listening to fast music (Konz & McDougal, 1968, cited in Thompson et al., 2012).

While all of these studies show the impact of background music in daily activities, studies with cognitive tasks have shown conflicting results. Avila, Furnham, and McClelland (2011) examined the impact of familiar music presented both with and without vocals upon three types of cognitive tasks: verbal, numerical, and logic.
Results varied between tasks, with the numerical task showing no influence of music, the logic task showing stronger performance with music, and the verbal task hindered by both instrumental and vocal music. Other research (Jäncke & Sandmann, 2010) investigated verbal tasks in four different conditions: fast tempo, out of tune; fast tempo, in tune; slow tempo, out of tune; and slow tempo, in tune. Authors found no musical influence on verbal learning from any of the listening conditions. In an earlier study, Salamé and Baddeley (1989) found that background music, particularly vocal music, can disrupt verbal memory.

**Arousal-Mood Hypothesis**

Differences in task performance while listening to background music have often been attributed to the emotions experienced when listening to the music. The arousal-mood hypothesis (Husain, Thompson, & Schellenberg, 2002) suggests that music’s impact upon arousal, or alertness, and mood, or the feeling of emotion, may be the reason that task performance differs when background music is playing (Schellenberg, Nakata, Hunter, & Tamoto, 2007). The effect of music upon arousal and mood is often considered in the design of studies that investigate music’s impact upon an individual’s task performance. When Jäncke, Brügger, Brummer, Scherrrer, and Alahmadi (2014) investigated the impact of background music upon verbal learning, authors included only music rated with an emotionally positive valence. In this way, they reasoned, learning would be supported with positive emotions. Moreno and Mayer (2000) hypothesized that the positive emotions elicited by music would strengthen memory performance.

In a series of four studies conducted by Lonsdale and North (2011), researchers concluded that most people listen to music for one of three reasons: to regulate mood, to prevent boredom, or to pass time. Each of these factors supports the arousal-mood hypothesis.

**The Role of Attention**

Posner and Rothbart (2007) highlight three different brain networks involved in attention: alerting (noticing the stimulus), orienting (determining which sensory information to process), and the executive network (monitoring and resolving conflicts between thoughts, feelings, and behaviors). Each of these networks takes place in different neural areas. The alerting system primarily activates the thalamus and other cortical areas, the orienting network is focused in parietal areas, and the executive network centers on the frontal lobes.

Many studies indicate that, although each sensory system (e.g., vision or hearing) is processed in separate neural structures, attending to any of them requires use of the same attentional network (Petersen & Posner, 2012, cited in Rothbart & Posner, 2015).
Thus, listening to music appears to activate the same brain network as looking at this page. Because of this, performance in one of the two tasks is lowered as the brain directs attention towards the other task (Lin, Cockerham, Chang, & Natividad, 2015).

One of the first models of selective attention, the filter theory of attention (Broadbent, 1958), theorizes that, when two incoming stimuli are presented at the same time, they both gain pre-attentive access to a sensory buffer. One of the inputs is allowed entrance, based on physical features such as color, pitch, or location. The other is held briefly in the buffer for later processing. In this way, the brain’s attentional store is not overloaded beyond its limited capacity.

Kahneman (1973) builds upon this theory, suggesting that attention can vary in both quantity and intensity. His measurements of effort, based upon an individual’s electrodermal response and the size to which the pupils of his eyes are dilated, led him to assert that a familiar task or stimulus requires less neural processing than a novel or unanticipated task or stimulus. Kahneman also noted that a person’s ability to sustain attention wanes with time. Based on these observations, Kahneman proposed that humans have a limit on their attentional capacity. His capacity model of attention (Kahneman, 1973) suggests that the most important activity or stimulus will receive the majority of the attention, and other tasks will receive any “leftover” attention as it becomes available.

Chou (2011) suggests that Kahneman’s theory applies even when a task is relegated to a secondary status (e.g., lack of awareness that music is playing in the background). His attention drainage effect claims that attention can be “drained” as the background sounds demand attentional resources, resulting in poorer task performance. An individual may have enough attentional resources to complete a simple task while listening to music, but may not have enough to meet the needs of a higher cognitive task.

**Auditory Distractions**

The human brain is constantly bombarded by sensory stimuli. Because it could be easily overwhelmed by the abundance of sensory information, it must work to balance priority stimuli with inputs that may not be relevant to its goals. Many distracting stimuli can be limited through voluntary actions: closing our eyes can limit incoming visual input, shutting our mouths can prevent unwanted tastes, and pulling our hands away can thwart the sense of touch. But, unlike the other senses, the auditory sense cannot be limited voluntarily. Auditory input can enter the brain without consent, and this permeability appears to be a protective mechanism to alert us to dangers in the environment (Hughes, Hurlstone, Marsh, Vachon, & Jones, 2013). However, permeability may also result in distractibility as irrelevant auditory stimuli move our attention away from the goal.

The brain compensates for the inability to passively filter by actively filtering consistent sounds, as in repeated syllables or monotones (Elliott, 2002; Rinne, Särkkä, Degerman, Schröger, & Alho, 2006). For example, the ticking of a grandfather clock
may not be noticed after a time, or a person who lives near a train track eventually may not “hear” the train going past his house. In contrast, auditory stimuli that varies, or is relevant (e.g., a person’s name or someone yelling, “Fire!”), cannot be ignored and becomes an auditory distraction.

In their duplex-mechanism theory, Hughes et al. (2007) propose two potential causes for auditory distractions. *Interference-by-process* occurs when the neural resources required by the task are the same as those required by the auditory sounds. In this case, the cause of the distraction is task-related. When the auditory distraction interrupts the activity, but uses different neural structures, *attentional capture* occurs. During attentional capture, the ability to screen out irrelevant sounds is more controllable through greater top-down task engagement (Sörqvist, 2010). According to this theory, the higher the cognitive load, the more we can ignore auditory distractions (Hughes et al., 2007).

**Our Studies**

Figure 10.1 below provides an overview of the five studies conducted by our team over a period of 3 years.

All five studies were approved in accordance with the ethical standards of the Institutional Review Board and were conducted at the Research and Learning Center (RLC) of the Fort Worth (TX) Museum of Science and History. The RLC engages museum guests in the scientific discovery process by bringing researchers into the museum to conduct research studies. Families often come to the museum together, which provides the researchers with opportunities to recruit participants of various ages. In total, over 1000 individuals aged 5 years to over 70 years old participated in the studies.

Two sets of background sounds were used in the five studies. The first, second, fourth, and fifth studies use the following set of background sounds:

1. Silence
2. White noise: sounds of rain, accessed through Simply Rain app
3. Fast, energetic dance music with no lyrics (“Sing, Sing, Sing” by Benny Goodman)
4. Calm classical music with no lyrics (“Vocalize, Op. 34” by Sergei Rachminoff)

The third study used the following set of background sounds:

1. High (pitch), fast (tempo) music
2. High (pitch), slow (tempo) music
3. Low (pitch), fast (tempo) music
4. Low (pitch), slow (tempo) music

Based on the results of our first study, we set out in two directions: (1) We increased the level of cognitive load for the task, moving from a math task with a low cognitive load to more cognitively challenging tasks that involved skills from other
Basic listening set:
1. Silence
2. White noise
3. Fast dance music
4. Slow classical music

Music listening set:
1. High, fast music
2. High, slow music
3. Low, fast music
4. Low, slow music

Fig. 10.1 Experiments involved in the background sounds study

academic areas (language and spatial). (2) We looked at specific musical elements (pitch and tempo) to try to determine which elements might be most supportive of task productivity. Thus, the music for the music listening set examined task performance while listening to music with high pitch, low pitch, fast tempo, and slow tempo. For both background sound sets, the sequence of the listening conditions was alternated to account for factors such as familiarity with the task and fatigue. Before completing the task, participants in each study completed a demographic survey that measured age, gender, musical experience, and online habits.
Study #1

Participants 511 museum guests (289 f, 222 m, ages 6–77) participated in the study.

MaterialsParticipants completed a simple math task (See Fig. 10.2) with a low cognitive load. The sound environment was the basic listening set. Participants also completed a brief demographic survey.

Design and procedure A repeated-measures design was used, in which all participants completed the task during each of the four sound conditions. For each condition, participants were asked to answer as many single-digit math questions as possible within 1 minute.

Results Repeated-measures ANOVA indicated that participants were significantly more productive when listening to fast, energetic dance music than when listening to white noise or to silence. See Fig. 10.3.

Study #2

Participants A total of 217 museum guests (127 f, 90 m, ages 7–72; \( M = 29.1; \) SD = 18.6) participated in the experiment.

Materials Two versions of worksheets (four worksheets per version) were prepared. The children’s version, designed for ages 7–12, contained a list of randomly placed words from two categories, and adult worksheets contained words from three categories (See Fig. 10.4) Words in each category were taken from wordlists in Enchanted Learning Educational website (Col & Spector, 2015). Cognitive load for the task was high, and the basic listening set was used.
Design and procedure. A repeated-measures design was used, in which all participants completed the task during each of the four sound conditions. For each condition, participants were asked to categorize as many words as possible within 1 minute.

Results. Repeated-measures ANOVA indicated no significant differences between sound environments, \( F(3, 645) = 1.715, p = 0.163 \), partial \( \eta^2 = 0.008 \). See Fig. 10.5.

Study #3

Participants A total of 231 museum guests (183 f, 48 m, ages 8–75; \( M = 28.25; \) SD = 18.98) participated in the experiment.

Methods This task used the same worksheets as those in Experiment #2. Again, the cognitive load was high. In this study, the music listening set was used.

Design and procedure A repeated-measures design was used, in which all participants completed the task during each of the four music conditions. For each condition, participants were asked to categorize as many words as possible within 1 minute.
Results  Task scores were significantly stronger while listening to fast than to slow music, but little difference was seen between high and low pitch (Fig. 10.6).

Study #4

Participants  135 museum guests (72 f, 63 m, ages 9–66; $M = 29.17$; $SD = 13.44$) participated in the study.
Materials For each of the four sound environments, participants completed a different nine-block design from the Kohs block design test (Kohs, 1920; See Fig. 10.7). In the Kohs task, a person must look at a picture of a design and then arrange colored cubes to reproduce the design. The cognitive load was high, and the basic listening set was used.

Design and procedure Each participant was given nine blocks and was given time to practice with each of two block designs before the testing began. During the testing, the block arrangement task changed with each sound condition. All block arrangements were comparable in skill level and complexity. Time to successfully complete each block arrangement task was recorded, and background sounds continued to play until the participant completed the design.

Results Repeated-measures ANOVA indicated no significant differences between listening environments. However, participants generally completed the task in the shortest length of time when listening to the fast, energetic music. See Fig. 10.8.

Fig. 10.5 Results of experiment #2 (language study, basic listening set)
Study #3: Language task performance comparing musical elements of tempo and pitch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Music Environments</th>
<th>Scores achieved within 1 minute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High, Fast</td>
<td>35.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High, Slow</td>
<td>34.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low, Fast</td>
<td>35.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low, Slow</td>
<td>34.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10.6  Results of experiment #3 (language study, music listening set)

Fig. 10.7  Kohs block design test
**Study #5**

*Participants* A total of 101 museum guests (56 f, 45 m, ages 8–75; $M = 29.17$; SD = 13.44) participated in the study.

*Materials* Heart rate was measured using a heart rate monitor.

*Design and procedure* Participants put on earphones and a heart rate monitor. After sitting quietly and listening to the sound environment for 30 s, the individual’s heart rate was measured. Participants alternated between left and right arms for the different measures.

*Results* No significant difference was seen in between listening environments. See Fig. 10.9 (Table 10.1).

**Discussions and Future Directions**

The main goal of the background sounds studies was to explore the impacts of the sound environment upon academic task performance. Studies #1, #2, and #4 examined the effect of the same set of sound environments on three tasks with complexity ranging from simple to high and across three cognitive domains. Results...
suggested that participants generally achieved more correct answers for the low cognitive task during the fast music condition. Although not significant, heart rate also measured slightly higher when listening to fast music than to the other basic listening set sounds.

Task performance was based upon number of correct task answers, but speed was also a factor in achieving a high score. The faster the participants worked, the more correct answers they achieved. As was seen in the Köppe, Sedlmeier, and Renkewitz (2011) meta-analysis, faster tempo music seemed to support faster behavior, leading to stronger academic task performance. Findings also support the arousal-mood hypothesis (Husain et al., 2002), suggesting that fast music, which increases arousal.

![Study #5: Heart Rate in Sound Environments](image)

**Table 10.1** Summary of the five studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Studies</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1</td>
<td>Single-digit math addition</td>
<td>511 (289 f, 222 m)</td>
<td>Significantly higher scores in fast, energetic music</td>
<td>Basic listening set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2</td>
<td>Language task</td>
<td>217 (127 f, 90 m)</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>Basic listening set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3</td>
<td>Language task</td>
<td>231 (183 f, 48 m)</td>
<td>Significant main effect of tempo</td>
<td>Music listening set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 4</td>
<td>Spatial task</td>
<td>135 (72 f, 63 m)</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>Basic listening set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 5</td>
<td>Heart rate</td>
<td>98 (56 f, 44 m)</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>Basic listening set</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10.9** Results of experiment #6 (heart rate, basic listening set)
can support positive emotional states and may lead to stronger task performance on tasks with either low cognitive or high cognitive demands.

To explore the potential impact of arousal level as proposed by the arousal-mood hypothesis, we also conducted Experiment #6. The results from this study showed no significant difference in heart rate due to listening environments. One explanation could be that, as opposed to previous experiments, in Study #5, participants were not asked to perform a cognitive task, but sat quietly while listening to music. This different experiment setting may result in different motivation and task engagement.

Studies #1 and #3 together shed some insights into the impact of musical elements on cognitive task performance. In these studies, fast tempo enhanced task performance, whereas pitch did not appear to influence the performance.

In contrast, higher cognitive language task performance on the basic listening set varied little when listening to white noise and to all other sound environments, including silence. Similar task performance during all four sound environments suggested that participants’ focus on the task may have supported abilities to filter out irrelevant sounds in the environment. In line with Sörqvist’s (2010) postulation, tasks with higher cognitive loads appear to reduce the power of the sound environment to capture attention. Background music or white noise may provide a distracting effect because of our limited attentional capacity (Chou, 2011), but the duplex-mechanism theory (Hughes et al., 2007) further postulates that our attentional systems may not find the need to respond when surrounded by continual sound.

Many participants commented on the “irritating” or “annoying” sound of the continual rain, and others expressed their personal likes or dislikes for specific musical selections. These comments and study results suggest the need to consider individual preferences in determining optimum learning environments, as indicated by a study in which participants were asked to select their own background music (Cassidy & MacDonald, 2009). In this study, researchers hypothesized that the stronger task performance of participants when self-selected music was playing was due to increased emotional and attentional engagement. In our media-saturated society, supporting an individual in defining and differentiating his own “pleasant” sounds (e.g., sounds of nature or preferred music) and “irritating” sounds (e.g., construction site noise) may enhance his learning capacity.

With the ubiquity of music in our everyday environments, habituation may be a factor in our abilities to screen out background sounds. Media usage can stimulate our “positive reward systems,” leading to a desire for increased media usage (Levitin, 2014). As one young adult commented, “I couldn’t focus at all when no sound was playing! Without added sounds, I was very distracted.”

Background music or white noise may be novel the first time a person hears it, but it quickly becomes commonplace when presented in the everyday environment. As the listener habituates to the sound, the impact of the sound weakens to the point where it may not be noticed at all (Gluck, Mercado, & Myers, 2007). Perhaps, in our media-saturated world, music and white noise are losing their novelty and rele-
Increasing amounts of media stimulation in our everyday environments may build not only a desire, but also a need for media input in order to maintain focus. Despite the increasing number of studies investigating sound effect on work and study, there is still lack of agreement. In their review, Kämpfe et al. (2011) noted the inconsistent and even contradictory findings across early studies investigating the impact of background sound upon task performance. One reason behind the mixed results was the large variety of cognitive tasks that were utilized in these studies. Kämpfe et al. (2011) argued that the studies they included in the review involved various cognitive processes (e.g., math, reading, memory) and, therefore, the results from these studies were by nature not comparable. To see trends shared by studies using similar tasks, they assigned those studies into groups based on three domains: motor, cognition, and emotion. However, the new groups, as the authors admitted, are still unsatisfyingly broad, with heterogeneous tasks in each group. At the end, they suggest that comparable studies using the same sound conditions or cognitive tasks will reduce the heterogeneity in the field and help us progressively build up a more systematic understanding of the effects of background sound upon cognitive task performance.

Our study took the initiative to meet this need by using the same set of sound conditions every time a different task was used. Thus, we gradually increased the complexity of the task from simple single-digit addition to language categorization to spatial task. By comparing the results from these studies, we may obtain insights into how the type of listening environment works in conjunction with the type of task work to affect our performance.

We live in a sound-filled world. Man-made sounds are now considered a pollutant raising international concerns (Radford, Kerridge, & Simpson, 2014). As people consciously or unconsciously struggle to escape aural distractions, they often turn to the ever-present media to find soothing background music or white noise. Others, holding on to the “Mozart effect” idea (Rauscher, Shaw, & Ky, 1993), continue to look for the ideal music or sound to support cognitive skill development. In determining the optimal learning environment, classroom teachers and instructional designers may need to consider the abundance of music in our everyday lives, since silence is becoming an unnatural sound environment in our society. Media and music are involved in much of the iGeneration’s daily lives (Rosen, 2010), and today’s students may need the extra stimulation that music provides in order to maintain focus on academic tasks. The productivity of today’s students and workers may depend upon the addition of music to the environment.
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Chapter 11
Neuroethics in Educational Technology:
Keeping the Brain in Mind When Developing Frameworks for Ethical Decision-Making

Thomas D. Parsons

“It just doesn’t matter whether the data are stored somewhere inside the biological organism or stored in the external world. What matters is how information is poised for retrieval and for immediate use as and when required.”

Clark (2003), p. 69

Abstract  Cyberlearning involves the convergence of psychology, education, learning technologies, computer science, engineering, and information science. Given the similar rate of advances in the educational neuroscience over the past couple decades, there is a growing interest in interaction between neuroscience and education. While cyberlearning has called attention to the stimulating potential that these new technologies (and the research behind them) have to offer, less emphasis has been placed upon the moral and ethical issues that may result from the widespread use of the learning technologies and neuroscience. This chapter aims to offer a first attempt at discussing some of the ethical issues inherent in brain-based cyberlearning research and practice.

Introduction

Cyberlearning is a recent branch of educational psychology that has increased in importance as new technologies have been developed and proliferate our classrooms (Montfort & Brown, 2013). The National Science Foundation has developed
cyberlearning programs to fund exploratory and synergistic research projects that emphasize learning technologies for education and re-education of learners of all ages in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Cyberlearning involves the convergence of psychology, education, learning technologies, computer science, engineering, and information science. Given the similar rate of advances in the educational neuroscience over the past couple decades, there is a growing interest in interaction between neuroscience and education (Stein & Fischer, 2011). There are now dozens of laboratories around the world that have converged to investigate education questions using both cyberlearning and neuroscience approaches. Technological advances surround education, and educators regularly connect or disconnect from others via multifarious digital venues. While cyberlearning has called attention to the stimulating potential that these new technologies (and the research behind them) have to offer, less emphasis has been placed upon the moral and ethical issues that may result from the widespread use of the learning technologies and neuroscience. This chapter aims to offer a first attempt at discussing some of the ethical issues inherent in brain-based cyberlearning research and practice. It is important to note that this discussion will need to be expanded to include a wider sociocultural discourse. Brain-based learning technologies have the potential for both positive and negative change of not only understandings of humanity in general, but also specific and contextualized notions of personhood, free will, conscious experience, authenticity, and relatedness to others.

Ethics in Educational Technology

While most brain-based educational technologists are not philosophers, and few have extensive experience as ethicists, they often deal with moral issues and dilemmas. These range from the daily awareness of distributive justice as they consider the imbalanced allocation of technologies in schools to discussing and balancing the complex issues involved in educational neuroscience research with learning technologies. These situations are often challenging and some quite perplexing. In general, training in ethical issues typically involves a handful of courses (perhaps only one course) emphasizing codes of conduct and ethical principles developed initially by Beauchamp and Childress (2001). The content may include a discussion of the Nuremberg Code (Allied Control Council, 1949), the World Medical Association’s Declaration of Helsinki (1964), and the Belmont Report (1978). From the Belmont report (i.e., Ethical Principles and Guidelines for the Protection of Human Subjects Research), we find three principles that provide the foundation for many current ethical guidelines for behavioral research: respect for persons, beneficence, and justice (Office for Human Research Protections [OHRP], 1979). While there is some terminological variation used in these guidelines and codes, they include the following ethical principles: autonomy (i.e., free will or agency); beneficence (i.e., mercy, kindness, and charity); nonmaleficence (i.e., do no harm); and justice (i.e., fair distribution of benefits and burdens).
Attempts have been made by the Association for Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) to define ethical research and practice: “Educational technology is the study and ethical practice of facilitating learning and improving performance by creating, using, and managing appropriate technological processes and resources” (Januszewski & Molenda, 2007, p. 1). Furthermore, AECT’s TechTrends offers a column on various aspects of normative and applied ethics in educational technology (see for example Yeaman, 2016). Michael Spector (2005) proposed an Educratic Oath for educators that included: (1) restraining from acts that impair learning/instruction; (2) encouraging acts that improve learning/instruction; (3) acting in an evidence-based manner; (4) disseminating instruction principles; and (5) respecting individual rights.

Given that the Educratic Oath was not widely embraced, Spector (2015, 2016; Spector, Merrill, Elen, & Bishop, 2013) moved from principles to more general explication of values. Specifically, Spector (2016) argued for approaching ethical issues in the use of educational technologies to include five interrelating dimensions: values, principles, persons, context (e.g., school), and technologies. In addition to Spector’s five ethical areas, a brain-based cyberlearning approach to ethics needs to take seriously the advances in cognitive, affective, and social neuroscience that have the potential to revolutionize educational assessments (Parsons, 2015; Parsons, Gaggiolo, & Riva, 2017) and training using technology-rich environments (Immordino-Yang & Singh, 2011).

**Perspectives from the Neurosciences on Cyberlearning Technologies**

In the past decade, there has been a rapid increase in research from the neurosciences that relates the human brain’s neural mechanisms to the Internet (Montag & Reuter, 2017), social media (Meshi, Tamir, & Heekeren, 2015), virtual reality (Bohil, Alicea, & Biocca, 2011; Parsons et al., 2017; Parsons, Rizzo, Rogers, & York, 2009), and related technologies (Kane & Parsons, 2017; Parsons, 2016, 2017). To encourage the inclusion of research advances in cognitive, affective, and social neuroscience in the cyberpsychology domain, Parsons’s (2017) proposed a framework for combining neuroscience and cyberlearning for the study of social, cognitive, and affective processes and the neural systems that support them. Following Parsons’s brain-based cyberpsychology approach, a cyberlearning approach that draws from the neurosciences can be understood as (1) the neurocognitive, affective, and social aspects of students interacting with technology and (2) affective computing aspects of students interacting with devices/systems that incorporate computation. As such, a brain-based cyberlearning approach will be interested in both the ways in which educators and students make use of devices and the neurocognitive processes, motivations, intentions, behavioral outcomes, and effects of online and offline use of technology.
What are some key themes that have emerged from the neurosciences for a brain-based cyberlearning? First, there is emerging research that supports the long-held view of educators that thinking and learning are concurrently cognitive and affective processes that occur in social and cultural contexts (Fischer & Bidell, 2006; Frith & Frith, 2007; Mitchell, 2008). In the same way that affective neuroscientific evidence links student’s bodies and minds in processes of emotion, social neuroscientific evidence links students’ self-perceptions to the understanding of others (Immordino-Yang, 2008; Uddin, Iacoboni, Lange, & Keenan, 2007). The interactions between students and others results in a social extension of their cognitive processes. Likewise, the interactions among students, smart classrooms, and cyberlearning technologies serve to extend their cognitive processes. While students and educators behave in accordance with subjective goals and interests that develop over time as they interact socially, the values, judgments, and calculations made by technologies represent the data, algorithms, and system constraints that programmed by their developers (Immordino-Yang & Singh, 2011). Given that the parameters governing these calculations are often decided outside of interactions with the student (either beforehand or during postprocessing), there are concerns about the potential ethical implications of using these technologies.

Advances in cyberlearning technologies have heightened our awareness of the impact technologies have on the structure and function of the student’s brain. Along with these rapid developments is an increased need to grapple with the ethical implications of cyberlearning tools and discoveries. Although several reviews have been written to synthesize the growing literature on neuroscience and ethics in general (Clausen & Levy, 2015; Farah, 2012; Illes, 2017; Racine & Aspler, 2017), there is a dearth of discussion related to the ethical implications of brain-based cyberlearning research, theory, and praxes. A brain-based cyberlearning framework will evolve at the interface of the neurosciences, education, and technologies of the extended mind. Educational theories and praxes are being and will continue to be transformed by the neurosciences. The ethical issues facing a rapidly developing brain-based cyberlearning fall under at least two distinct types: (1) those inherited from other areas of ethics (e.g., neuroethics; Lalancette & Campbell, 2012) and (2) those that are unique to or generated by the field of cyberlearning and other more general areas of concern to mind, brain, and educational technologies (Stein & Fischer, 2011).

Extended Cognition

An additional component for our understanding of cognitive, affective, and social processes for cyberlearning is the notion that technology is an extension of our cognitive processes (Parsons, 2015, 2017). It is becoming increasingly apparent that the educational technologies used in schools have the potential to extend a child’s cognitive processes beyond the embodied cognition of their forebears (Parsons et al., 2017). Andy Clark and David Chalmers (1998) developed an “extended mind”
theory, in which cognitive processes are understood as going beyond wetware (i.e., child’s brain) to educational software and hardware used by the child’s brain. This perspective allows for an understanding of the child’s cognition as processed in a system coupled with the child’s environment.

Clark and Chalmers describe the extended mind in terms of an extended cognitive system that includes both brain-based cognitive processes and external objects (e.g., technologies like tablets, iPads, smartphones) that serve to accomplish functions that would otherwise be attained via the action of brain-based cognitive processes acting internally to the human (Clark, 2008; Clark & Chalmers, 1998). They make use of a “parity principle” that states:

If, as we confront some task, a part of the world functions as a process which, were it to go on in the head, we would have no hesitation in recognizing as part of the cognitive process, then that part of the world is (so we claim) part of the cognitive process. (Clark & Chalmers, 1998, p. 8)

From the parity principle, one can argue that if a process that happens in the classroom (external world) would readily be classified as part of the cognitive toolkit when it goes on in the student’s head, then it is, at least for that point in time, part of the cognitive process. Using the parity principle as a guide, Clark and Chalmers present a thought experiment using fictional characters Inga and Otto to demonstrate the parity principle. Both Inga and Otto are navigating to a museum. Inga can navigate via recall of directions from her internal brain-based memory processes. Otto, on the other hand, has Alzheimer’s disease. This requires Otto to depend on directions found in a notebook, which serves as an external navigation aide to his internal brain-based memory processes. Such extended mental processing can be understood as information-processing loops that spread beyond the neural. Clark and Chalmers assert the equivalence of neuronal memory and paper memory as information storage strategies in the case of Otto and Inga.

Paul Smart (2012) has applied the idea of extended cognitive processes to the specific sociotechnical context of the Web. The result is a “Web-extended mind,” in which the Internet serves as a mechanism that realizes human mental states and processes. Various examples can be found in the ways in which students regularly enhance their cognitive performance with various technologies (e.g., tablets and iPads). Students are able to store their memories using technologies. While a student may not be able to remember what the average daytime temperature in the winter is near the poles on Mars, the student, plus her technology, can recall that it can get down to \(-195^\circ F (-125^\circ C)\).

The potential for the extended cognitive processing perspective seems even more apparent with the advent of mobile technologies. Although early iterations of the Internet were bounded by wires, later iterations only had to be near a router. Today, with the influx and expansion of tablets and iPads in the classroom, the vast information base of the Internet is available to the student. The number of tablets and Smartphones found in schools are quickly approaching the point where billions of students will have access. Moreover, the technological assets of tablets and iPads offer several improvements to deliberations on externalization. Early metaphors
emphasized external memory storage, iPads, and tablets connected to the Internet extend beyond memory assistants to robust mobile computation devices. In fact, mobile technologies connected to the Internet allow teachers and cyberlearning researchers to investigate the interactions of students as they participate with a global workspace and connected knowledgebases. Furthermore, access to the Internet may allow for interactive possibilities a paradigm shift in how we see student learning and the ways in which we understand the nature of students cognitive and epistemic competences.

It is important to consider the circumstances under which a device qualifies as a technology of the student’s extended mind. First, it is helpful to explore what is meant by the word “mind.” While a fully nuanced account of the term “mind” is beyond the scope of this chapter, a few words of clarification will be helpful to situate the notion of technology of the student’s extended mind in context. While the term mind is used liberally in this chapter, it is not with the intent of slipping into some version of substance dualism (i.e., there is brain-stuff and mind-stuff). Instead, a specific distinction is made between brain and mind, in which the brain is understood as a thing while the mind is understood as a concept. The aim here is to keep from mixing these ontological levels in a way that so often ends in muddling the relation between brain and mind. A way of considering this issue is to consider the mind as representing the full set of cognitive resources that the student deploys in the service of thinking. Thinking can be understood as reflective, algorithmic, and autonomous thinking (Stanovich, 2009). This approach comports well with the extended mind hypothesis because the idea of a “full set of cognitive resources” allows for additional contributions (in addition to the brain) to conceptions of mental processing. The extension of mental processes outside of the brain (e.g., technologies of the student’s extended mind) means that mental processes cannot be fully reduced to brain processes (Levy, 2007a; Nagel, Hrincu, & Reiner, 2016; Reiner & Nagel, 2017).

Technologies of the Student’s Extended Mind

What sorts of devices can be considered technologies of the student’s extended mind? One thing to keep in mind when answering this question is that not every algorithmic function performed by devices (external to the student’s brain) should be understood as a technology of the student’s extended mind. Instead, it is preferable to conceptualize technologies of the student’s extended mind as a fairly continuous interface between brain and algorithm in which the student perceives the algorithm as being an actual extension of her mind. For example, consider an updated version of context-based learning games like the ones developed by the MIT Media Lab in the early 2000s (Klopfer, Perry, Squire, Jan, & Steinkuehler, 2005; Mystery at the Museum, 2003). In Mystery at the Museum, the student take part in an indoor augmented reality simulation that is enacted through the Boston Museum of Science. The background narrative includes a burglary that occurred in
a science museum, and the students are instructed to apprehend the burglar by playing the role of a biologist, technologist, or detective so that they can ascertain what was stolen and what methods were used during the robbery. Mystery at the Museum was implemented using Wi-Fi for short-range information acquisition and communication. For our updated version, we could have the students use the Global Positioning System (GPS) in a tablet. Visualize a 13-year-old boy Tommy who has been instructed on how to enter exhibits into the search engine of a tablet application that will show him the best route to destinations for the context-based learning game quest. Once he arrives at the destination, the augmented reality enabled tablet can be used interactively by Tommy to learn about science and to solve the mysteries of the fictional burglary. This tablet application is particularly helpful because it allows Tommy to not get lost, as many of the game destinations lead him to visit parts of the museum with which he was unfamiliar. Tommy has heard stories from his classmates that they are not sure that the GPS interface for the museum always leads to the right place. As a result, Tommy remains alert to his environment so that he can be sure that he makes it to quest destinations in the museum without problem.

Is Tommy’s GPS functioning as a technology of the student’s extended mind? While it is undoubtedly performing computations that are external to Tommy’s brain, the GPS in Tommy’s tablet is probably better considered as cognitive assistance. Why is this the case? The answer is that neither the algorithmic calculations nor Tommy’s use of them are integrated with Tommy’s cognitive processes. Now consider a different scenario in which Tommy has taken part in the context-based learning game several times over the course of a month. Even though he now has slightly more knowledge of the museum, he always uses the GPS in his tablet to navigate through the museum, and it has not failed him. At this point, when he enters an exhibit into the tablet application’s search interface and the route is presented on the tablet screen, he automatically follows it to the destination suggested by his tablet. The GPS is beginning to function as a technology of the student’s extended mind because Tommy has integrated its algorithmic output into the working of his mind.

**Neuroethical Issues for Technologies Extending the Student’s Mind**

What are the potential ethical implications of Tommy using a technology that extends his cognitive processes beyond his brain? One place to look for brain-based ethics is the relatively new discipline of neuroethics. Today, many ethical discussions about brain and technology interfaces are being discussed as neuroethical musings about the nature of the brain and the ways in which persons interact with technologies to make decisions. The discipline of neuroethics is often understood as twofold, with both the neuroscience of ethics and the ethics of neuroscience as two
domains on inquiry. Herein, the main concern is the neuroscience of ethics and investigations of the digital self, values, beliefs, and motivations. While neuroethical issues for technologies of the extended mind have been discussed by a number of neuro ethicists (see for example Heersmink, 2017; Heersmink & Carter, 2017; Levy, 2007a, 2007b, 2011; Nagel et al., 2016; Reiner & Nagel, 2017), they were first introduced in Neil Levy’s (2007a) paper that argued for the substantial implications of the extended mind hypothesis for neuroethics. From a neuroethical perspective, Levy argues that the parity principle (if a cognitive process that happens in the classroom would readily be classified as part of the cognitive toolkit when it goes on in the student’s head, then it is, at least for that point in time, part of the cognitive process) found in the extended mind hypothesis can be extended to an ethical parity principle for neuroethics.

Neuroethics focuses ethical thought on the physical substrate subserving cognition, but if we accept that this substrate includes not only brains, but also material culture, and even social structures, we see that neuroethical concern should extend far more widely than has previously been recognized. In light of the extended mind thesis, a great many questions that are not usually seen as falling within its purview—questions about social policy, about technology, about food and even about entertainment—can be seen to be neuroethical issues. (Levy, 2007a, b)

Levy offers two moral principles for neuroethics labeled as versions of the ethical parity principle that can be used for discussion of moral concerns about neurological modification and enhancement: (1) Strong ethical parity: given that the mind extends into the external environment (e.g., classroom), adjustments of external props (e.g., iPad; tablets; smartphones) used for cognitive processes have ceteris paribus (i.e., all other things being equal) ethical parity with changes in the brain; and (2) Weak ethical parity: changes of external props have ceteris paribus ethical parity with changes in the brain, to the exact extent to which a person’s explanations for deciding that brain changes are problematic can be transferred to changes of the environment in which it is embedded. Support for Levy’s ethical parity principle is drawn from Clark and Chalmers’s view that “in some cases interfering with someone’s environment will have the same moral significance as interfering with their person.”

Reiner and Nagel (2017, see also Nagel et al. (2016)) agree with Levy and present three issues have particular import for further discussion: (1) threats to autonomy from manipulations of technologies of a person’s extended mind; (2) threats to privacy by examinations technologies of a person’s extended mind; and (3) cognitive enhancements via technologies extending a person’s mind. In the following, there is a discussion of Reiner and Nagel’s manuscript as it applies to technologies extending the student’s mind. A fundamental feature of their first issue, autonomy, is that the autonomous student should not be unduly influenced when making decisions. It is important to note that decisions made by students are guided frequently by the contribution of others (e.g., teachers, peers, caregivers) and/or the books and materials that they read, as well as their physical environment (e.g., classroom, playground). As a result, some have updated traditional notions of autonomy (Beauchamp and Childress (2001) to relational autonomy (Christman, 2004;
Mackenzie, 2010; Nedelsky, 1989). In the same way that establishing what influences are due and undue in the context of others can be a difficult task, so too can it be difficult to determine the influence of technologies that extend the student’s mind. Prior to this, it is worth considering Reiner and Nagel’s (2017) explication of the general features of algorithms that could impact the degree to which influences are considered to be violations of autonomy. Nagel et al. (2016) argue for three important factors: (1) the algorithm’s persuasiveness in decision-making; (2) the gravity of the decision; and (3) the algorithm’s ability to identify the student’s preferences.

In terms of persuasiveness of technologies, violations to autonomy are apparent when decision-making is influenced (Verbeek, 2006, 2009). If the student is still able to participate thoughtfully in decision-making and can reflect on the situation, then the impact of the technology will not be considered to be a violation of autonomy because there is no impediment to self-regulation. For their next factor, the gravity (i.e., seriousness) of the decision is relative to the level of potential harm or benefit a student may experience that may result from a given decision. Hence, the lower the assumed potential costs or benefits, the lower the apparent seriousness of the decision. Finally, their third factor, ability to learn about student preferences is important. If a technology simply executes a set of preprogrammed directives, then there is less concern. On the other hand, if the technology can monitor and learn from student behaviors and preferences, then there is increased possibility that an autonomy infraction may occur. Given these factors, an extension of the GPS example (see above) can be offered to illustrate the relevant issues for a student.

An illustrative example of the neuroethical concerns for technologies of the student’s extended mind may begin with the GPS application for the museum on Tommy’s tablet described above. Recall that Tommy’s initial use of the GPS application involved vigilant attention to both the application and the environment to make sure that he could trust the functioning of the application and not get lost. Here the tablet application is not functioning as a technology of the student’s extended mind because, while it is performing computations that are external to Tommy’s brain, the GPS in Tommy’s tablet is probably better considered as cognitive assistance.

Consider another situation, in which Tommy has been using the tablet application for a couple weeks, and the relationship between Tommy and the tablet app has grown more intimate—Tommy now integrates its algorithmic output into the working of his mind while traveling both inside the museum and around his neighborhood (e.g., to and from school, as well as to and from the locations of various extracurricular activities). Tommy is continuing his training in the museum and while working on an assignment that requires that he travel to an exhibit, he hears alerts from the tablet as he passes a sign advertising the museum’s constellation of eateries (on the first floor, right across from the Museum Store); and alerts chime again when the museum’s eateries are just up ahead.

Here, the situation has changed as the algorithms have learned Tommy’s preferences and are attempting to influence his actions. Moreover, the algorithm from the tablet GPS application may increase its level of suggestion by “asking” Tommy whether he would like to take a moment to get something to eat, or perhaps shop in
the museum store (right across from the museum’s eateries). While Tommy may recognize that he needs to complete his assignment (continue his quest to solve the fictional burglary mysteries), he reasons that little harm would come from stopping to get something to eat and perusing the gift shop. Here, one finds a clear effect of the technology on Tommy that was influential enough to cause an alteration of his second-order desires to complete his assignment. Most likely, parents and teachers (as well as ethicists) would view this as undue influence. While the influence is relatively trivial, this scenario reflects a violation of autonomy.

This violation becomes much more pronounced when one considers the fact that the very same algorithm that has become an extension of Tommy’s mind is also an extension of the mind of the corporate entity that designed the tablet application. Perhaps the corporate entity was paid by vendors at the Café and Museum store for directing Tommy to them. Such potential conflicts of interest muddy the ethical waters when attempting to ascertain the extent to which a technology of the student’s extended mind has resulted in a violation of autonomy.

Cognitive Enhancement

Another area of concern for cyberlearning ethics is the issue of using advanced technologies to enhance cognitive abilities (Farah et al., 2004; Lalancette & Campbell, 2012; Parens, 2000). Developments in scientific knowledge are promising to enhance students’ cognitive performance, memory, and/or productivity through new applications of neuropharmaceuticals and/or possible technological advances (Forlini, Gauthier, & Racine, 2013). Cognitive enhancement refers to the capability of achieving psychological enhancements beyond what is needed to maintain or restore good health, such as modifications to memory and/or executive functions (Farah et al., 2004; Juengst, 1998). As a result, the widespread use of cognitive enhancers has led some to conclude that cognitive enhancement is now a socially accepted practice (Berg, Mehlman, Rubin, & Kodish, 2009; Farah et al., 2004; Singh & Kelleher, 2010), there are increasing calls for discussions of the ethical issues surrounding the use of biomedical techniques to enhance cognition (Gaucher, Payot, & Racine, 2013).

Students are increasingly using prescription drugs to cognitively enhance their academic performance (Howard-Jones, 2010; Maher, 2008; Poulin, 2001; Wilens et al., 2008). The so-called “smart pills” are nootropics (i.e., neuropharmaceuticals) that were originally established to treat neurodevelopmental and other brain-based disorders. These nootropics have started making their way into schools because healthy (typically developing) students believe that they can use them to enhance memory (piracetam), wakefulness (modafinil), and attention (methylphenidate/Ritalin).

In an article exploring the ethics implications of cognitive enhancements in students, Singh and Kelleher (2010) urged professional medical associations to establish policy statements related to bringing neuroenhancement into primary care. One
example can be seen in the American Academy of Neurology’s recently development and publishing of a position statement regarding the ethics of pediatric enhancement within the patient–parent–physician relationship (Graf et al., 2013). The decision of the statement was that physicians should not prescribe cognitive enhancers to children or adolescents. They based their decision on the fiduciary responsibility of physicians toward their pediatric patients.

An obvious ethical challenge to education is that the non-clinical use of nootropics is a lifestyle choice made in response to performance pressures in a competitive environment (Racine & Illes, 2008). Illes (2006) described four main ethical challenges related to the use of nootropic: safety, coercion, distributive justice, and personhood. From this, questions emerge: Does greater effort confer “dignity”? Is the student the same person when on Ritalin? Moreover, there seems to be a coercive factor in teachers’ preference for enhanced children because they tend to be more receptive to learning and interactions. That said, the restriction of nootropics could be viewed as coercive when the restriction limits freedom of choice about whether or not to enhance. A further issue is distributive justice because unfairness results between haves and have-nots. The inequities in society, from private tutoring to technological access, it is not an issue specific to nootropics until the question of cheating is added. Is enhancement in itself a form of cheating? Discussions of cheating include issues of fairness and carries de facto moral wrongness when understood as the infringement upon implicit rules and/or the access to inequitable benefits (Lalancette & Campbell, 2012).

Conclusions

The challenges of applying neuroscientific findings to learning technologies are numerous, but have a common denominator: the framework supporting a brain-based cyberlearning has to be well defined and explicit. Attempts have been made by the Association for Educational Communications and Technology to define ethical research and practice. Moreover, attempts have been made to present a framework for approaching ethical issues in the use of educational technologies (Spector, 2016). Herein, there has been a discussion of the ways in which such frameworks can be extended to develop a brain-based cyberlearning approach to ethics that emphasizes the advances in cognitive, affective, and social neuroscience.

Extending the framework to some extent involves the recognition that our mental states are constituted by our neurocognitive and affective states and a shifting collection of external resources and scaffolding. Our understanding of what constitutes a person is partially a function of the student’s environment, inasmuch as the student’s capacities are dependent on features of her context. Moreover, a student’s identity is largely a product of social relations to others.

Following the extended mind thesis, there is a strong prima facie case for ethical concerns accompanying various means of enhancing cognitive performance. While some approaches to learning technologies emphasize ethical principles, neuroethics
focuses on the neural substrates subserving cognitive processes. Herein, the emphasis has been upon combining these approaches via an argument that mental processes include not only brains, but also learning technologies, and even classroom social structures. This allows for the ethical concerns of educational technologists, educational neuroscientists, and neuroethicists to extend far more widely than has previously been recognized. Given the extended mind thesis, a number of ethical concerns about using educational technologies can be seen to be neuroethical issues. In making decisions about how educators structure classroom environments and employ educational technologies, decisions can be made about the ways in which technologies of the extended mind are employed, and such decisions must be informed by neuroethical thinking.
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